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FOREWORD


The Advanced Platform Systems Technology Study (Contract NAS8-34893) was initiated in 
July 1982 and completed in April 1983. The study was conducted for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Marshall Space Flight Center, by the Boeing 
Aerospace Company with Spectra Research Systems as a subcontractor. The study final 
report is documented in four volumes. 
D180-27487-1 Vol. I Executive Summary 
D180-27487-2 Vol. II Trade Study and Technology Selection Technical Report 
D180-27487-3 Vol. III Support Data 
D180-27487-4 Vol. IV Technology Advancement Program Plan 
Mr. Robert F. Nixon was the Contracting Officer's Representative and Study Technical 
Manager for the Marshall Space Flight Center. Dr. Richard L. Olson was the Boeing study 
manager and Mr. Rodney Bradford managed the Spectra Research Systems effort. 
ix 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This is volume III of the final report on the Advanced Platform Sysiems Technology Study 
conducted for the Marshall Space Flight Center by the Boeing Aerospace Company and 
Spectra Research Systems. The overall study objective was to identify, prioritize, and 
justify the advancement of high leverage technologies for application on the early space 
station. The objective was fulfilled through a systematic approach to trade study 
identification and selection, trade study analysis, and selection of technology advance­
ment items. This volume presents the formatted data sheets that were filled out as part 
of the study procedure. 
The overall study effort proceeded from the identification of 106 technology topics to the 
selection of 5 for detail trade studies. The technical issues and options were evaluated 
through the trade process. Finally, individual consideration was given to costs and 
benefits for the technologies identified for advancement. Eight priority technology items 
were identified for advancement and are reported in volume II together with the rationale 
and justification for their selection. A plan for advancing each of the eight technology 
items is presented in volume IV of this report. This volume contains selected supporting 
data generated during the trade selection and trade study process. Volume I summarizes 
the overall study approach and results. 
The study was divided into three primary tasks which include task 1-trade studies, task 
2-trade study comparison and technology selection, and task 3-technology definition. 
Task I general objectives were to identify candidate technology trade areas, determine 
which areas have the highest potential payoff, define specific trades within the high 
payoff areas, and perform the trade studies. In order to satisfy these objectives, a 
structured, organized approach was employed. Candidate technology areas and specific 
trades were screened using consistent selection criteria and considering possible interrela­
tionships. Figure 1.0-1 displays the overall screening process. 
The selection flow is shown in figure 1.0-2. The study started with space platform 
requirements, proceeded through trade study and cost benefits analysis, to technology 
advancement planning. The structured approach used in the study took advantage of a 
number of forms developed to ensure that a consistent approach was employed by each of 
the diverse specialists that participated in the study. These forms were an intrinsic part 
of the study protocol. 
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Example forms are shown in figures 1.0-3, -4, and -5. Form I was used to record and 
organize requirements. The completed copies of Form I are presented in section 2.0 of 
this-volume-of the-Final Report. Form 2 was used -to record trade study advancement 
goals and benefits and list technology options. Section 3.0 of this volume contains the 
filled in Form 2 copies. Form 3 contained a listing of the initial selection criteria. 
Section 4.0 presents the filled in copies of Form 3. 
The task 2 objective was to evaluate the results of the trade studies performed in task 1, 
prioritize and select technologies with respect to comparative cost and benefit potential 
in the context of overall system compatibility. The task was accomplished in four 
primary steps in which advancement costs, schedules, comparative benefits and platform 
life-cycles costs were used to rank, order, and select the most promising technologies 
requiring advancement. Section 5.0 of this volume contains the completed copies of Form 
3A which summarize the results of the trade studies in four technology areas (data 
management architecture, data management-data bus, long lifetime thermal manage­
ment, and integration of automated housekeeping functions). 
The primary objectives of task 3 were to provide the justification for technology 
advancement based on the detailed trade studies and benefit analysis and to prepare the 
test plans for each technology item identified. The advancement plan includes rationale, 
benefits, resources costs and schedules keyed to a platform program development 
schedule. Volume IV of this report presents the results of task 3. 
4
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TECHNOLOGY THERMAL CONTROL


DISCIPLINE


TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP THERMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CAPABLE OF


ADVANCEMENT ACCOMMODATING INTERCHANGEABLE PAYLOADS/VARYING


GOAL THERMAL LOADS


SPECIFIC DECENTRALIZED VS CENTRALIZED THERMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
TRADE


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* 	 SYSTEM IMPACTS REDUCED ENERGY REOMTS (INSTR. 
HEATING & ACTIVE ELEMENT CONSUMPTION)
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 	 > 50%REDUCTION IN S/S HARDWARE 
* 	 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 66-92%INCREASE IN P/L HEAT REJECTION 
CAPABILITY 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 	 ALL ACTIVE ELEMENTS REPLACED BY 
" COST REDUCTION 	 PASSIVE COMPONENTS 
* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
S. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
* SYNERGISM 
" LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
o MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
Figure 1.0-5. Form 3-Specific Trade Benefits Estimate 
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2.0 REQUIREMENTS SURVEY (FORM I) 
This section presents the data sheets containing the results of surveying the following 
platform source data to identify requirements: 
NASA 	 Contractor Report No. 160944 - January 1982


Requirements for a Space Operations Center


Boeing 	 Document D180-26495 - NAS9-16151 - July 1981


Space Operations Center Final Report


NASA 	 PM-001 - September 1979


25K Power system Reference Concept (Prelim.)


MDC 	 G9246 - Technical Report - NAS8-33592 - October 1980


Conceptual Design Study, Science and Applications Space


Platform (SASP)


NASA 	 Report - MSFC - October 1981


A Conceptual Design and Analysis Study Program Development,


Science and Applications Manned Space Platform (SAMSP)


The sheets are provided for the following technology disciplines 
Thermal Control 
Structures Mechanisms and Materials


Crew Systems


Flight Operations


Ground Operations


Data Management


Communications and Tracking


Electrical Power System


Propulsion System


Guidance and Navigation Technology


Attitude Control


7 
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Identified requirements or subsystem descriptions are listed for each of these according to ­
early and adyanced-manned platforms- (SASMP and sbc);-according to an early interme­
diate and advanced unmanned SASP, and for the unmanned 25K power module platform. 
8
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A L PA EG BII iS 
OF POOR QUALI D180-27487-3 OF POOR QUALy 
Technoogy FORM I Manned Platforms Unmanned 
Plorre 
Reqmt 
Code Rqteet_________ 
de-M,,ntnalingRepot 
Early LEO 
SASMP SaC 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP sOC 
GEO 
SOC Early
SASP 
Intermediate 
1 SASP 
Advanced 
SASP 
250 kw 
FwMod 
Controller Centraliz- Central- Central- Central- Central- Central-- Centraliz- Central-
Iler 
Distribute 
sensors 
Distribute 
flow con­
trol valv 
control troller 
of main Distrib­
thermal uted 
bus sensors 
Distribt-Distrib­
uted con- uted flow 
trolof control 
inter­ valves 
mediate 
loops 
trol of 
main 
thermal 
bus 
Distrib­
uted con­
trol of 
inter­
mediate 
loops 
control 
of main 
thermal 
bus 
Distrib­
uted 
control 
of inter­
mediate 
loops 
troller troller 
Distrib- L.Distrib­
uted uted 
sensors sensors 
Distrib­ .Distrib­
uted flo' uted flow 
control control 
valves valvs 
troller 
Distribute 
sensors 
Distribute 
flow contr 
valves 
Fault Detection & Isolation 
Rotating Thermal Joint 
Redundancy 
pumps 
valves 
Status 
sensors 
-Flax lines 
Redundancj. 
Status 
sensors 
I 
Contact joint 
3600 
rotation 
Redundanc 
pumps 
valves 
Status 
sensors 
Flex line! 
Redundanc 
Status 
sensors 
Contact joint 
3600 
rotation 
Redundanc 
Status 
sensors 
Contact joint 
3600 
rotation 
Redundant 
pumps 
valves 
Status 
sensors 
Flex lina 
+/-go 
rotation 
Redund­
ancy 
pumps 
valves 
Status 
sensors 
Flex 
lines 
+/-180c 
rotation 
Redundancy 
oumps 
valves 
Status 
sensors 
Flex linte 
+4/­1800 
rotation 
Cabin Air Heat Exchanger Req'd Req'd Req'd Req'd Req'd N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Contact Heat Exchangers N/A . Enhanced 
perform­
ance 
joint 
N/A Enhanced 
perform­
ance 
joint 
Enhanced 
perform­
once 
joint 
N/A N/A N/A 
Energy Transport Lines Liquid 
Return 
2-phase 
Return 
Liquid 
Return 
2-phase 
Return 
2-phase 
Return 
Liquid 
Return 
Liquid 
•Return 
Liquid 
Return 
Meteoroid 
protection 
Valves 
Tees 
Parallel 
loops 
Meteoroid 
protectio 
on main 
bus 
Meteoroid 
protectior 
Valves 
Tees 
Parallel 
loops 
Meteoroid 
protectio 
on main 
bus 
Meteoroid 
protectic 
on main 
bus 
Meteoroid 
proteetio 
Valves 
Tees 
Parallel 
loops 
Meteoroid 
protectio 
Valves 
Tbes 
Pprallel 
l ops 
Meteoroid 
protectio 
Valves 
Tees 
Parallel 
Loops 
Fluid Line Disconnects One pair
to HM 
Pairs to 
payload 
berths 
N/A One pair 
to each 
HM 
Pairs to 
each pay­
load berts 
N/A N/A 3 pairs 
to 3 
berths 
5 pairs 
to 3 
brths 
X pairs 
to berths 
Not defined 
RequIraments Survey for Thermal Control 
9 
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ORIGINAL PACE '1 
OF POOR QUALM D180-27487-3 O!tUN, pAG 14 
TTechiog FORM I Manned Platform Unmanned PI.­ -ma 
Coded Requirement 
-c Early LEO Advanced LEO GEO 
Ad 
-- Mion Enabling Repint SASMP SOC SASMP SOC SOC SASP SASP SASP Fwd Mod 
Radiator PS SM PM SM N PS 
-
PlS PS 
PS = Power System Deployable . Construc- Deploy­ . Construc- Construc- Deploy- Deploy­ . Deploy-
SM = Service Module 19.2 KW tible able/con­ tible tible able able able 
HM = Habitat Module rejection 16.2 KW struc­ .150 KW 250 KW 25 KW re 25 KW 25 KW 
meteoroid rejectio tible max max jection rejection rejection 
protection HM 32.4 KW HM . Single . Single Single 
- Deploy­ reject!o Deploy­ phase phase phase 
able Meteoroli able . MeteDroid . Meteoroid Meteoroid 
meteorcic 
protec­
protec­
tion 
Meteoroid 
protec­
protec-
Lion 
protec­
tion 
protec­
t on 
tion tlon Pallet Pallet Pallet 
13.2 KW 13.2 KW Fixed . Fixed Fixed 
max per max per . 3 KW re­ 3 KM re­ 3 KM 
module module jection jection rejection 
Nontoxic Nontoxic Trail Arm Trail Arm Trail Arm 
working working Fixed Fixed Fixed 
fluid fluid 
within within 
pressure pressure 
shell shell 
Thermal Storage Not defin- 
ed 
(Probably 
Req'd 
part of 
thermal 
Not de­
fined 
(Probabl 
Req'd 
part of 
thermal 
Req'd 
part of
thermal 
Not d­
fined 
(Probably 
Not de­
fined 
(Probably 
Not de­
fined 
(Probably 
required) transpor required) transpor transport required required) required) 
loop loop 
Cold Plates Integral 
with PS 
Req'd Integral 
with PS 
Req'd Req'd Integral 
with PS 
Integral 
with PS 
Integral 
with PS 
equipment equipment equipment equipment equipment 
mounting mounting mounting mounting mounting 
Quick J Quick re- Quick 
release lease release 
equipeN equipment equipment 
hold don hold down hold down 
Pumps Continuous 
operation 
Inter­
mittent 
Contin­
uous 
Inter­
mittent 
Inter­
mittent 
Contin . 
operation 
Continuo 
operation 
Continuou 
oueration 
operation operation operation operation except except except 
during during during 
dorma dormancy dormancy 
Requirements Survey for Thenal Control (Cont'd) 
1 TFOLDOUT FRAME 
-2_ FOLDOUT FRAME 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALJ1y. 
Technology FORM 1nl  1 Manned Platform.s 
ORIGINAL PA 
D180-27487-3 OF p6 QUA IW 
O PnaOe QUALy 
Unma ed Plarorme 
Repmi
Code 
lb 
STRUCTURES, MECHANISMS7MATERIALS 
Requirement 
"-Mission Enabling Reqmt 
Early LEO 
SASMP SOC 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP 
GEO 
i 1 
EayA HeiSOC 
I AP SASP 
250kw 
FwdJMod 
Mechanism Design 
Deployment Mechanisms Solar 
array 
Experiaen 
appendage 
Antenna 
Radiators 
Solar 
array 
Antenna 
Radiator 
S/A
Experi­
ment ap­
pendages 
Antenna 
Radiator 
S/A
Antenna 
Radiator 
S/A
Antenna 
Radiator 
S/A J.S/A
Exp Exp. 
app I append. 
Antenna Radiator 
Radiatdi 
. S/A 
- Exp. 
append. 
Radiator 
S/A
Exp appen 
Radiator 
Docking/Berthing Mechanisms X X X X X X X X 
Articulating/Rotary doints 
Electro-Mechanicel Actuators 
Solar arr 
Experl­
ment/ 
docking 
interface 
Deploy-
Solar err 
Deploy­
ment act­
uators 
Rotary 
joints 
Solar arr 
Exp/dock­
ing inter­
faces 
Deploy­
ment act-
Solar arr 
Deploy­
ment act­
uators 
Rotary 
joints 
Solar arr 
Deploy-| 
ment act- 
uators 
Rotary 
joints 
Solar ar. 
Exp/ t 
o il 
in 
inter 
Deploy-
Solar ary
Exp/ 
docking 
inter­
faces 
Deploy-
Solar arr 
. Exp/ 
docking 
inte­
faces 
Deploy­
. Solar Arr 
Eip! 
docking 
inter­
face 
Deploy-
Tracks and Mobility Systems 
uators 
Rotary 
joints 
N/A Fixedmanipula­
tor 
Rotary 
joints 
Fixedmanipula­
tor 
Tracked
manipula­
tor 
Tracked 
manipula­
tor 
actuator 
Rotary 
joints 
N/A 
actuator 
Rotary 
joints 
N/A 
. 
actuators 
Rotary 
joints 
N/A 
actuators 
Rotary 
joints 
N/A 
Materials 
•Composites (Organic, Meal Matrix) X X X X X X X X X 
* Composites Lifetime & Properties Pred. X X X X X X X X 
•Paints and Coatings For Interiors X X X x N/A N/A N/A N/A 
* Definition of Contamination Sources X X X X X X x X 
Testing on Orbit Required for New Concept -
Techniques for cost effective testing -
Hequremnen Survey for Strnctrms Mechanns, and Matnrals 
.FOLDOUT FRMAE FOLDOUT FRAME> 
ORIGINAL PAGE 10 
OF POOR QUAL17N 
D180-27487-3 ORIGNAL PAGE f2 
OF POOR QUAL rV 
Reqnt 
Code 
Technology FORMI 
Diseipline I 
STRUCTURES, MECHANISMS & IATERIALS 
Requirement 
.- Mssion Enabling Reqmt 
--
Early LEO 
B SOC 
SAMSF 
Manned Platforms 
Advanced LEO 
U SOC 
SAMRP 
CEO 
SOC 
Early 
SASP 
Unmanned Platforms 
Intermediate Advanced 
ASP SASP 
I 
250'kw 
od& 
STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS 
* System Considerations X K X X x 
* Evolutionary Configuration 
*Fail Safe Structures 
X 
X 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
X 
x 
Xx 
Xx 
x 
* Packaging X X X x X X X 
STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE 
System Identification KX KX K K 
. Dynamics Prediction Met'ods x x X x x X x 
* Structural Damping 
* Structural/Thermal Analysis 
* Dynamics/Control 
x 
x 
x 
Xx 
x 
xK 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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x 
xK 
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* Loads/Environments x x x X x x X x x 
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EVA Support 

The capability shall be provided for voice colmnunica­
tion with deployed EVA crewmen out to TRD meters 

Translation means will include handrails/handholds/ 

slidewires and other mobility and stability aids such 

as manipulators and the manned maneuvering unit (MlU). 

Heedholds, handrails, and restraint attach points shell 

be provided along all EVA routes and at each EVA 

hatch. Attachment provisions for portable handholds 

and restraint systems shall be provided at remote work 

sites. 

Locomotion, restraint devices, and portable EVA work 

stations will be provided. 

Provide for simultaneous EVA's of TBD crewmen during 

initial operations and for a milnimum of TBD crewmen 

during subsequent growth phases. 

A minimum of two VMU support stations shall be provided 

during growth phases. The MMlU's beprotected
shall 

from the hazards of space and vacuum exposure during 

stowage and servicing. 

Management of consumables for the EVA equipment shall 

be provided. 

EVA audio and visual displays for EVA support shall 

be provided along with uplink and downlink capabilities 

The maximum EVA duration will be 8 hours per crewman 
per 24-hour day.' In addition to the 8-hour EVA period, 

there will be a 30-minute period for each of the pre­

and post-EVA operations (suit donning/doffing and 

airlock egress/Ingress). 

Provide the capability to service the regenerable 

extravehicular mobility unit (EMU) including the 

processing of the crew's metabolic carbon dioxide and 

waste water and the refreezing of the nonexpendable

heat sink. Servicing capabilities shall be based ona 

minimum of 24 8-hour EVA's per week. 
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EVA Support Con't 
"Prebreathe" by an EVAcrewman shall not be required X X X 
prior to an EVA. EVA suits will be supplied with 
oxygen from the Space Station. 
Provide the capability to support multiple EVA's X X X 
during any given time frame. To reduce procedural 
or safety concerns, provide multiple EVA airlocks. 
EVA shall be conducted using the 'buddyl system, 
Provide a variable controlled rate of depressurization 
and pressurization of the EVA airlocks. The nominal 
X 
rates are to be +/-0.1 psi/sec. The emergency rapid 
depressurization and pressurization shall not exceed 
+/-1i 0 psi/sec. Control of depressurization and 
pressurization shall be possible from both inside and 
outside the Space Station as well as from within the 
airlock, Life support umbilical connectors shall be 
available both inside and outside the Space Station's 
pressurized compartment to allew umbilical EVA opera­
tions, 
Provisions for EVA preparation, EVA equipment stowage, X X X 
recharge, checkout, maintenance (including drying), 
and post-EVA activities shall he made in the airlock 
and/or in an adjacent pressurized compartment. The 
melaetenance area must accommodate stowage of EMU spare 
parts and tools. Provisions to verify the acceptabil­
ity of an EMU for EVA, following its repair or resuzing 
must be provided in the work area. 
Details regarding visual contact with an EVA astronaut X X X 
are TBD, 
The EVA airlock shall provide adequate volume for XX X X 
stowage of EVA equipment and for the suited crewman 
to function and maneuver. Available volume should 
provide adequate space for the observer during the 
donning and doffing of EVA suits. 
It is desirable that the EVA airlock be located as IX X XX 
an appendage to the living/working areas. 
Battle lanterns shall be provided for the EVA XX X X 
lighting. They shall be mounted on rails and 
equipped with swivel or gimbal mounts, 
EVA shall be considered a normal mode for repair. X X X X 
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Food ad drin - Th station will provide a galley 
systmt Prvid to requisite food and drink for 
a. Fod:Varid ad complete meals will hefurnished 
.orhe rews Inaddition, snack items will be 
X xxx 
provided. The food shall consist of items that 
are hot, cold, and room temperature. The meals 
shell be nutritionally balanced and palatable to 
the crews. Condiments shall be provided for 
variety. Bulk storage and preparation shall be 
considered. 
b.Drink: Varied types of drinks (hot, cold and room X X xK 
temperature) will beprovided 
c. Galley: The galley will provide for meal prepara­
tion, both heating and cooling and serving. Stoweg 
X x x X X 
of allutensils, food, condiments, and accouter­
cents necessary for the food preparation and eating 
shall beincluded. The galley shall also provide 
for the cleanup and trash management of the food 
system. 
d. Dining: Sufficient volume will be allotted to seat X X x 
and feed the entire crew at each meal, The crews 
will be able to dine together as a group. This 
volume can be utilized 
tween soapS 
as a wardroom/lounge be-
Lighting: The station will provide adequate lighting X X 
levels and sunlight control in each habitable portion 
of the station. The lighting system will be such that 
adequate light is available for all envisioned tasks 
as well as for living within the station. Particular 
care will e maintained to prevent shadowing, high 
contrast, glare, and light shining directly into the 
eyes of a cretember during the performance of envi­
sioned tasks as well as during general movement about 
the station. The light levels shall be in accordance 
with specifications TBD. 
Each activity shall be provided with lighting Sxa x 
controls for area lights. These controls shall he 
conveniently located to provide lighting adjustment 
as extesralorbital lighting conditions change. 
Night light route locators shall be provided in x x x I 
areas normally darkened for sleep or ark. 
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Lighting of personal hygiene areas shall be adequate 
for reading and cleaning. 
X X X X X 
Acoustics: The station will provide sufficient sound 
contr.to reduce allstation-produced noises to the 
minimum level reasonably achievable. The crews must 
be able to converse without shouting and must be able 
to hear the various caution and warning systems and 
communication systems without specialized hearing aids 
or locations. The use of "white noise" to cover 
background noise and disturbances is not permitted as 
a sound control device. The noise levels by exposure 
duration, frequency content, and activity in the 
various station locations are TBD. The noise level 
in the sleeping quarters requires special consider­
ation. 
Environmental Control and Life Support Systems 
The critical functions of the Space Station environ­
mental control and life support (EELS) system include 
(1)atmosphere revitalization, (2)atmospheric pressor 
and composition control, (3)cabin temperature and 
humidity control, (4)water reclaimation, (6)personal 
hygiene and waste management, and (6)habitability
provisions. The habitat module ECLS shall embody 
regenerative concepts to an optimal degree to minimize 
the resupply expendables and shall have the necessary 
flexibility and expansion capability to accommodate 
the phased evolutionary growth of the Space Station. 
For example, during the initial Space Station buildup, 
early manned operations may require the use of a 
Shuttle-derived open-cycle ECLS until the habitat 
module is in operation. 
X X X X 
General Requirements 
The following general requirements apply to 
cycle and regenerative FELS subsystems. 
both open- XXXX 
a. The EELS subsystem shall control the Space Station X X × 
Pressurized environment to the values indicated 
in Table 2.7-1. 
b. Emergency repressurization gases shall be provided 
t repressurize any normally pressurized, isolabla 
X X X X X 
module, independent of any other module, one time 
from zero to TED psia. Exposure of the EILS 
within the normally pressurized modules to a cabin 
Requireonents Svy for Crow Systems Coonu1ed 
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pressure between zero and TBD psia shall not 
create hazards or Cause damage to the ECLS or 
the Space Statlion 
c. Provisions shall be made to prevent objectionable X X X X 
and noxious odors emitted in any location from 
being transmitted to any habitable location in 
the Space Station. 
d. The atmospheric constituents, including harmful X X X X 
airborne trace contaminants, shall be monitored 
and controlled in each isolable pressurized 
habitable volume. 
e. Atmospheric leakage of each module shall be less X X XX 
than 0.5 lb/day with a maximum of 5 lb/day for th 
total Space Station pressurized volume. 
f. Overboard venting of gases shall be limited to X X X X 
those gases that will not degrade the performance 
of subsystem components exposed to space (e.g., 
solar cells and radiator surfaces). Gas venting 
that is permitted shall be minimized, controlled, 
and nonpropulsive. 
g. Particulate matter filtration shall be provided
in the ECLS for removal of airborne particles 
X X X 
above TED micrometer size, 
h. The microbial concentration in the environment of X X X 
each of the pressurized compartments containing 
crew quarters, laboratories, or experimental 
facilities shall be controlled. 
i. The capability shall exist for dumping the atmos­
phere of a module overboard in the event of 
X X X 
contamination or a fire in the module. Provisions 
to repressurize the evacuated modules shall be 
available from sources other than the aforemen­
tioned emergency gas supply. The number of 
repressurizations allowed will be determined by 
the criticality of each module. 
j. The hydrogen contained in the ECLS subsystems shal 
not cause an explosive hazard if suddently leaked 
ICX X X 
into the cabin atmosphere. 
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k. Crew-related consumable resupply shall be sized X X 
for TED days based on the 24-hour nominal use 
rate. A TED-day reserve of consumables shall 
be provided against the possibility that the 
normal resupply is interrupted. 
Specific Requirements - Regenerative ECLS 
The specific requirements that apply to the regenera­
tive ECLS are the following. 
a The cabin oxygen shall be supplied by electrolysis X X X X 
of water subject to trade studies. 
h. Nitrogen shall be used as the diluent gas in the X X 
cabin atmosphere. The cabin pressure shall be 
compatible with that of the STS Orbiter and shall 
preclude the need for prebreathing prior to EVA. 
c. A regenerative carbon dioxide removal system, X X 
which concentrates and collects the carbon dioxide 
for further processing for oxygen recovery, shall 
be provided to maintain the habitat module carbon 
dioxide partial pressure under 3.0 sMUG in nominal 
operation. 
d. The humidity condensate collected in the carbon 
dioxide reduction and the other air revitalization 
y 
processes shall be used first to produce potable 
quality water with chemical and physical treat­
ments as necessary to satisfy potability require­
ments. 
e. Urine and expended hygiene water shall be pro- X N 
cessed by a concept incorporating a phase change 
to produce potable quality water that is also 
acceptable for water electrolysis and other ECLS 
uses, 
f. Effluent wash water must be adequately processed N X X N 
to ensure sterility and suitability as cleansing 
water as a minimum. 
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Some environmental status monitoring instrumentation 

should be included in the HMF Examples are toxic 

compounds, water quality, microbial load (air, water, 

surfaces), noise, lighting, and radiation (space 

environment and onboard sources). 

Physiological status monitoring is a necessary part 

of preventive medicine. Establishment of physio­

logical norms for microgravity is important for 

health maintenance, diagnosis (e.g., deviation from 

the norm) and treatment (e.g., adjustment of medi­

cation dosage because of reduced body fluid). Some 

physiological monitoring will continue to be required

throughout the Space Station era 
to determine whether 

physiological changes are within normal limits and, 

if not, to initiate appropriate countermeasures. The 

equipment needed is that also employed for diagnosis. 

Medical Diagnosis 

The HMF should have appropriate diagnostic equipment 

and a programed medical diagnostic logic scheme. 

The interface would be accomplished on a display 

(e.g., CRT) and the program should include a broad 

spectrum of the most anticipated medical conditions. 

Medical/Surgical Treatment 

The Space Station should have a program treatment 

logic scheme that will follow the diagnosis. These 

treatment modalities will cover the broad spectrum 

of the most common treatment approaches. 

a. Medication: Drugs and medications will be similar 

to the Space Shuttle medical systems (SOMS-A and 

SOMS-B) but with appropriate changes in medical 

supplies and equipment based on anticipated medical 

conditions and requirements. Provision for cold 

storage shall be provided. 

g. Dental Dental treatment capability will be 

similar to that used in Skylab. (Reference: 

Biomedical Results from Skylab, NASA SP-377) 

WC. am- BWA AAA 
X X X 
X X 14 X X 
TBD TBD X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
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c.Surgery, The Space Station should provide 
facilities for the treatment of fractures and 
X X 
minor and moderate injuries For patients with 
major trauma, relatively noncomplex facilities 
should be provided for stabilization until 
evacuation and ground-based treatment. (Major 
capability for thoracic or abdominal surgery will 
not be provided; therefore, there will be some 
risk of death. Body dispositioning procedures 
must be considered.) The Space Station health 
maintenance/surgical facility should have the 
following capabilities: 
(1)An "operating table" with quick-release X X 
restraint systems to be used both by the 
treating medical crewman and by the injured 
or illcrewman. 
(2)Equipment to monitor vital signs TED TED X X X 
(3)Intravenous fluid system 
(4)Laminar flow workbench for the examination 
TBD 
TBD 
TBD 
IDS 
IC 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
of bacterial growth plates, plating of micro­
bial specimens, obtaining blood and urine 
specinens after they have been centrifuged, 
etc. 
(5)Sterilization equipment for surgical instru- TBD TaD X X X 
cents 
Medical Records and Data 
The Health Maintenance Facility should contain 
computer storage capability for biomedical data 
X X X 
(medical records, diagnostic and treatment programs, 
physiological status, etc,). Such a computer should 
provide immediate accessibility of medical records 
on each member of the crew. Hard-copy output shall 
be available at the discretion of the operator, It 
is possible to share a computer with other onboard 
systems if the computer will be available at any 
time and a terminal is located in the facility. 
tributed processing shall be considered to avoid 
single-point failures. 
Dis-
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Health Maintenance 

Crew Medical Training 

At least one crewman should have extensive medical TBD TaD X 

training or be a physician/surgeon. The primary 

medical crewman should also have appropriate dental 

training. A second crewman should have at least 100 

hours of medical and dental training. 

A Health Maintenance Facility (HMF) will be required. 

The HMF should be an area or "room" devoted to pre­

ventive medicine and diagnosis and treatment of ill­

ness/injury. Itshould be configured for convenient 

access to communications, instrumentation, and 

emergency treatment equipment. 

Hyperbaric Chamber 

Provisions should also be made to utilize one of the 

EVA airlocks as a hyperbaric chamber for treating 

decompression sickness (bends). This chamber should 

be capable of being pressurized at 45 psiand be 

large enough for the injured crewman, a medical 

attendant, and suitable monitoring equipment. An 

equipment pass-through airlock and viewing port should 

be provided. Alternatively, an easily destowable, 

inflatable hyperbaric chamber system should be con­

sidered. 

Preventive Medicine 

Exercise equipment will be required. Examples are a 

treadmill/bungee harness, a bicycle ergometer, and 

friction/spring-load exercisers. It is anticipated 

that about 1 hour per day of exercise may be required 

of each crewmember to ameliorate the adverse effects 

of long-duration exposure to microgravity. Provisions 

for reading or performing other compatible activities 

while exercising should he considered. 

TBD TBD X 

X X X 

X X X X X 
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Critical functions - The Space Station shall provide X X X 
the capab1 ity for performing critical functions at 
a nominal level with any single component failed or 
with any portion of a subsystem inactivated for main­
tenance. The Space Station shall provide the capa­
bility to perform critical functions at a reduced 
level with any credible combination of two component 
failures, or with any credible combination of a por­
tion of a subsystem inactivated for maintenance and 
failure of a component in the remaining portion of 
the subsystem. Capability shall be provided for 
performing critical functions at any emergency level 
until the affected function can be restored or the 
crew returned to Earth: 
a.With any one module inactivated or isolated and X X X X X 
vacated because of a malfunction or accident. 
b. With any credible combination of a subsystem 
inactivated as a result of an accident and a 
X x X X X 
portrion of a redundant or backup system inopera­
tive, 
Fire control - The capability shall be provided for 
extinguishing any fire in the most severe oxidizing 
environment prior to failure of primary structural 
elements. Interior walls and secondary structure 
X 
shall be self-extinguishing. All continuous non­
metallic materials shall be self-extinguishing items, 
where they are inuse. (Note: The "most severe 
oxidizing environment" shall be consistent with 
qualification of materials and equipment; e.g., 30­
percent oxygen partial pressure for cabin atmosphere.) 
Exposed surface temperatures - Exposed surfaces with- 
inthe habitable modules shall not exceed a tempera-
NX 
ture of 1130 F (with a design goal of 1050 F)and a 
low temperature of no less than 400F. 
odule access - Two or more entry/egress paths with 
mergency lhting shall he provided to and from every 
ressure-isolable volume (except for the logistics 
nodules). The two paths shall beseparated by air­
tight partitions, or shall be at least TaD feet apart.
nd shall lead toan area inwhich the crew can Sur-
X x X X X 
ive until Shuttle rescue or resupply. A design goal 
hall be to provide alternate escape routes that do 
.ot terminate into a common module area. 
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Drains, vents, and exhaust ports - Drains, vents, and 
exfausteports shell prevent exhaust fluids, gases,
r 

or flames from creating hazards to personnel, vehicles, 
or equipment, 

kSubsystem activation/deactivation - subsystems shall 
designed toprevent inadvertent or accidental 
activation or deactivation of functions or equipment
that would be hazardous to personnel or the Space

Station. 

Hazards warning/corrective actions The Space station 

shall have the capability to provide crew warning of 

hazardous conditions and provisions for corrective 

action, emergency crew egress/escape or rescue, or 

ission termination. Pending further analyses and 

trade studies, automated safsng and reconfiguration 

shall be adequate for up to TBD hours before requiring 

crew attention. For cases of automated switchover to 

redundant paths, confirmation of Proper switchover 

or safing and the revised configuration status shall 

be provided. 

Override capability - The crew must be able to over­
ride any automatic safing or switchover capability. 

All overrides shall be two-step operations with 

positive feedback to the initiator that reports the 

impending results of the override command prior to 

the acceptance of an execute contand. 
Command/control redundancy - Redundant accommodations 

for complete command and control of the Space Station 

shall be provided such that the primary control cen­

ter has complete capability, but the backup control 

center will have, as a minimum, control of critical 

functions, with critical functions TBD, All controls 

of critical functions shall be operable by pressure­

suited crewmen, 
b"LS Adwm LM G 
XY 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X 
X x X x X 
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a.Leisure and entertainment equipment, lounge areas, X X 

and snack foods and drinks shall be provided to 

enable the crews to refresh themselves during off­

duty hours. These will include group functions 

as well as private leisure. 

b. Exercise equipment and techniques shall be provided XX X 

to enable the crews to retain the requisite phy­

sical body tone. This equipment/techniques can be 

utilized for recreation also. Considering that 

each creoember may require one or more hours per 

day of exercise, provisions for simultaneous 

reading, television viewing, or music listening 

should be considered. 

Crew Support 

Scheduling - Single and multiple shift schedules may XX X 
be used, Day-to-day planning of activities and assign­
ments will be performed in the Space Station. Work 
and sleep/rest periods shall be scheduled tominimize 
fatigue and boredom. 
The ground planning functions shall define objectives xX X X 
for block period of tiHos. The flight crews shall 
make their daily work schedules based on general 
programs and checklists set inthe computer and 
responding to ground defined objectives. The details 

of daily operations shall be defined by the flight 

crew. 

Emerqency provisions andp - Requirements for X X X 
emergency supplies and operations are TBD on the basis 
of crew size, mission length, and rescue capabilities. 
Man-machine interface - The requirements for man­
machine interfaces are those that provide for effi­
cient, accurate operations of Space Station systems. 

a. Anthropometric requirements- Crew systems shall be 

designed using the 5th- to 95th-percentile male and 

female NASA astronaut anthropometric strength and 

size measurements adjusted for 30-year growth 

trends. 
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h. Displays and controls: Themaininterface require­
ments for work station displays and controls will 
include the following. 
(1) Multifunctional controls will be used for 
space and weight optimization wherever possible
(2) Character size display brightness and contrast X 
XX 
X 
end auditory characteristics are TID.(3) Control size, direction of motion, end types of 
controls to be used are TaD. (4)Display format characteristics such as use of 
color, color coding, end graphical versus 
textual display are TBD. (5)Feedback to the operator from controls, in­
cluding tactile, visual, and auditory feedback 
requirements, are l D 
(6)Portable tefnnals to reduce weight and space 
requirecents and to enhance flexibihty of 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
M 
operations will be avaleble.(7)Remote manipulators and remotely piloted free 
flyers will provide adequate feedback to the 
operator, includng where appropriate visual 
data, range/rate, end forceltorque information. 
(8)A standardized approach shall be established 
for design of all displays and controls used 
by the flight crew. 
X X 
c. Information processing: System status will be 
available to the crew through an interactive data 
X I 
management system query language. The language
will be easy to learn and adaptable to use for all 
systems. Inventory control shall be a part of 
this processing system. 
d.Checklists and procedures: These will be stored 
in the DMS and accessed through general-purpose 
display devices wherever possible. The capability 
to update the DMS data base checklists with ease 
and safety is required. 
X X 
a.Automation: Automated operating procedures and 
system control and monitoring will be provided
where possible. Crew monitoring and override of 
automated procedures will be required. 
X X X X X 
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Architecture 
The geometric arrangement of compartments shall be such 
as to provide the necessary access and egress to all 
functions within the spacecraft. Traffic patterns
shall be considered of prime importance. The separa­
tion of private or rest areas from noise-producing 
work areas shall be a high-priority consideration. A 
wardroom shall be provided that issufficient to per­
mit the nominal spacecraft crew to dine together. The 
wardroom shall provide a lounging area between meal­
times. 
X X X X 
The interior appointments, including decoration and 
arrangement of furnishings, will be in accord with 
good architectural and interior design practice, i.e., 
provide visual space and stimulation. The intent is 
toprovide the crews with soothing, restful surround­
ings. Provisions for rearranging decor should be 
considered. 
X X 
Color and texture within the station shall be selected 
to provide visual orientation cues (local vertical), 
equlpment stowage location cues, use location aids, 
aesthetic variety, and contrast for the crews. Good 
interior decorator practice shall be considered impera­
tive in this area. 
X 
Stowage and retrieval considerations of all required 
crew support items as well as station systems spares 
will be a major factor inthe interior arrangement of 
the station. The various stowage item shall be lo­
cated as close to their use location as ispractical. 
The problems of restowing items shall be considered 
when determining required stowage volumes. Color 
graphics shall be utilized as an aide in crew location 
of stowage items. Modular stowage lockers shall be 
incorporated into the overall interior arrangement of 
the station. Common latching devices shall be utilized 
throughout the station. 
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Architecture (con't)


Significant protrusions along main traffic routes shall 
 
be avoided.


Interior Appointments


The wardroom shall be equipped with chest high 
 
writing facilities and temporary storage. Basic


Wardroom equipment shall be a computer terminal and


a large screen video unit with a video cassette.


The finish applied to walls, ceilings, and equip-

ment in the vicinity of work stations and traffic


areas shall be capable of withstanding significant

abrasion and wear without noticeable deterioration.


A color graphics system shall be adopted to indicate 
 
storage areas, affording easy recognition from any

position, distance and lighting conditions.


Tables, consoles, work stations and writing stations 
 
shall be chest high and equipped with foot res­

traints.


Stowage and Retrieval


Drawers and cabinets shall be equipped with suita-

ble restraints to allow easy access, removal and


restowage of equipment.

Equipment stowage provisions and restraints shall 
 
allow for easy identification of the stowed item


prior to removal.


Drawer stowage devices shall be equipped with in-

ternal lids to prevent small items from drifting


from and behind drawers.


Stowage areas shall be compartmented to aid in the 
 
control of equipment during crewmen stowage and


removal of equipment,


Private Sleeping Quarters
 

Private crew quarters shall be designed to be 
 
utilized with or without the sleep restraints. The


private crew quarters shall be equipped for tele­

vision viewing, individual bulletin boards, the


ability to control tsiaberatures and ventilation,
 

trash stowage, stowage for personal items, and


personalized decor.
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Architecture (con*t)


Private sleeping quarters shall be provided for each 
 
crewmember during standard operational phases of the


station's mission lifetime, Sleeping quarters shall


provide users with stowage facilities for clothing and


personal items, music, recreational items, desk


facilities, and a means of securing clothing removed


for the sleep period, Sleeping quarters shall be


quiet with no more than TBD noise permitted,


Observation windows will be required for work-related 
 
viewing, They will also be a prime source of recrea­

tion. Therefore, provision of the opportunity to


rotate around the viewing port to allow body orlen­

tation to the Earth as appearing 'down" should be 
considered.


All walls and ceiling areas shall be usable for 
 
installation and stowage of equipment, 
Ceiling to floor heights shall be reduced to 6 
feet whereever greater equipment installation and 
stowage volumes are desired.


* The Space Station wardroom area shall be designed 
 
and sized for use as a central meeting, eating and


recreation area, Food storage and preparation


shall not be disruptive to its use as a wardroom


and recreation area.


The wardroom shall double as an Emergency Medical 
 
Facility for the Initial Space Station with storage


for an Emergency Health Maintenance Facility Unit.
 

This unit will be available in the Growth Station


as a first aid station.


aste Management Facilities shall be located away 
 
from the Food Preparation Area. Privacy shall be


emphasized in the arrangement and location. A


location near the private crew quarters is desirable


Temperature and Ventilation Controls shall be pro­
vided in the Waste Management Facilities.


Normal Translation Traffic routes shall not inter-

fere with the working, eating, sleeping or relaxa­

tion of crewmen.
 

A clear zone shall be established continguous with 
 
each hatch and bulkhead opening, requiring all


surfaces to be free of hardware protrusions, sharp


corners and edges, and recesses or holes.
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* Architecture (con't) 
Private crew quarters ceiling shall he designed to X X 
permit easy ingress and egress to and from the 
sleep restraint. 
Private crew quarters shall he designed for conven- X X 
ient use with and without sleep restraint, Ade­
quate volume shall be provided to allow rapid exit 
from sleep restraint. 
Private crew quarters ceiling to floor length shall 
exceed the sleep restraint length. 
X X x X 
Windows 
The window design shall provide the capability for X X X I 
cleaning windows inside and out, 
* The window design shall provide a positive means for 
removal of moisture from the space between multiple 
pane windows (assumes seal failure). 
* It isdesirable to integrate a viewing window into 
the private crew quarters and the wardroom area. 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Mobility and restraint - The spacecraft shall provide 
crew and equipment with sufficient restraints and 
locomotion aids to enable the crews to function effi­
ciently and effectively. 
X X X X 
Locomotion: Handholds and pushoffs shall be incorpora­
ted into the interior arrangement of the spacecraft 
to permit crewmembers to push themselves to any area 
and tobe able to halt their movement at any location. 
Equipment design must take into account that any
surface or protrusion will be utilized as a locomotion 
aid. 
X X X 
EQulpment located intraffic routes and work station 
areas shall be designed to accommodate crew movement. 
Equipment shall be designed toaccommodate impact 
forces imparted by crewmen during translation-move­
ment. 
X I K 
Large items that require moving in the station shall 
have built-in handles or gripable structural or 
mechanical parts, 
x X X 
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Valves, regulators, and other pressurized components

shall have an ultimate factor of safety of 2.5.


Pressure vessels shall be protected against over­

pressurization or underpressurization that could be


hazardous to personnel or the Space Station.


b. As a goal, all walls, bulkheads, hatches, and X X X X


seals where integrity isrequired to maintain


pressurization shall be accessible forwinspec­

tion, maintenance, or repair by shirt-sleeved


cremembers, 
Docking/berthing mechanisms accessibility - Inspecto X X X X 
aintenance, and repair of docking and/or berthing
assembly mechanisms by shirtsleeved crewmembers shall 
be accommodated where practical. 
Toxic materials - X X X X


a. Provisions shall be made for the containment and!


or disposal of toxic contaminants. Hazardous


or toxic fluid storage, conduits, and inter­

connects between modules shall be external to


the pressurized volume, An exception may be made


for flammable but nontoxic gases where themaxi­
mum possible quantity released by a leak cannot


result in a flamable mixture.


b. Materials used inthe habitable areas shall not X X X X X


outgas toxic constituents in the lowest pressure


environments to which they will be exposed.


Materials contamination - quipment or materials X X X X X


sensitive to contamination shall be handled ina


controlled environment. Fluids and materials shall


be compatible with the combined environment inwhich


they are employed. Process specifications (TA) 
shall define handling and application methods. 
Hazardous accumulation of fluids - Provisions shall X X X X


be made to prevent hazardous accumulations of gases


or liquids within the Space Station (i.e., toxic,


explosive, flammable, or corrosive). Detection of


hazardous gases shall be required in critical areas


and closed compartments to ensure that no hazardous


conditions exist. As a goal, the Space Station


system shall minimize the use of hazardous materials.


Limitations regarding the accumulation of toxic and


non-toxic cases are TD.
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Restraint aids: Properly designed and developed foot 

restraints are generally adequate to provide cr.­

members with sufficient restraint to fulfill their 

functions. The foot restraint must be positive, pas­

sive, easily engaged and disengaged, lightweight, and 

fit the user's foot snugly. In areas or functions 

that require extreme steadiness, additional body

restraints may be required. 

Equipment restraints will be provided to anchor every 

item of use that is not permanently attached to the 

station. Such items as velcro patches, bungee cords,

magnetic attachments, and the like are to be considere 

and utilized as restraints. However, this does not 

preclude additional restraint concepts (e.g., airflow 

tables). 

Crew body restraints and work done in restraints shall 

not involve sitting, bending, stooping, or crouching. 

A positive grid/shoe restraint system or equivalent

shall be provided for crewmen use throughout the 

Space Station. 

Restraint systms shall permit the crewmen to readily 
change position within reasonable working limits. 

Work stations shall be designed for zero-g body posi­
tive with restraints adjustable in body length and tore 
length. 
Whenever a crewman isrequired to engage or disengage 

foot restraints, suitable, grabable, conveniently

located handholds shall be provided. 

Adequate personnel restraints shall be provided in the 

Waste Management Area. 

A simple readily applied and available restraint aid 
shall be provided for temporarily holding small items 
such as tools, bolts, screws, and washers. 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
IC X X X X 
C X X X 
X x X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
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Equipment Restraints 
Each work station shall be suitable equipped with 
positive restraints for conveniently holding check­
lists, books, and manuals, open to a particular page 
and maintaining adequate visibility and lighting. 
X X X X X 
Clothim - The station will provide the crews with 
adequate clothing and the cleaning/washing facilities 
to maintain that clothing. 
X X X X X 
a. Duty garments. The clothing worn during the 
scheduled activities for the crew includes under 
X X X X 
and outer garments. The clothing shall provide 
the wearer with adequate pockets, etc., toserve 
as small equipment restraints. Flammability, 
cleanability, and wear resistance shall be con­
sidered. The change in body size inmicrogravity
should be considered. 
b.Off-duty clothing: The clothing worn during 
exercise and/or casual rest periods may include 
portions of the duty garmets and shall provide for 
variety. 
c. Sleepwear: Sleeping garments shall be provided 
for the crews. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
d. Protective clothing: Any protective clothing or 
garments deemed necessary for the heatlh hazard 
protection and well-being of the crews for particu­
lar missions shall be furnished. 
Personal hygiene - The spacecraft shall provide 
faclities for body waste collection/disposal, persona 
cleanliness, and bathing. These systems shall be 
private and easy to use and clean. 
a. Body waste collection: A means of collecting
fecal matter and urine from creweembers and dis-
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
x 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
X 
I 
posing of that material shall be provided. The 
facilities shall be private, easy and efficient 
to operate, sized for 5th- to 95th-percentile 
female and male users, and easy and simple to 
maintain and keep clean. 
The solid waste fecal-collector shall be oriented X X X X X 
in the Earth-g position. 
Reqo mrents Sunisy tor Crew Systems Continued 
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b. Personal cleanliness: Facilities shall be provided 
to aid the crews to keep their hair, face, hands, 
and teeth clean and healthy at all times. Shaving 
facilities will be provided. The facilities shall 
be easy and efficient to operate and easy 
to main­
tain and keep clean. 
X X 
A handwashing bubble shall be available for use 
outside the Waste Managemnt facility. 
X X 
c. Bathing: A full-body shower facility will be pro­
vided. This facility may also be used in case of 
chemical burns. 
The shower facility shall satisfy the following 
requirements and characteristics. 
Easy to use 
Hot and cold running water controlled with a 
mixing valve 
Permit hair and scalp washing 
Use airflow system to remove water 
Provide temperature controlled (heated) dressing 
area. 
HousekeepIng - The spacecraft shall be designed and 
arranged to facilitate keeping it clean. The equip­
ment and expendables necessary to maintain this 
cleanliness shall be available to the crews. 
X X 
a. Cleaning- All areas of the spacecraft shall be 
maintainable and cleanable. The equipment and 
supplies necessary for this cleaning shall be 
readily available to and usable by the crews. 
X X 
All parts of the Waste Management system shall be 
designed to be easily disassembled for daily 
cleaning, 
X X 
The Food Preparation and wardroom eating areas 
shall be designed to be easily cleaned following 
food spills. 
X X 
b. Refuse collection and disposal: All the trash 
generated by the crew in using the various systems 
of the spacecraft shall be collected and disposed 
of. The collection points shall be readily 
accessible and located near the areas of greatest 
X X 
X x X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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trash generation. The trash shall he treated 
with bactericides to prevent it from producingI 
gas or odors. It shall be stored and returned 
to Earth via the logistics system. 
Communications - This subsecti on concerns person-to­
person commiunication within the station and with the 
ground and also man-machine interaction. 
X X X x 
a. IVA commnunication: The station shall provide mean 
to communicate readily from any point in the 
station to any other point. The noise levels shal 
be sufficiently low as specified TIE to allow 
face-to-face conversations. The IVA commeunication 
net shall be designed end located to prevent 
feedback and speaker interference. 
x X X x 
The communication system intercom shall be flexi­
hie inoperation and readily moveable. A duplex
portable wireless intercom shall be considered as 
part of the intercom communication system. 
X X Xx 
b. Person-ta-ground communication, Facilities shell 
be provi ded to enable any crewember to readily
talk privately with his family and/or friends on 
the ground. This will include radio comunications 
and may include live two-way television viewing. 
Private medical conferences shall also be provided
for. 
x XI 
c. External Communications: The communication system 
shall provide a method for signaling use state. 
A light or equivalent indicator shall show when 
the ground is transmitting and when the spacecraft 
is transmitting. 
X x 
The coamunication system shall he designed to 
allow the operation to follow the infoation 
flow. 
x X X X X 
Crew Activity -aork/rest/leisue schedules shall be 
deve ompeto effectively utilize the crew's time end 
capabilities and maintain their productivity. The 
necessary equipment shall be provided to accomplish 
this. 
X X X X x 
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be designed to minimize risk of loss of Modules, in­
jury to the crew, or damage to the Orbiter and other 
vehicles. 
a. No credible single Space Station failure, opera- X XX X N 
tional error, or radio-frequency (RF) Signal shall 
result in damage to Space Station or miss'ion/pay­
load equipment or in the use of emergency pro­
cedures equipment; some limited degradation in 
mission/payload accommodations, crew convenience/ 
comfort, or Space Station attitude or orbit may be 
allowed. 
b. No credible combination of two Space Station X XX X X 
failures, operator errors, or RF signals shall 
result in the potential for crew injury Or 
permanent loss of the Space Station or primary 
mission/payload capability, institution of emer­
gency procedures/equipment may be necessary but 
no hazardous operational level will be reached. 
Sytmalrentiiaion - All systems that incor- X X X X X 
p'orsbean atmed fai -oerational capability shall 
be designed to provide crew notification and data 
management system cognizance of the malfunction until 
the anomaly has been corrected. Provisions shall 
be made to return crewmen who are incapacitated while 
performing EVA to the Space Station. 
Crew radiation - The tentative standards for allow- X X X X X 
abe radiation limits for the crew are defined in 
Table 2.6-1. Subsequent study must define whether 
the exposure levels established in table 2.6-1 are 
acceptable or whether the Standards of the National 
Commission Protection should be adhered to for 
Space Station activities. Radiation doses that affect 
personnel safety must be considered from all sources, 
including natural environment, external Isotope and 
reactor sources (if any), electromagnetic, and solar 
cosmic radiation. 
Requiret,Survey for Crew Sya Continued 
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Materials radiation effects - Materials and component 
subject to insidious degradation in the Space Station 
ionizing radiation environment shall not be used wher 
that degradation can cause or contribute to any crew 
hazard. Provisions shall be made to safely dispose 
of any spent radioactive materials such as nuclear 
waste from a reactor or from other nuclear resources. 
X X X X X 
Induced radiation limits - The allowable nonionizing 
radiation limits for the crew are as follows: 
X X X X X X X 
a. RF energy: TED 
b. Laser energy: TBD 
c. Microwave energy: TBD 
d. Electromagnetic radiation: Crew exposure to the 
Space Station electromagnetic environment shall 
not exceed recommended Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) standards. 
Storea containers - Potentially explosive containers 
such as igh-presosure or volatile-gas storage con­
tainers shall be placed outside of and as far as 
possible from living and operating quarters. When 
ever possible, the containers shall be isolated and 
protected so that failure of one will not propagate 
to others. Specific safety storage and handling 
procedures shall be provided for the following 
materials: 
a, High-pressure fluids: TBD 
X x X X X X X X 
b. Volatile gases: THD 
c. Subcritical fluids: TOO 
Cabin ressure vessels - X X X X K 
a. AT cain pressure vessels shall be designed to 
leak-before-rupture criteria. A cabin wall 
puncture due to accident or collision shall not 
result in rupture- Conservative factors of 
safety shall be provided where critical single­
failure-point modes of operation cannot be 
eliminated (pressure vessels, pressure lines,. 
valves, etc.). 
Pressurized lines and fittings 
Size (inside diameter), in. Ultimate factor of safet 
1.5 4.0 
71.5 2.0 
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Comunications 
A downlink system of communcation should include 
image transmission so that the onboard medical crew­
men may show images of an injured crewmember, micro­
scope slides, or X-ray images while he is in private 
consultation with the ground physicians. 
TBD TBD X X X 
Other Considerations 
a. Noise control: Provisions should be made for 
providing a low-noise environment in the H1-1Fto 
facilitate acoustically coupled diagnostic pro­
cedures, (e.g., auscultation). 
X X X X X 
b. Contamination control: Biologically contaminated 
waste material should be disinfected as close as 
possible to its source prior to storage, processin 
or disposal. 
X ItX X X 
c. Equipment maintenance: Crews should be trained in 
making necessary repairs and maintenance on med­
ical equipment. Equipment should be self-diag­
nosing via microprocessors and be of modular 
construction. 
x x I X 
General Safety Requirements 
The following requirements are defined or marked TBO 
using the most current information. Many of the 
technical areas are under study. The requirements
will be modified and updated as the studies are 
completed. 
The Space Station shall, in the following order of 
preference, (1) be designed to eliminate hazards 
by appropriate design measures; (2) prevent hazards 
through the use of safety devices or features; and (3) 
control hazards through the use of warning devices, 
special procedures, and/or emergency protection 
devices, 
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Explosive devices - Provisions shall be made for X XX 
arming explosive devices as near to the time of 
expected use as feasible. Provisions shall be made 
to promptly disarm explosive devices lhen no longer 
needed. 
Battery location/design - Batteries shall be isolated 
ad/rprVLedith afety venting systems and/or 
X X 
explosive protection. 
Ex osed ower leads - The crew shall not be exposed X 
to electrica war leads carrying higher than TaD 
volts at any frequency below TBD kilohertz without 
a minimum of TBD actions. The use of high-voltage 
direct current shall be avoided where possible, 
Ground-fault protection shall be provided for circui­
try or power distribution buses directly accessible 
by the flightcrnw, 
Earth-to-Orbit Transportation (and Abort) 
Space Station assemblies transported in the Orbiter 
payload bay shall, as a minimum, be designed to 
comply with the requirements of NHB TBD. 
X X X X 
a. Ground system shall provide for safe disposal of 
hazardous vented or boiloff fluids. Detection of 
X X X X X 
hazardous fluids shall be required inground 
systems crtical areas and closed compartments
where such detection iscritical to personnel and 
equipment safety or ground operations. 
b.Space Station payloads shall be capable of safely 
recycling to a TBD time before launch hold. 
c. The Orbiter Space Station payload shall not jeo- 
pardize the capability of the Orbiter to safely 
perform intact abort. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Assembly, Test, and Checkout On-Orbit 
a. Deployment and initiation of operations considered X X X X 
hazardous shall be chedked out from a safe locatie 
before exposing crewmembers to potential hazards. 
The Space Station shell be capable of being manned 
(shirtsleeve or intravehicular activity (IVA)) for 
performance of maintenance and station assembly 
tasks following any one component failure. 
Requirements Survey for Crew SysmS ContInued 
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b.Safety requirements relative to an extravehicular 

activity (EVA) "buddy" system or for keeping EVA 

crewmen within visual range are TD. 

c. Each fluid delivery system must contain a minimum 

of three mechanically independent fluid control 

devices inseries that remain closed during all 

ground and flight phases (except ground servicing)

until reaching a safe distance from the Space

Station or manned modules. A flow control device 

shall isolate the fluid tank(s) from the remain­

der of the distribution system. This isolation 

valve may be opened under provisions described 

in paragraph TED. A minimum of one of the three 

devices shall be fail-safe; i.e., the device shall 

return to the closed condition in the absence of 

an opening signal. The opening of any flow con­

trol device shall not result in adiabatic detona­

tion or uncontrolled release of the fluid. Each 

fluid system shall provide the capability to dump

stored fluids in accordance with paragraph T5D 

when an emergency or abort situation arises. 

d.Safety requirements applicable to the on-orbit 

servicing of solid propellant boosters, reaction 

control systems using monopropellants, and/or

hypergolics shall be investigated and incorporated

TBD. 

On-Orbit Operations 

Safety requirements applicable to all on-orbit missio s 

and operations shall be investigated and incorporated 

TBD. Investigations for on-orbit operations include 

OTV interfaces, surveillance monitoring, maintenance, 

and resupply. 
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X X X X X 
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and crew rescue - The following capabilities 
be pro.i ed by the STS and Space Station. 
a. Crew rescue by the Orbiter within TaD days. The 
need for a Space Station-based emergency vehicle 
for return to Earth shall be TR. 
X 
b. Isolation of any module containing hazardous/ 
toxic materials from the remainder of the Space 
Station within TaE seconds. Emergency conditions 
requiring isolationof a module shall be defined 
on a case-by-case basis. 
X 
c. A safe haven, isolatable from the rest of the 
manned station, capable of sustaining the flight­
crew for Tag days. Emergency equipment including 
fire suppression, life support, and medical 
supplies will be provided within the manned safe 
haven and the manned Space Station modules. 
X 
d. Emergency provisions shall 
vided TaD. 
be developed and pro- X 
e. Detection, containment (confining), and control 
(restoring to a safe condition) of emergencies 
such as fires, toxic contamination, depressuri­
zation, or structural damage. Specific decon­
tamination procedures shall be provided for each 
emergency control to restore a safe operating 
condition. 
-
Loss of module - In the event of a complete functional 
loss of any one module during all phases of the Space 
X 
Station life, the Space Station shall maintain itself 
in a stable attitude and orbit for a period of TO 
days for the initial operational crew size and TOD 
days, beginning at any point in the resupply cycle, 
for growth-level crew sizes. Independent habitable 
conditions such as atmosphere, food, water, waste 
management, health care, personal hygiene, sleeping 
provisions, communications, and command/control shall 
be provided in the remaining modules during these 
Periods. This implies the capability of module 
isolation. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
TaD 
X 
X X x 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
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The Space Station shall be capable of operation XI I 
independent of ground support ("operational autonomy'
For unmanned periods of operation, both during and 
subsequent to buildup, and for certain TBD contin­
gencies, the Space Station shall accommodate ground 
control for system operation and monitoring, Real­
time Space Station status information, on a selected 
basis, will be available to the ground, The manage­
ment of Space Station systems will divide operations 
between the flight portion of the system and the 
ground so as to most effectivenly utilize the capa­
bilities of each. Station system autonomy and on­
board autonomy will be emphasized as a goal. System 
autonomy will minimize ground control of the station 
and onboard autonomy well minimize crew involvement 
in systems monitoring, allowing maximum use of the 
crew to perform high-return activities insupport of 
user missions. 
a. The capability to conduct near-term activity 
planning shall be required onboard the manned 
Space Station to tha extent practicable. 
X X X X X 
b. Subsystem management, including consumables, shall 
be accomplished onboard the Space Station under 
the supervisory control of the flightcrew. 
X X X X X 
c.Maintenance of proper orbit parameters and 
orientation control shall be accomplished onboard 
the Space Station by the flightcrew or under 
their supervisory control. 
X X X X X 
d.All essential subsystems and the Space Station in 
its entirety shall be capable of being maintained 
ina quiescent state and reactivated by commands 
from the ground as well as from the flightcrew 
onboard the Space Station. Control from the STS 
shall not be a capability. 
X X X X X 
a.The ground shall provide TBD long-term trend 
analyses in support of flight hardware failure 
prediction, spares provisioning, and maintenance. 
X X X X X 
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f.The Space Station shall be designed to eliminate 
insofar as practicable the need for real-time 
monitoring and control of subsystem functions by 
the flightcrew or ground personnel ("machine 
autonomy'). Machine autonomy shall be optimized
within the Space Station system and subsystems to 
also optimize crew involvement infailure detec­
tion, safing, and redundancy switching, Machine 
autonomy shall be implemented on the Space Station 
to increase crew efficiency, enhance payload 
operations, reduce ground support requirements,
and increase system integrity. 
X X X X X 
g.Failure sensing and correction and unsafe-condi- 
tion sensing shall be accomplished autonomously.
High-level unsafe conditions (e.g., loss of Sun 
lock, potential loss of consumables, major power
fault, etc,) shall initiate a safe-state estab­
lishment and wait for human involvement. Safe­
state responses shall provide a safety net functior 
for unanticipated failures and for any incorrect/
false response by other autonomous features. 
Lower level unsafe conditions shall be corrected 
without affecting other Space Station activities. 
XX 
H.Periodic and other nominal maintenance functions 
shall be performed by machine autonomy. These 
functions include but are not limited to inertial 
sensors calibration/initialization, battery 
conditioning, and articulation actuator calibra­
tions. 
X x X X X 
i.Machine autonomy shall provide for resource 
management such as power management, battery 
energy accounting, and data storage management, 
X X X X X 
j. To the extent practicable, autonomous navigation
and orbit control shall provide for orbit 
maintenance within prescribed bounds for a TBD 
time without ground or crew support. 
X X X X X 
k. Preprogramed event sequences and/or routines 
shall be used to accomplish routine engineering 
and payload functions. The use of alternative 
payload sequences, to be selected autonomously 
based on the content of data being acquired, shall 
be accommsodated. 
X X X X 
'FOLD OUT AME 
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1. Failure detection thresholds shall be capable of X X X X 
in-flight adjustment. Machine autonomous functions 
shall be capable of individual enable/inhibit 
control. Fault-condition response sequences shall 
be modifiable and expandable in flight, except 
when basic reliability would be compromised. 
a. Machine autonomous functions shall be capable of 
being validated on the ground and verified period­
ically in flight. Loss of redundancy required for 
XX X X 
fault-correction routines to function properly 
shall be detected and displayed for the crew and 
ground personnel. During an anomaly response, 
key telemetry and configuration state history shall 
be stored. All steps taken by the autonomous 
recovery logic shall be included so that a clear 
history of the anomaly, its related effects, and 
the trace of the response software will be known. 
OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
Space Shuttle Orbital Operations 
Space Station Buildup 
The delivery of various Space Station systems elements 
to orbit will be accomplished by the STS. Initial 
assembly, activation, checkout, and operational 
verification tasks will be shared by the STS in a 
X X X X To LEO via 
STS 
To BED via 
OTV 
Shuttle-tended mode, the Space Station flightcrew, 
and ground control. Crew occupancy will occur after 
the manned system is verified and will consist of 
a crew rotated by the STS every TBD days. As opera­
tional confidence is achieved in the various elements, 
ground support of their operation will be phased to 
an effective mix of onboard control and ground con­
trol. Expendables and spares will be periodically
carried to the station in a logistics module by
Shuttle resupply missions. 
Orbital Operations 
Orbital operations will include operating and ser­
vicing internal and externally attached experiments/ 
payloads/laboratories, operating and servicing the 
unmanned platfoimmounted experiments/payloads, 
X X X TED 
servicing of payloads and free-flyers, test and deploy 
ment of payloads and upper stages, national security 
I I 
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and commercial operations, and eventual large-scale 
construction/assembly of payloads. The manned Space 
Staton will operate cooperatively with the unmanned 
platforms and their attached instruments, experiments, 
and payloads by providing systems monitoring and con­
trol, data and material collection, and systems/instru 
ment replacement and refurbishment. 
Space Station Orbital Operations Requirements 
Evolutionary development - Evolutionary development X X X X X 
during the life of the Space Station shall be requir­
ed as a major operational and design consideration. 
Operations - The manned station is intended to operate X X X X X 
in the manned mode. Unmanned operations at the manned 
station will, as a minimum, consist of (I) -aintenance 
of orbit, attitude, and systems, and (2)continuation 
of certain essential services to attached payload 
hardware, 
The system shall operate in Shuttle-tended modes for 1x X X OTV-tended 
material and crew resupply and for delivery of Space 
Station elements and delivery/return of payloads. 
mode 
Subsystems shall be automated to the fullest extent X X X X 
practical. The flightorew or the ground shall be 
able to change automated sequences and limits in 
real time. 
System design and operation shall allow use of the 
flightcrew for the performance of tasks when man's 
X X N X X 
capability and utility could provide a cost-effective 
alternative~to automation. 
,anagement of Space Station system operations (both NX X X 
manned and unmanned elements) shall be divided be­
tween the flight system and the ground system to 
most effectively utilize the capabilities of each. 
Continuous subsystem monitoring and control by either X X XX 
the flightrew or the ground shall not be required 
for normal Space Station operations. Space station 
subsystems shall be designed such that any single 
credible failure will not require crew attention for 
a minimum of TBD hours and will not affect critical 
Space Station operations. 
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The attched payloads may require some interaction 
by the Space Station. The extent of this inter­

action is payload dependent and will be determined 

on a payload-by-payload basis. Planning for the 

attached payloads will be done by the ground while 

control may be by either the Space Station or the 

ground. 

Unmanned Platform Operations 

Generally the operations scenario for the platforms 

and payloads is the same asfor the Space Station. 

A Platform control center is the focal point for 

platform-related activity. It is possible that the 

platforms will be orbiting and operational before 

the Space Station. Platform maneuvers may be 

coordinated with the ground or be commanded by the 

Space Station without ground interaction, 

Payloads 

The term "payload" is used to identify all classes 

of instruments to be carried on-orbit by the Shuttle. 

The specific characteristics of the payload will 

depend on the details of the Space Station or an 

unmanned platform to which it is attached. Some 

payloads will be free-flyers (i.e., self-contained 

spacecraft not attached to the Space Station or 

to an unmanned platform). Other payloads will be 

attached to the Space Station or a platform, with 

the Space Station or platform acting as utility, 

providing services to the payload. Payloads must 

be compatible with the Space Station mission whether 
flown on the Space Station or on an unmanned platforim 

Payload and Mission Operations Requirements 

Operations - Manned station operations shall require 

operation of interior end attached payloads, satellite 

servicing, satellite construction, and mating with 

OTV's. OTV and TMS servicing and deployment/return

and aission/experiment operations shall be conducted 

jointly with the unmanned co-orbiting platforms. 

Civil programs, international programs, and national 

security programs shall be supported. 

X X X X --
XX X 

XX X X X 

x X X X X 
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Provisions will be provided onboard-to allow the crew 
to accompl ish neartew p1 arni ngground support. 
Mantainabilit - Since systems 
with 
WI 
a minimum of 
he maintained 
S 
S 
wtusing both IVA and EVA,maintainability 
shall be a prime consideration indesign of the system 
Easy removal, repair, and/or replacement of Space 
Station equipment shall be required to the lowest 
practical level. 
Critical systems shall be capable of undergoing 
maintenance without the interruption of critical 
services and shall be "fall safe" while being main­
tained. 
X X X X X 
The orbital replaceable hardware shall be designed for 
easeof on-orbit replacement. The hardware shall be 
designed or integrated to use common type fasteners, 
common connectors, and common tools and to utilize 
the same packaging as appropriate, 
X X X X 
oemand and datahandlin - Primary communications 
etween the groun an t e Space Station system shall 
through the TDRS or its replacement system. 
X X X X X 
o istics - Logistics for the orbital operation of the 
pace Station system shall consist of the orderly 
lanning and execution for the resupply of consumables 
elivery of spare/repair parts, propellant resupply,
elivery or return of payloads or the delivery or 
return of any new or damaged element, and crew rotation 
x X X X X 
Long-term activity planning shall provide the inte­
gration of requirements and schedules for the various 
logistics tasks. The STS will provide the means for 
the delivery to the station or the return to the 
ground. 
X X X X STS to LED 
OTV to GE 
o minimize the logistics tasks, consideration should 
be given, as an example, to the level of the station 
lements systems' redundancy, consumables quantities 
Dnboard, and maintainability requirements in order to 
reduce the frequency of required ressupply or repair 
issions. 
X X X x 
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A TED level of redundancy shall be required in safety 
critical systems within the manned station. 
X X XI X 
Emergency equipment, including fire suppression, life 
support, and medical supplies, shall be required 
within the manned station. 
X X 
Orbiter interaction - Orbiter interaction with the 
Space Station requires that the station he passive an 
that the Orbiter be the active docking vehicle. 
During periods of STS servicing/resupply, a coordina­
tion effort among the platform control function, the 
STS control center, the Space Station control func­
tion, the Orbiter, and the station shall be required. 
X X X OTV in 
lieu of 
Orbiter 
Commonality - ORU's shall require standardization 
for direct interchangeability. Commonality of com­
ponents, both hardware and software, shall be re­
quired to the extent possible. This applies to both 
flight and ground systems. 
Management inforeation capability - A management 
information capabiLity shell be required onboard 
the Space Station and/or on the ground to provide 
systems maintenance and troubleshooting procedures, 
track consumable requirements, and repair and re­
place information. 
X X X X X 
Payload and Mission Operations 
Manned Space Station Operations 
The manned Space Station. operating in low Earth 
orbit, shall provide complete utilities and commun­
ication services for certain classes of attached 
X X X X X 
payloads, such as life sciences and biological 
research. These payloads are tolerant of man's 
presence and, in fact, may utilize man as an integral 
part of the payload operations. Some payloads will 
require real-time diagnosis of science and subse­
quent reconfiguration, periodic collection of samples 
and the changeout of specimens/samples as well as the 
monitoring of key parameters. 
Reqremeots SUvrey for Flight Operations Continued 
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£xoerimentlpayload operations at the manned station 
and within the system shall include the high capa­
bi1ity for a high level of user participation. 
The system shall be designed and operated such that 
the flighterew wili have the ability to change planne 
activities in order to capture time-critical data 
from unexpected events. 
X I 
Capability shall be provided for independent user 
operation and the monitoring of payloads'consistent 
with safety and user compatiblity constraints. 
I 
User interfaces - Station system operations for 
exeiensydpayloads shell place a minimum 
nunber of requirements on users. Requirements shall 
be limited to those necessary for safety and user 
compatibility. 
I I 
The Space Station and its operations shall provide 
simple, standard, stable requirements and interfaces
of users of its services. 
S I 
I 
Operations and design shall provide a "user friendly" 
system to facilitate onboard operations by scientist 
or payload experts with a inimun of Space Station 
serivicean rer soapetlliterpaylads aan 
oseraion and teaisteoringes, payloads, consistnt 
I I 
specialized training. 
The Space Station system shall provide an optionala p 
capability for payloads to provide their own services 
" X 
such as computetional. commiunication, ECLS, and/or 
power subsystems. 
Payloads shall be serviced on orbit by the Shuttle or 
manned Space Station end nay be changed out as requir­
ed. Payload changeout shall ba performed by the 
Shuttle or by the Space Station as appropriate.
The Space Station shall have the capability to 
fmanned platforms. 
beL_ liiedttoeneesayfoOa tUndue 
compatibility 
I X 
I 
machine 
- For the unmanned latforms, TMiSandoTV 
autonomy shall be required to the subsystem 
X 
level. 
X 
! 
X I 
I 
I 
X 
I 
I I OTV or TS 
servicing 
X X X 
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Ground Control/Support Operations


Ground Control
 

Real-time ground support shall be provided to the STS X X x x x 
and/or Space Station crew in the form of flight and 
systems monitoring and assistance during assembly
and activation of each system element. This level of


support will be maintained on a continuous basis


until confidence has been gained in the orbital


configuration operation. Subsequent monitoring will


be limited to periodic checks, This procedure will


be repeated for each new station element. This


periodic monitoring approach will be used for both


manned and unmanned station operations; however,


voice communications with the manned station will be


required.


Ground Control Support Operations Requirements


Initially, ground control shall provide for systems X X X X X X


monitoring and support and then shall significantly


reduce the real-time monitoring asthe system becomes
 

operational. Allocation of functions (from ground


to flight) shall follow a planned phasenver as the
 

operation matures.


Crew machine-designed interfaces for flight and X x x x x x x 
training shall be based on standard work stations


with features such as color graphics, callup of


precoded routine procedures (and other software


switches), and help and tutorial software.


X


X X x X x x
Systems monitoring to augment crew capability shall 
 
be required during critical flight phases such as


rendezvous and docking or during major system failure


Trainin - The system shall be such that the need X X x x x


or ecialized flightcrew training isminimized.
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ae ed once the Space Station is opera­
tional. Services to be per-forned by the Space Static 
or the ground include orbital naintenance of the sta­
tion, DTV, and TMS maneuver planning and tracking, 
unnenned platform tracking, and satellite retrieval 
planning and tracking, (Orbital rendezvous with 
the station or other elements will continue as 
STS function.) 
an 
Ground Operations 
Objectives 
The primary objective of the Space Station ground 
operations process is to ensure that the integrated
flight and ground systems satisfy the applicable 
requirements. This objective will be accomplished 
by demonstrating that the performance of the com­
bined Space Station subsystems, elements, payloads, 
and ground support equipment (GSE) meet established 
requirements and that the related interfaces are 
compatible and functional. 
X X X 
Ground Operations Requirements 
stems verification - Prelaunch operations shall 
provide verification that systems are launch ready
and shall include interface verification to minimize 
on-orbit incompatibilities. 
X X X X 
Physical and functional interfaces between Space 
Station elements and between payloads and the Space 
Station shall be demonstrated as compatible and 
functional before being committed to launch. 
X X X X 
Self-testcapabiity -Maximum use shall be made of 
flight system capNihty to reduce the requirements 
for GSE and other support during ground test of 
Space Station flight systems. Ground system simu-, 
lation shall' be required to support onboard problem 
resolution. 
X X X X 
Regulren Surey for'fightOperatons and for Ground Operations 
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Tcnoloy FORM I Manned Platforms UnmannedPlatforms 
Ransil 
edNb, Reuiemnet Early LEO Advanced LEO GFO 
S-MMsion inabirg Reqmt EASMP SOC SASMP SOC SOC l Adn 250 k. 
Architecture Distributed Distributed 
SASP SASP 
Distributed Distributed 
SAS? Fwd Mod 
HerarCTlial Hierarchial 
50% expan­
sion 
50% expan­
sion 
Processor Primary in 
one HM Primary in 
one HM 
Backup in 
other 
Backup in 
other 
Microprog Microprog 
entities entities 
Primary for Primary for 
day to lay 
(32 bit) 
day to day 
(32 bit) 
Data Bus Subsystem Subsystem Spacelab 
indepenlent independent Equivalent 
Error detec /recvr Error detecl recovery 
Standariinterface Standardinterface 
F/D with 
NASA MIL 
F/0 with 
iASA MWL 
terminal terminal = 
baselina aseline 
(contention (contention) 
ExperiTment Control/ Control/ 
monitor monitor 
Sci experi­
ments/pay- S5l experi­ments/pay­
loads loads TBd 
Health Maintenance Records 
____ ________________________ 
_____I__ 
____ 
Treatment 
____ 
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Tehnology FORM 1 Manned Platform, Unmanned Platforms 
RepmtCode DATA MNAGEMENT Requirement 
-..Mission Enialing Reanmi 
Early LEO 
SSMP SOC 
Advanced LEO 
ASF SCSASM SO 
GEO 
OSOC SASP IhterfnsdiateSASP AdvancdSASP 250FwdkwMod 
Controls & Displays Status 
monitor & Crew & Status other inter-monitor & Crew & other inte­
iontrol 
rew inter­
face. eq.
remote 
inputs for 
control 
Crew inter­
face eg,
remote in­
puts for 
ction vehicle ops action vehicle op 
uto fault Man or auto Auto fault Man or autc 
etection & overrides 
rinunciation integrated 
C=baseline 
detection & overrides 
annunciatio integrated 
C-baseline 
Input for 
subsystem 
color feed­
back multi- 
Input for 
subsystem 
color feed­
back 
function 
tutorial 
Multfunc­
tion 
Minimize 
interpre­
tation 
tutorial 
Minimize 
interpre­
tation 
Software P to suppor Compati- DP to 
unctions bility of support 
processors functions 
Recording,
TM, Status, 
faults, 
consumagles 
missions, 
SOC plainin 
DP, on­
board 
commands 
(ADA) 
Compati­
bility of 
processors 
Same 5/1W 
functions 
(ADA) 
Controlled 
via PS 
I 
Mass Storage Programs 
overlays 
maint/test 
Display 
formats 
Communica­
tion 
Programs 
Overlays 
Maint/test 
Display 
formats 
Communi -
cation 
buffering 
Data set 
i 
POssbI 
RAM backup 
buffering 
Data set 
intearitv 
Possible 
RAM backup 
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Technology FORM 1 DATA MANAGEMENT Manned Pilaforms rinmanned Platform, 
No. 
t 
Req.uirement 
S-Mission Fnabhing Rent 
Early LEO 
______--___ 
SSSMP SOC 
Advanoed LEO 
SASMP SO 
GEO 
SOC EarlyASP I!tmediateSAs AdvancedSA" 250kwFwd Mod 
Instrunentati on/Recording Gathered & 
preprocesse 
by subsys 
proc. 
Gathered & 
preprocesse 
by subsys 
proc. 
Stored by 
DM proc 
Stored by 
DM proc 
Non subsys 
data via 
data bu3 
Non subsys 
data via 
data bus 
Common Data Base Engr & 
Scientific 
3.Sx1C1 0 
bits 
32 MBPS max 
record/ 
reproduce 
RAM 
Multi­
access 
some data 
Engr & RAM 
Scientific Nulti-acces 
3.8xlCIl some data 
bits 
32 MBPS max 
record/ 
reproduce 
Spacelab 
equivalent 
Communication 16 chan Status to 
multiplex crew & 
16MBPS/chan ground 
nax Intra SIC 
58 MBPS Inter SOC 
16 chan 
multiplex 
16 MBPS/
chan max 
48 MBPS 
Status to 
crew & 
ground
Intra SOC 
Inter SOC 
TDRSS via 
PS 
TDRSS 
total I/0 buffer 
to shuttle 
total I/0 buffer 
to shuttle 
Flight Control Interface Interface 
Environmental Control & Life Support Interface 
overrid s 
Interface 
overrides 
Automated Power Systems Man Interface 
Status late 
Interface 
Status data 
Propulsion Interface Interface 
Propellant 
S/C & Project Test/Checkout Interface Controls 
remote 
umbilical 
Exchange 
ground to 
test 
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Reqnt 
CO 
Technology FORM I DATA MANAGEMENT 
Discipline,____________ 
Requirement 
.".. -Mission Enabling Recmt 
Early LEO 
SASMP SOC 
Manned PlatIors 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP SOC 
GEO 
SOC 
Early 
AiSP 
manned Plaorms 
Inrmediate Adanced 
, SASP LA? 
250kw 
Fw Mod 
Construction & Flight Support - Remote 
umbilical 
OTV com­
puter 
controls 
sys Local 
RF vs hard­
wired 
commands 
from C&D 
or remote 
crew anti­
collision 
Requirement Survey for Data Management (Cont d 
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14t. -- Misahn Enabling feqmt 
 
CONCEPT DEFINITION STAGE


2.008 	 Design With a 25% Growth Weight Margin 
 
2.010 	 Orbiter Cargo Bay Size Constraints


15 feet diameter 
 
52-59 feet length
 

2.011 Space Buildable/Deployable (Antenna) 
 
2.019 	 No Unique or Specialized Equipment For Deployment


(In-space antenna buildup) 
 
2.020 	 Antenna Constraints


2 Moment of inertia symmetry about orbit plane 
 
Max moment of inertia about axis normal to orbit


plane


No persistent gravity gradient torques


2.022 	 Provisions for subsystem services growth to meetmisoeeds!i


2.025 	 90 day operations without resupply 
2.032 	 Design-capable for high inclination & geosynch orbits. 
 
2.033 	 10 year design service life 
 
1 	 Per SASMP Conceptual Design and Analysis Study, 
Oct 1981 - The SASMP Communications and Data 
Handling requirements can all be implemented 
with existing technology. 
QULITYDOSO-274V7-3 
Manned Platforms 
Early LEO Advanced LEO GEO 
RSOC SASMP SOC SOC 
Not defined 
 X 
 Not defined 
 X TBD 
X X X 
 X X 
X 
 X 
 X 
 X X 
X 
 X 
 X x X 
Not defined 
 X 
 Not defined 
 X TBD 
X X 
 
X 
 X 
 X 
 x TBD 
X 
 X 
 X 
 X X 
Not defined 
 K Not defined 
 TD TBD 
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Technoloey FORM COMMUNICATIONS & TRACKING Manned Platforis I nomanned Platforms 
ReqmtCode 
N , Requirement
* sMionEnabling Reqmt 
Early LEO 
[
SASMP SOC 
vanced LEO 
SASMP SOC 
GEC 
Soc 
___ 
Early In mediate Advanced 2M kw 
SASP Fwd Mod 
4.208 Medical 
injured 
Communications 
- Image transmission of 
crew, microscope slides, x-ray images 
for ground consultation. Medical records and data 
communications. 
Not Defined X Not Defined X X I 
7.103 Structures (antennas) designed to resist damage 
due to accidental crew impact (EVA). 
X X X X 
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Technology FORM I COMMUNICATIONS & TRACKING Manned Platforms UnmannedPlatforms 
Reqnt 
Coe 
CodO 
. 
Rqureen 
Requirement 
-- Mission Enabli g ReqNMt 
Eady LEO 
SASMP SOC 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP SOC 
GEO 
SOC 
Early 
SAS 
In ernediate Advanced 
SASP 
250 kw 
Fwd Md 
7.601 Communications and tracking services between SOC and - No00TV's X X X IX 
* Shuttle 
EVA's 
* DIV's 
Free-flyers - Co-orbiting Sats 
Remote teleoperators 
Relay Sets 
SOC COMMUNICATIONS LINKS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Link-SOC 
To/From 
Relay 
Satellite 
Frequency* Number** 
Band of Vehicles 
S,Ku, or mm 1 
Range 
Requests 
38000 km 
Data 
Requests 
0i-Rate/ 
Low Rate 
Data, TV. 
Voice 
No mmW X No mmW X X 
Orbiter S-band 2 2000 km Vice & Data X X X X X 
EVA Probably UHF 4 10 km Duplex
Voice; Low-
Rate Data 
X X X X 
OTV 
(Manned) 
Ku-band or 
mm wave 
2 38000 km- Voice, TLM, 
Low-Rate 
Data 
2000 km- Ranging 
100 km - TV from OTV 
to SOC 
X X 
OTV 
(Unmanned 
Ku-band or 
mm wave 
2 38000 km- TLM, Low-
Rate Data 
2000 km- Ranging 
100km- TV from OTV 
to SOC (rem te piloting aid) 
X -
Free-Flyer S-band, 
Ku-band 
mwave 
or 
4 2000 km- 
100 km-
TLM, Low-
Rate Data, 
Ranging 
TV from 
free-flyer 
to SOC 
No mi W X No mm W X A 
Tracking 
Radar 
mm wave Up to 10 
targets 
2000 km- 
100 km­
long-range Not defined 
short-range
mode 
X Not defined X X 
GPS L-band 18500 ki- NavngationData Not defined X Not defined X x 
*Subject to Technology Developments. 
**Simultaneous communications requirement­ -k FOLDOUT FRAME 
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FORMI COMMUNICATIONS & TRACKING Manned Platform,s I Unmanned Platforms 
Remt 
Code Requirement 
-Mison EnablingReat 
Early LEO 
SMPASMP C 
Advanced LEO 
SOC 
GEO 
SOC 
Early 
SAS 
1 1 mediate Advanced 
SASP 
250 kw 
Fwd Mod 
7.602 Duplex coms via synchronous satellite relay system X X X X X 
with initial deployment 
7.603 1) SOC/TDRSS/Ground Links S, Ku bands S, Ku bands S, Ku bands mmWfreq S, Ku, m W 
2) SOC/Orbiter Links S band S band S band S band S, Ku, mW 
3) SOC/Freeflyer & SOC/eTV links S, Ku bands S, Ku bands S, Ku bands imn froq S, Ku, mmW 
7.604 i) Transmission, Reception, Processing X X X X X 
Voice 
Telemetry 
Commands 
Wideband Date 
* TV 
* Text 
* Graphics 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
TBD 
TBD 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
TBO 
TBD 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2) Secure Coms 
•AJ 
•Anti-spoof 
X X X 
3) PF Environment Capabilities X X X 
7.605 Receive & Process CPS Signals for NAV X X 
Requtrcmen, Survey for Communicaions and Tracking (Contd) 
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Rcqnt 
Code 
th. 
Technology FORM 1 COMMUNICATIONS 
Requirement 
44 4-Mission Enabling Reqmt 
& TRACKING 
Early LEO 
E SMP SOC 
Manned Platforms 
Advanced LEO 
Soo 
GEO 
SO{ 
Early 
SWMP 
Unmanned Platforms 
Inermediats Advanced 
SASP 
Oskw 
FWd Mod 
7.606 Acquisition & Tracking -
* Traffic Control 
.Rendezvous & Docking 
.Orbital Ephemeris Generation 
Capabilities -
* 100% coverage within +/- 15 of orbit plane 
. 75% coverage for balance of sphere, except 
* 100% coverage within 8 Km for free-flyers with 
propulsive stages 
* Monitor up to 10 targets 
* Whole-sky sweep to 2000 Km in 2 minutes 
* Path prediction computation for multiple target 
scan 
-
: 
Not define( 
X 
X 
X 
-
S 
X 
Not Defined X TBD 
Parameter Long Range Mode 
Range 2000 Km 
Range Accuracy I Kan 
Velocity Accuracy 1 m/sec 
Angular Resolution 25 rur 
Proximity Mode 
100 KmI 
10 Km 
0.1 m/sec 
10 mr 
7.607 i) Voice Conferencing X 4 EVA's, 
manned 
spacecraft, 
ground net, 
& SOC 
X Same as 
early LED 
SOC 
Same as 
early LEO 
SOC 
2) Recognize, process, amplify, mix, synthesize, 
switch, and distribute voice to and from internal 
user locations, hardline, and rf interfaces. 
No recogni­
tion or 
synthesis 
X No recogni­
tion or 
synthesis 
X X 
Requimeiant Sur-ev for Communincations and Tracking (Cont'd] 
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Tiecineoy FORM I COMMUNICATIONS & TRACKING Manned Platforms Unmanned Platforms 
Reqmt 
Code Reuirement 
'-Mission Enabling Reqmt 
Early LEO 
SSMP SIX 
Advanced LEO 
&AMP 
GEO 
SOC Early 
SASP 
In rmedlate 
S)SP 
Adyaned 
SASP 
250 kw 
Fwd Mod 
7.608 SOC - Ground & SOC - Manned spacecraft duplex voice 
coms from any pressurized volume which might serve 
as emergency retreat. 
From desig­
nated "Safe 
Haven" only 
X 
From desig­
hated "Safe 
Haven" only 
X X 
7,609 
7.610 
No attitude restraints to maintain RE links 
Operational Requirements 
TORSS links 
Not defined 
K TDRSS links 
Not defined 
X X 
' 
SOC RF COIMUNICATION LINKS OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
SOC Com usage Interruptible 
To/From Relay 
Satellite 
Continual Yes XX X 
To/From Orbiter Continual During 
Rendezvous Docking, 
Separation 
Except During 
Docking 
X X 
i 
To/From EVA Continuous During EVA No KX X 
To/From OTV Continual During OTV 
Launch and Recovery 
Operations 
ExceptDocking During X 
To Free-Flyers Occasional (Opera­
tions, Orbit Main­
tenance, Recovery) 
ExceptDockingDuringand 
Maneuvering 
X 
From Free-Flyersi Continual (Status) Yes X X 
Surveillance 
Radar 
Continual No X X K 
Requirements SurIeY for Communikations and Tracking (Conred) 
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Reqoit 
Coe 
Technology FORM I COMMUNICATIONS 
Requirement 
.- Mision Enabling Reqmt 
& TRACKING 
Early LEO 
SASMP SOC 
Manned Platforms 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP SOC 
GEO 
SOC E 
SASW 
Unmanned PlatformsL 
SrlLerwediete A 
G SASP Fwd MId 
7.611 SIMOP Requirements 
SIMULTANEOUS SOC COMMUNICATION LINKS 
SOC Comn 
To/From 
Relay 
SAT 
Simultaneous Elements 
Orbiter EVA OTV Free 
Flyer 
CPS 
Relay
Sat X x X x x 
Orbiter x x X X 
EVA* X X X X X 
NotDefined x Not Defined X 
OTV X X x 
Free 
Flyers* x x x x x 
GPS X x X X X 
*Multiple-TBD 
X-Indicates Simultaneous Operations 
i _ __ _I 
Requirements Survey for Communkations and Tracking (Cont'd) 
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Reqmt 	 . 
CodeNo, Requirement 
.... -Mission Enabling Reqmt 
7.612 	 Comlink through docking interface with cornsystem 
of attached vehicles


7.613 	 1)Internal coms available in all habitable areas


(including EVA airlocks & active dock ports)
 

* Duplex voice 
 
Caution & warning signals 
 
PA 
 
* Closed circuit video 
 
W
ireless voice con 
 
2) 	 ICS not interrupted or degraded in surviving modules 
 
due to malfunction of other modules.


3) 	 Umbilical-free (wireless) voice coms withln and 
 
between modules
 

7.614 	 Common time-base for all C &T elements, and/or 
time-tagging of all information 
7.61S 1) TV, text, graphics - generation, processing, 
- distribution, transmission, recording, reception 
2) 	 CCTV for crew entertainment, docking support, area 
 
monitoring


3)	Hardcopy printout - ground commanded and crew 
 
initiated.


7.616 BIT throughout subsystem design


* Failure detect at functional path level in flight


and fault isolation. 
 
* Continuously monitoring BITE, and test points


at electrical interfaces.
 

Ea, 
 
SASMP 
Not defined 
X 
 
Not defined 
 
X 
 
Not defined 
 
Not defined 
 
X 
 
ot defined 
 
Not defined 
 
Not defined 
 
LEO 
SOC 
Manned Platforms 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP SOC 
GEO 
SOC 
Enaly 1 
flSO-27487-3 
QnrMNAL PAGE is 
OF POOR QUALpIN 
Umne ltom 
drmnedlare, AdadAancSPd 7-50 IMw2wd 
X Not defined X X 
X 
 
X 
 
X 
 
X 
 
X 
 
X 
 
A 
Not defined 
X 
Not deflned 
Not defined 
X 
 
X 
 
X 
 
X 
 
x 
 
X 
 
X

X

X

X

X

X

X 
 X 
 X

X 
 X 
 X

X 
 X X 
 X

I 
 Not defined X 
 X

X 
 Not defined X 
 X

X 
 Not defined X 
 X
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Technology FORM I COMMUNICATION & TRACKINQ Manned Platfom. i Unmanned Plaforf. 
Reqit 
CodeCode 
.Early 
Requirement
-Mission EnablinRega SAM 
LEO 
_ 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP 
SO 
GEO 
Early
WC 
lhtermediate 
SASP Advanced SAS? 250kwF~d Mod 
7.617 All equipment capable of quiescent (powered-down) 
configuration and reactivation by SOC or ground
command 
Not defined X Not defined X 
7.618 Radar Enhancement Devices (RED) or active trans­
ponders to assist vehicles using active docking 
procedures 
Not defined X Not defined X 
7.619 Narrowband and wide band engineering data 
generation, processing, telemetry transmission 
X X X 
7.620 Subsystem Operational data; generation, processing, 
telemetry transmission 
X X X X 
7.621 1)LRU level plannedlunplanned maintenance, 
2)LRU's designed for easy crew replacement.
3)External LRU's shall have EVA servicing
provisions 
Not defined X Not defined X 
7.62? 1)C&T system shall Interface with the Integrated X 
Entry & Display System via C&T processor/controllers. 
2) C&T processor/controllers shall provide
* Status monitoring X 
*Automatic configuration management Not defined 
* Fault Isolation X 
*Display/control functions as req'd for ops. X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Not defined 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
7.623 Reliability requirements met through long-lifedesign, scheduled maintenance and repair, and 
redundancy 
X X IC 
Reurmnents Sumyo ar Comnos/cat/ons and Tracking fCon Ic 
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ELECTRICAL POWERSYSTEM 
Technology FORM 1 Manned Platformys

ReannedPlatforms


ReqEt 	 EarlyLEO Advanced LEO EO 
P6. Requirement AM Sa 
*"°--Mission Enabling Reqmnt 	 C ASMP SOc ay Adivanced 20kwS M j sac adeda 
Sw SA SS FvwdMod 
Power System (Total) 	 PM-Phase I Life 1 PhMPhase TI life 10 Life 10 PM PM M 12738 lbs 
PM = Power Module . 12.5 KWe yrs 25 Ke yes yrs 25 KWe . KWe 25 KWe 
SM = Service Module .16,600 Ibs Contin- . 33,200 lb Capable Capable 12.5 KWe . '25 KWe 12.5 CUe 
HM = Habitat Module 25' long ous Phase III of growth of growth option bPion option
life 5 Capable 50 KWe Support Load TBD 
yrs of growth 49,800 lb! 50 KWe 
Support life 5 yr! load plus
50 oWe experi­

load plus ments


experi­

ments


Solar Array PM-Phase I Deploy- PM-Phase If Deploy- Deploy- Deploy- . Deploy- Deploy- Deploy­
Deploy- able/con- Deploy- ablecon- able/con- able/con- able/con- able/con- able/con­
able/Con- structi- able/con- structi- structi- structi- stiucti- struct,- structi­
structi- ble structi- ble ble ble 	 tI ble bleble To sup)or ble To suppor To supper To support. 'I0o suppor To support. SEPS Tech­
' 
 298Vx16 50 Me 2 units 50 KWe TSD load 25 Kve '25)We 25 KWe nology 
each PM load plus Z9S'1jG load + TO[ + battery (load plusl (lead plus (load Plus Each wingunit battery hase III Experimen recharg- battery 	 batery battery 28.5'x129.


To suppor recharg- To suppor- + battery ing recharg-	 recharg- rechary- Two wings 
12.5 	 We ing 25 KWe rechary- On tunnel ing) ir] ng) Twoblen­
in) t/wingCload + On tunnel (load + ing connect­
battery connect- battery On tunnel Ing SM & 2128 lbs/ 
recharg- ing SM & recharg- connect- LIM 2 wings 
ing) LIM ing) in9 SM & Total out-
HM put 66.7 
Pte at 
User User - UserEnergy Storage . User not Ni-U2 User Ni-H? .i-H? 
Nickel Cadmium Batteries supplied? baseline supplied? baseline baseline supplied su plied Supplied Ni-Cd 
* Energy Momentum Wheels Not de- Fuel call Not de- Fuel cell . Fuel cell 	 60 modules 
* Nickel Hydrogen Batteries frned alternate fined alternate alternate 	 (12 batt-
Regenerable Fuel Cells Fly.wheels Flywheels Flywheels eres) 
alternate alternate alternate 7440 Ilbs 
95.4 KWH 
60 AM cell


DOD 20%


Requirement Surtey for Electrical Pomer System 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 

Technologyn FORM 1 Manned Platforms lsnmarnedrPlasloms 
Reqmt
Code 
fb. 
Re uirement 
-- Mission Enabling Reqwt 
Early LEO 
SASMP SOC 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP SOC 
GEO 
SOC 
Ealy 
Early 
" 
, r edIae 
SaSASP 
SAPSASP 
A a ed 
AFwddM0 
0kw 
Fwd Mod 
30 Volt Regulator . 12 units660 Ubs 
3800 w 
120 Volt Regulator 3 units 
165 Ilbs 
108 w 
Solar Array Drive Power Transfer Assy 2 units
•380 Iles 
•336 w 
Solar Array Distribution l b unit 
30 lbs 
112 lbs 
Solar Array Drive Electronics I unit 
30 lbs 
10 w 
Cables and Connectors 750 lbs 
Power Interface Distribution I unit 
175 lbs 
306 w 
Payload Distribution (30V) 1 unit 
110 lbs 
302 lbs 
Payload Distribution (120V) 1unit 
26 lbs 
108 lbs 
Subsystem Distribution 1 unit 
50 lbs 
?8 W 
Subsystem Inverter DC to 115/ 
20OV, 
30,400 1z, 
T D KW 
DR to 115/ 
20OV, 
30,400 HZ 
T aDKW 
DC to 115/ 
200V, 
30.400 Hz 
TB64W I 
. 3 units 
. 45 lbs 
. 90 w 
Rack Distribution i 3 units• 9o Ibs 
. 50 w 
SRequiremenrs 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 
___ 
I oohology FORM 1 MannemdPlatformis CUmanned Platforms 
Ealy LEO Advaned LEO GEO 
ft Requirement
*a -Mission Enabling Reqmt SASMP SOC SASMP SOC t SOC Earl ' It Iy ntrm naP a Advarced SAP 250k. F Mod 
Power Distribution Protectio Protectio Protec­ 30V DC/ 36 DC 30V DC Subsystem 
120V DC 120V DC tion 6 KW 2'oVDC 120V DC sec 30V 
on solar on S/A TBD DC . 120V DC/ I ' DC, 2-25/ 
array 
28V DC 
28V DC 
for batt. 
TED AC 
TBD KW 
6 KW KW 
Low volt­
for batt. chg. age, 3DV X 
chg­
115/200V 
AC, 30, 
400Hz. 
115/200V 
AC, 30, 
400Hz, 
TD, KWA 
I 
single pt. 
gd.High vol­
tage 
TaD KVA 
5O KW at 
.S KWat 
bus + 
grounding 
TD 
bus experi­ 23-32.5V 
ments DC 
Low V = 
Solar Array Mast 25/35.5KW 
High V = 
Automatic Power System Management (APSM) Required 
APSM 
. Required
APSM 
Required
APSI4 
2527 KW 
*InSM&M In MHM In SM&HM 
Rotating Joint at Solar Arrays PM-Phase I 
3600 ro­
. Slipring/ PM-Phase II 
brush 3600 ro-
Slipring/
brush 
Slipring/
brush 
360 0 ro­
ttion 
3600 ro­
tajton 3600 ro­tation 3600 ro­tation 
taton 
7 KNe 
baseline 
- Rotary 
tatlon 
13 KWe 
baseline 
Rotary 
baseline 
Rotary 
Slipring/ 
brushes 
Sljppring/ 
brpshes 
Slipring/ 
brushes 
Slipring/ 
brushes 
power XFMR power XFMR XFMR 
transfer Alternate transfer alternate alternate 
DC slip- Phase III 
rings 360 ro­
tation 
13 KWe 
power 
transfer 
DC-slip­
rings 
Battery Charger . 2BV DC I 12 units 
* Convert 660 lbs 
from 120V! 1843 w 
DC 
Requlrement Suvey ior Eiectrical Powr S stem (Contd) 
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TeehnologyDisoEphne II FORM 1 Manned Platform, Unmarred Platforma 
RBmt ,Eary LEO Advanced LEO GEO 
. -MRequirementa 
nMission Enabling et SASMP 5" SASMP ' TSOC TSOC 
Erly 
SASP 
Inermnedimte 
SI 
Advanc d 
SASP 
250 kw 
Fwd Mod 
Emergency Power 504 hrs TED hrs TED hrs 
duration duration for 
for crit­ for crit­ critical 
ical ical load: loads 
loads 
Primary 
Primary 
power 
Primary 
power 
power sys system system 
tem pro­
vide 1/2 
provide 
1/2 of 
provide 
1/2 of 
of normal normal normal 
output output output 
Pequrements Survey for Electrical Power System (Cont'd 
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TechnologyDisciphine. FORM 1 &BnnadPlatforms Unmanned' Platforms 
Reqmt Early LEO Advanced LEO GEO -Afte 1985 
Code Reuiemnt0,a 
ho. Requirement Early Intermnbdiate Advanced 250 kw 
-Mission Enabling Reqmt SASMP T SOC SASMP SOC SOC SASP SASP SASP Fwd Mod 25 kw 
PWR SUPPLY 

Propulsion System 
Attitude Control System (ACS) Momentum Momentum Magnetic 
exchange & exchange & torquers 

RCS RCS 

Reaction Control System (RCS) Attitude o Attitude o Common 
maneuvers 
Orbit 
meintenan 
o Baseline 
Hydrazine 
o 90 day 
maneuvers 
0 OrbitI 
mainten­
ance 
0 90 day 
reservei 
' 
'I 
with 
propulsion 
system 
o 7,4 lbs 
per 
thruster 
reserve 
o Array if 
30 lb 
thrustersHydrazne 
o Ispr3 
thrust o Max=o2­
thrusters 
on booms 
o Max on­time=3280 
sec. 
90 da Deorbit o 90 day o Deorbit 
Propulsion System 
reserve 
capabilit3
oOrbit 
reserve 
Reboost a 
capabilit
Orbit "Orit 
. 
Rebostular 
Reboost 
at rag­
Reboost 
every 15 
days 
o1 year 
life 
makeun 
o Thrust= 
900 lmi . 
90 day 
a 9reserve 
(4850 lbs) 
every 15 
days. 
makeup 
o Thrust= 
900 lbs 
ni. 
0 90 Day 
reserve (4850 lbs) 
iI 
IIrse 
intervals 
i 
40 lbs 
per 
thruster 
4 
thrusters o Hydrazine 
o Isp= 235 
o Max on­
time= 
I 5100 sec. 1200 lbs 
of hydra. 
Requi.emene Survey forPropulsion 
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GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY


Rmqmt 
code 
N, 
Tecng FORM I 
qtnnm 
-Mission Enabling Reqn t 
Early LEO 
SASMP SCP 
Manned Platforms 
Advanced LEO 
SASMP SOC 
[ GEO 
Early
SASP 
Unmanned Platform, 
intermediate Admanced 
$ASP SASP 
250 lew 
Fwd Mod 
7,6 
NCR 160944 SOC 1/82 
Maintenance of Communication Tracking 
Acquisition and Tracking of Other Vehicles For 
Docking or Traffic Control (Collision Avoidance) 
Provide Co Orbital 
Ephemeris lata 
Formation -lying 
j 
Auto mous Track ng 
7.7 Docking and Berthing of 1 or More Spacecraft 
With Platform 
(Also G9245 SASP Momentum Manegement/Orbit 
Management and Berthing) 
Shuttle Docking Auto Rendeavous and 
Docking Reuired For 
Unmanned Vhicles 
Shu le Docking Auto 
Rendezvous 
and Docking 
to Unmanned 
Platform 
Impact of Large Vehicle on Orbit Determination I; 
7.8 Flight Control/Propulsion and Maneuvering of 
Platform 
- State Vector DeterTinnation and Update 
- Fine Pointing Requirements 
Fine Pointing From 
Experiment 
8.0 Manned/Unmanned Flight Support Operations 
-SOC Based 
Launch Operations Frnm latform Payload Transfer Operations 
Requirements SurVey for Guidance and Navigation Technology 
FFOLDOUT FRAME POLDOu- FRAME 
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TchnolyI FORM I ATTITUDE CONTROL Manned P!atforn, Un.aed Platform, 
ReqmtReqd'renent EarlyLEO Advanced LEO GEOI 
Early I'lntermediate Advanced 250kw 
=-Miion ,Enablng Reqmt SASMP SO; SASMP SOC SOC SASP I $ASP Fwd Mod 
Provide following control modes 
Velocity control 
Orientation for Docking
Berthing 
X n/s
IX 
X m/5 
XX 
X m/s 
X X 
Reboost 
X 
Buildup 
Science Support 
Solar Array Pointing X X X X X X 
Sattelite Servicing 
Module control during buildup PM SM 
X 
PM 
X 
SM 
HM HM 
Pointing Accuracy 5 degrees
nominal 
.30to 20 
without 
.3degrees
without 
TBD deg/sec
3 deg 
pointing
system 
payload 
sensors 
005 deg/ 
sec for 
Maneuve 
docking 
Rates5 to 80/ 
Maneuver Rates imin nominal 
3.8 to 200/ 
min max in 
sortie mode 
20 to 450/ 
min nominal 
50 to 113o/ 
man infree 
flying mode 
Control Stability Stable 
control 
Stablecontrol 1 rin 1 sin 
with low with low 
frequency frequency 
structure structure 
C>'04Hz) (>-,O4Hz) 
Stability Margins


Requirerment Sdrvey for Attitude Control 7Z FOLDOUT FRAME 
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Technology FORm 1 ATTITUDE CONTROL Manned Platforms Unmanned Platforms 
Reqmt Early LEO Advanced LEO G0 T_ 
Code Requirement Ea ney Advanced 250kw 
SASMP SOC SASMP SOC S, I SASP SASP Fwd Mod 
Control System Bandwidth 
 I 
Attitude Determination Support 
determina 
Support 
deteneinati n 
Precision 
attitude 
tion of SOC of state determin­
state vecto vector ation thru 
payload 
Control Disturbances 
sensors 
Environmental (aerodynamic, gravity, gradient, etcl all 
Crew motion X X X 
Docking 
Berthing 
X I 
X 
X 
X 
I 
X 
Construction X X 
Propellant 
transfer 
Tethered 
Momentum 
platform 
Momentum Momentum 
desatura­ desatura­ desatura­
tion tion tion 
Provide adequate control torques over 
c.g. locations and mass properties 
a range of 
X X X X X i IX Solar panel 
Life 10 years 
partially
stored 
with main­
tenance 
5 years 
with orbit 
maintenance 
1 Axial closing velocity .16-.5 ft/sec 
Lateral velocity 
Angular velocity
Lateral misalignment 
2 ft/sec 
.6deg/sec
0-75 ft 
Angular misalignment 5 deg roll 
6 deg pitch/yaw 
Requimmens Survey orAtitude Con trol (Centd) 
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Tecinloig FORM I Manned Platforms f$nmand Pltforms 
Reqmt 
CodeEalLENod 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 
Requirement 
-Mission Enabling Reqmt 
Early LEO 
SASMP SOC 
Adeonceddac 
SASMP 
LEO 
SOC 
_ 
GEOO 
SOC 
Early 
SASP 
-_itet mediate 
SA P 
Advanced 
SASP 
250 kw 
Fwd Mod 
PAYLOAD SUPPORT 1L5 rsetinstrcumient 
Precision Pointing pointing 
sec 
with image 
motion col­
pensation 
Materiels Processing Acceleratio cceleraton Accel eration 
<10-4 g's (10-4 g's 2xI-4 g's
sortie mode 
4.2 x10-7g's 
free flying 
AUTONOMOUS OPERATION 21 day 90 day 
stability 
during 
buildup 
stability 
during 
buildup 
Ff0 Fail FID 
operational Fail oper­
fail safe ational 
fail safe 
Rtouirements Surey forAttitude Controt (Conotd) 
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3.0 CANDIDATE BENEFITS/READINESS SURVEY (FORM 2) 
This section presents the data sheets filled in by technical evaluators to define technology 
advancement benefits anticipated, to enter the estimated technology advancement 
criticality category (see table 3.0-1), to specify trades and options which are applicable to 
each technology candidate, and to list the relevant technology readiness levels (see table 
3.0-2). 
These Form 2 sheets are provided for the following technology disciplines: 
Thermal control 
Structure, Mechanisms and Materials 
Crew systems 
Flight Operations 
Ground Operations 
Data Management 
Communications and Tracking 
Electrical Power 
Propulsion 
Guidance and Navigation 
Attitude Control 
The benefits anticipated are identified with respect to early or advanced manned 
platforms and with respect to early, intermediate or advanced unmanned platforms. 
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CODE CALVOUT DEFINITION 
A HIM Tech Requid Reqshu. new udin to satify pgum cjeaives/miin 
a Tech Mv Requrwd PAe** tedmoloyADW avanum et t satay t ogith oMMt 
-id Mft nmn (En~nW 
C Tech Adv Desiable Tedhnology dvuiwnent is h Ueare;-9t howeer, off-m-shf 
some pefonance deoadatiantehn0logy may suffice, but %S (Enheang) 
D Off-t.ahelf Off-t**tetf tedhnology is sab y. 
Table 3.0.2. Technology Readiness Level Code Definitions 
DE CALL-OUT DEFINTON 
BSe PncinPies Swic principles have been obnred and rapoh


Concept demqi ha bee fonjta
-ConcspwaL d
 
Concern Validated Conptual de* has be waiated or ststealmytiacy or experin,M.ly.


Catic Funcrion Demomr-at d Criokl function or dwactm ha ban demonstrate&


B&eudtbwd Lab Tested Comporwnt or breadboard ha been tes in relevant environment.


Md Lab Testd ProtOwpe/enennng model hag be. tested in relevant wvironmiem.


SpeO Tested PnvWyp/engineenng model has been ted in spew.


OtfIrn is on-hes'ef and isqwalitd or isqualifiabie wth minor modifitions
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Discipline Bennit Criticality latfrms Specific Tasks Options Technology Technology Context
latfrmsReadessBeneits 
Early Int Adv tegoLevelTechnology Advancement Goal Early Adv Adv LEO LEOLEO LEO GE LEO 
Current coating degra,

a Select best concepts a Stable radiatcr cotin) 1 o X X X X X A & are subject to con-
10Year Life TIC System o Reduced cost of 
 Materials development o Liquid loop 
 7 
maintenance 
 2 tamination

o Component development o 
 Heat pipes 
 o Long life not demon­

a Radiators 

redundancy & 
 strated

a Transport loop 

mass of T/C 
 Long life & high

o Pumps -o 
 system 
 transport capacity
o Heat Exchangers 
 major issues

o Controls 
 
o Fabricate prototype system o Hybrid oump-assisted 2 o Pumps, materials


heat pipe system compatibility, fluid

o Conduct life test on ground 
 
contamination are


o Conduct zero 'Glperformance o Pumped two-phase 
 
tests 
 issues
 2 o Pumps, fluid phase

system
 
control & liquid


positioning are issues


a Develop concepts for:
 o Maintain centra 
 1 
 a Low thermal
Modular Growth Capability X X A X X A B a Adding payload heat sinks o Contact heat exchon- resistan, 
Power 25 apil250 thealbus &
 Adding radiator elements gers between TIC loop space assembly. ligh
Ko 
 us
 o 
Mo Payload Ai
 increasing area segments (i.e betwee weight designs neede& Payload Addition ntor
Module 
 
core system & added Io Interfacing with additions 
dundant T/C 
 
­
platform modules amodule) Large scale, leak­components 
 rluidF
 disconnects
 4 o 
o Fabricate hardware 
 o Reduce system 
 tight disconnects .


o Ground test 
 mass & volume 
 * not demonstrated a Space Assembly demo & per­
formance tests 
o Select best concepts o Centralized ccntrol 3 o System design per-X A A X A X BAutomatic TC System Control o Simplify TIC o Sensors fornince controll­design &opera­ 3 ability not demon­

tion strated

0 Distributed contr l
o Controls
 
o Computer 
 
o T/C loop design o 
Flow bypass vs Dump 4 oAlgorithms & software

not developed

o Component fab & test capacity control I 
 
o Control of both bus 3

o System feb & test 
 
& interfacing
o Ground 
 
o Space transport loops
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Manned unm Technology
Benefts Platforms Criticahlty 
Eald d al t AaLevel 
EarlyavIat 
 tego
Early I 

LEO LEO G0O LEO LEO LEO 
o Heat absorption X X X X X X B 
temperature 
independent of 
location in 
transport loop 
 
Smplfied
Contimlfe 
 
Control


o System easily 
 
reconfigured 
 
(payload can be 
 
located at any


berth or cold
plate)n


o Downstream pay­
l ad  
 not aff­

ected by power


fluctuations of


upstream payload


It B 
 oLong term storg I
of cryogens 
 
o Reduce trains-

portation Cos 
 
oReduce storage 
 
tank size &etcmrso


masoRotary 
 
Specific Tasks 
o Select best concept(s) 
 
o Design, fab & test component 
 
o Fabricate T/C system 
 
o Test performance 
 
o Ground 
 
o Space 
 
o improved reliability (life) 
 
of existing refrig's 
 
o Improve coefficient of 
 
performanceo& 
 
o Develop advanced LH2 
 
temperature refrigerator 
 
80-27487-3 
Cteurrent 
Technology 
Options Readiness 
2 
 
heat pipes 
 
o Variable conductaicl 
 
o Pumped two-phaSe 10 p


o Hybrid pump assiste 2 
 
heat pipe loop


4
oVuillimeir cycle' 
 
o Reverse Brayton ~4 
 
cycle 
 
compressor 
 
o Vaial dspac-nt 
 
reciproI-r


oasting cyclpess onot 4 
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OF POOR QUALITY


Technology Context
 

High Flux pipes not


demonstrated


Ground test difficult


Zero "'Gperformance

not demonstrated


Performance on ground


and in space not vall­

dated


o Less than 1 year


life currently


0Lf efracperformance


Of full scale system


emsrtd


o Life & Performance

demonstrated
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Technology STRUCTURES,MECHANISMS 
Discipline A EAplcable to

Manned Unmanned Technology Current

Benefits Platforms Platforms CrIticality Specific Tasks p 1 Technology Context
Technology Advancemnt Goal Category 	 ReadLness 
Early Add A 	 Level 
LOLOOLOLEO LEO 
LOG EO EO 0 EFFICIENCYLESTRUCTURAL 
o Reduced cost X x XX x a Develop efficient structural o SAMSP 2


System Considerations o Reduced weight configuration considering o SOC


o Reduced complexit 	 system interactions o Other 
o Reduced risk 
o Evolutionary Configuration o Reduced Risk x 7 X X C Assess Capability of config- o Docking/Berthing 2 
o Adaptability 	 uration to accommodate growt o Construction I 
o Fail Safe Structures a Reduced risk X x X X 7 0 Failure mode/risk assessment 	 B 
o Increased life


o Packaging (aReduced cost x x N x X X C Assess Packaging efficiency 	 2 lo	Increased mass/ vs complexity & cost


volume


STRUCTURALPERFORMANCE 
o System Identification o Reduced control x X I B Assess measurement techniques o Use system identi- 3-4 o System ident. tech­
system complex- and compare with increased fication technique niques reported in 
ity control syst. complexity or the literature. 
loReduced cost o Design robust contk. 
, Develop adaptive 
control 
o Dynamics Prediction Methods lo Reduced risk X x N X K x D Assess prediction techniques 8 o Well establishedlo Simplification methodology exists 
of control
 

algorithms


o Structural Damping o Disturbance X N N I N X 3 Assess various damping scheme o Active damping 3 o Many current studies 
control & compare complexity, cost vs a Passive damping' ACOSS, VCOSS, PACOSS, 
o Reduced weight 	 control syst. cost & complex. o Combination etc­

o Reduced cost


o Reduced control


system complex­

i ty 
oStructure/Control/Thermal 0 Reduced risk N x N N X x C Advanced Technology inter- 8 o Recent IAC work makes 
Interaction o Increased life action prediction methods this task easier 
o Loads/Environments o Reduced risk X X N X X Improve environment]loads 	 8 
o Increased life 	 prediction
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Technology STRUCTURESRECHANISMS 
DisiplimneI 
Applicable to CurrentcIle' 
Technology Advancement Goal 
Benefits 
SManned 
Platforms 
Early AdvAdv 
Unmanned 
Platforus 
Erly 
Technology
Criticality 
Categor 
Specific Tasks Options Technology 
Redi 
Technology Context 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 
MECHANISM IMPROVEMENTS 
o Deployment Mechanisms 
o Simplicity 
o Reduced risk 
o Lower Cost 
X X X X X X C 0 Design mechanisms to insure 
deployment in a controlled 
manner 
o Springs 
o Cables 
o Other Actuators 
I some 8 
some 4-S 
o Solar arrays, append­
ages, small antennas 
deployable truss 
struc. large antennas 
o Docking/Berthing Mechanisms o Reliability 
o Reduced weight 
X X X X X X C Design reliable docking/ 
berthing mechanisms with 
low docking loads 
o Apollo/Soyuz 
o Other 
8 o Apollo/Soyuz 
o Articulating/Rotary Joints o Reliability 
o Lower cost 
X X X X X X C Design reliable articulating 
rotary joints including 
utility routing 
o Scale up current 
designs 
o New designs 
8 o Current s/c appendage 
drives 
o Electro-Mechanical Actuators o Reliability 
o Reduced risk 
X X X X X X C Design reliable actuators 
for latching, rotary joints 
8 o Current s/c latching 
mechanisms 
o Tracks & Mobility Systems o Increased life X X B 
track switching 
Design efficient & reliable 2 o SOC Studies 
o Reliability mobility system 
MATERIALS ADVANCEMENTS 
o Composites (Organic, Metal 
Matrix) 
o Reduced weight 
o Lower cost 
o Low CTE 
X X X X X X C Investigate benefits of 
composite materials 
o Metals 
o Organic matrix matl 
o Metal matrix matls 
8 
a 
3 
o Aluminum, titanium 
o Glass fibers, graphic
fibers 
o Composites Lifetime & Properties 
Prediction 
o Reduced weight 
o Incr. reliabili" 
X X X X X X 6 Improve composites lifetime 
and properties pred. method 
o PaInts & Coatings for Interiors o Crew comfort X X X D Develop functional & aesthe­ 8 
o Incr. productiv ty tically pleasing habitat 
interiors 
o Definition of Contamination 
Sources 
o Reduced risk X X X X X X 3 Improve contamination source 
prediction methods 
o Outgassing 
" Moisture Desorption 
o Boeing has a good 
techniques 
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. Manned Unmanned 
Technology Advancement Goal BenCftso Plarlors Platforms 
Early Ad, Ady Early mt Adv 
LEO L EO LEO LEO LEO 
Integration of EMU and MMU


8 psi EVA suit


Standard EVA tools


Improved EVA equipment


o Comi in helmet 
 
o Headsup display 
 
o Non-venting 
 
o Regenerable CO2 
 
o Better battery 
 
o Quick-disconnects 
 
o Test & checkout 	 automation 
 
o Easy-to-clean undergamet 
 
o Easy-to-clean uine collection 
 
devices


o in-suit fecal collection deviceB


o Dextrous glove 	 and/or dextrous 
 
glove end effectors


o EMU helmet lights 
 
o EMU Servicing 
 
o EVA safety 
 
o Larger airlock 
 
W180-27497-3 	 ORIGINAL PAGE I 
OF POOR LUALIrY 
TTchnllogy 
riticulky Specific Tass Opions 
Current 
Technology Context 
Leval 
B


B


B 
 Regenerable vs non-regenerable


B 
 heat sinks


B


B


B


B


B


5


B


B 
 Component vs System level LRU


packaging


Ground vs space based EMU


servicing


C 
 EVA Crew Size: Two vs. Greatey


than two


B
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Technology 
Disipline Q SYSTEMS - ECLSS Applible 
Benefits MannedPlaPlatforms Unmanned Criticality 
Technology Advancement Goal Early Ada Adv Early lnt 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO 
Adv 
LEO 
CategoryLal 
.Cabin Pressure Design Level 
.Upgrading ECLS system and 
integration of ECLS with other 
systems. 
X 
X X 
Subsystem Architecture x x x 
Upgrade and improvements in. 
o Trash management 
o Facility Hygiene 
o Zero-g clothes washer/dryer 
o Zero-g dishwasher 
o Zen-g oven 
o Zero-g freezer 
o Zero-g trash compactor 
o Zero-g shower 
( 
X 
IC 
X 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
IC 
I 
x 
I 
i 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
XI 
B 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
C 
B 
o Zero-g toilet (easier to use, 
larger capacity, easy in-space X A 
tub exchange) 
Specifi- Tsks OpRtd 
Current 
Technolo 
n 
Level 
OF POOAppQIbleTt 
Technology Context 
14.7 vs Lower Pressure 
o Open loop systems 
o Open air loop with partial 
or complete water recovery 
o Integration with FPS 
o Integration with thermal 
o Integration with ACS, 
propulsion 
o Combinations of above 
o Centralized 
o Distributed 
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Discine SELECTION & TRAINING 
Manned Unmanned Technology
Benefits Platforms Patlforms Criticality 
Technology Advancement Goal Category 
-Early Adv Early IntAd Ad
- _LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 
o Develop the capability to train X X X A 
 
the large numbers of space station 
 
crew members in a hore efficient 
 
and cost-effective manner 
 
DIS0-27487-3 
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Specific Tasks Options 
Current 
Technology 
Readines 
Level 
Technology Context 
Evaluate all current training 
capability 
o Multi-shift use 
o Alternatives 
Evaluate state-of-the-art 
training technology 
o Survey industry 
Create guidelines for payload 
training. 
Space Station simulations and 
training requirements 
o Develop plan for developin 
requirements 
o On-orbit training 
Crew Selection Criteria 
o Technical competence 
o Adaptive social competence 
o Methods of evaluation of 
adaptive competence 
Crew Training 
o Technical training 
o Social sensitivity trainir 
o Communication Skills 
o Group Performance 
o Simulations of space station 
group dynamics 
Learning Technologies 
o Training techniques 
o Individually tailored 
training 
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Dicipine 
CRNWSYSTEMS- TASK 
IAND PROCEDUREANALYSIS Manned Unmanned Technology J Current 
Technology Aduancement Goal 
Eefit a o 
___-Category 
Early Adv Adv Early I ALe 
LEO LEO CEO LEO LEO LEO 
Criticality Specific Task: Options Technology
Readine 
Technology Contexi 
o Formulate man-machine function X X X X X X C 
allocation tree procedure 
o Formulate quantified risk factors X I X X C 
o Collect, integrate and adopt data 
on technology characteristics X X X X X X C 
o Real-time adaptive allocation of 
functions X X X A 
o Develop of automated assist to 
man or develop way man can help 
machine X X X A 
o Impact of automation on training 
and readiness 
o Onboard simulation and training 
exercises. 
X X I C 
Metabolic Demand Model 
o Integrate crew size, cl'emakeup, 
location, work and activity data 
with metabolic cost model to 
produce time-phased/location­
specific metabolic costs, 02 
consumption requirements 
I I I C 
Workload Prediction 
o Zero-g time-and-motion study 
data, methods, and criteria 
X X X X X X B 
CAD Crew Simulation Models 
o EMU-Suited: unrestrained/ 
restrained reach envelopes,
translation, with/without hMU, 
full range of astronaut anthro­
prometrics. 
o IVA: unrestrained/restrained 
reach envelopes, translation, 
full-range of astronaut anthro­
prometrics. 
X X I X I I C 
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Current 
Manntd nanned Cticalgty SOeifilIM Traes options Technology Context 
Readine.Beaefits Plats l LevelTechnology Advancement Goal 1al 
EaryAdv Adv EarlyInt Ad, 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO ­
" Develop rationale for dedicated 
vs multifunction work spaces 
B Workstations 
Functional Areas 
Modules 
o Dedicated 
o Multipurpose 
" Develop rationale for disposablevs rechargeable articles 
" Develop more enjoyable exercise 
equipment and exercise continues 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Clothing 
Eating utensils 
! 
IiI
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Dicpie-WORK STATION 
Technology Advancement os 
B 
Applicable to 
___Tehooy 
iManned Unm nned TTheolcgyhn 
PIlornsD Criicaty 
Early Ad Ad, EarlyInt Adv IILee 
LEO LEO CEO LEO LEO LEO 
Spacli Tsks options 
urn 
Technoogy Context 
Crew station design and develop­
ment techniques 
;atural language interface 
o Priority and inhibit logic 
o Data entry 
o Data storage and retrieval 
o Restraint systems 
Optimized and consistent crew 
interfaces with info managementsystemT 
o Facility hygiene 
o ?ulk food systems 
Voice-actuated control of cherry- 
picker 
x 
x 
x 
K 
x 
xK 
K 
x 
x 
x 
x 
K 
x 
x 
K 
X 
x 
KC 
K 
KC 
K 
x 
K 
K 
A 
C 
B 
C 
C 
B 
B 
C 
Degree of automation 
o Crew station design iK x o Restrain or non­
restrained operator? 
o Dedicated or e~ulti­
function work taions? 
o Redundant or non,
redundant workstjtiorn? 
o Specialized or 
standardized design?o Aggregated or dispersd 
works taticis'lj
o Single or rulti­
operator lorkstation ? 
o TV or wlndowsfot
visual cues? 
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Technology Advancement Goal 
BPtlis 
Berit 
Applioble to 
Mne TechnolotY 
Maal Unmanned Criticality 
Platforms 
AEarly dr-ACrtecry 
Specific Taks opia 
Current 
Technoog 
Readne. 
Level 
ecnlogy Context 
-­ -­- -- LEO ILEOIGEO LEO-­ - LEO-- LEO -­ ---­ ________ 
Develop crew rescue options 
SX x0 Multiply redundant 
systemEscape module 
Develop satellite safing techniqueso Safe haven 
Develop refueling safety techniques x 
X x B 
B 
Develop radiation exposure pro­
tection 
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Technology |Appicable
Cieciplin~e 
to 
Technology Advancement Goal 
Benefits 
Manned Unmanned TechnoloSy 
Platforms Platforms Criticality
ElAy Ad ategryEarly A& jAdv Early In* Ady 
SpecificTeak, Options 
Current 
Technology
RenIesLoel 
Technology Context 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 
o Develop zero-g surgical and X x x A 
dental equipment and procedures 
o Develop autonomous medical X X B 
diagnosis and treatment soft­
wmare 
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Dicilne IfSIOPANIGManned Benefit, Plaiorms UnmannedPlaorns Criticality Specific Tasks Options 
Technology
hn.T 
Technolg 
ooC. 
Context 
Technology AdvancerGent Coal AAdv eY Level 
o Develop autonomous mission 

planning capability for 

0 satellite servicing 

o construction 

0 flight support 

o maintenance 

for normal and contingency 

operations 
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LEO LEO GEC LEO LEO LEO 
0 Develop user-oriented language 
for control of robots XIx C 
o achine control w/tme-delay X x C 
o Computer based models and graphic 
display for X X C 
O teaching the machine 
o visual simulation 
o multi-view points, zoom 
oupdating relative to real world 
u inactive control 
a Need of understanding/theory on 
how humans integrate and inter­
pret sensory feedback from several 
kinds of sensors I x C 
o Level of supervision of machine 
systems x x C 
o subsystem level ­
o training requirements 
o determine required human 
characteristics 
o Variable/adaptive control access 
by gr. x x C 
o Variable/adaptive function al­
location between humans and 
machines or robots x x C 
o Training x x C 
o Organizational structure of 
multi-man crew x x C 
o optional management structure 
o auto planning & decision 
making 
o interactive display techniques 
o fail safe or fault tolerant 
ops strategies 
o System performance and valid­
ation I x C 
o methodology 
o criteria 
o test bed validation 
o progressive validation 
o flight test scenarios 
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Technology 
criticsgty Specfic Tasks Optionsnloa 
Current 
Technology Context 
Technology Advancement Goal earS Early Adv Adv Early Int Adv 
LEO LEO CEO LEO LEO LEO -­ --­
s 
_ 
o Develop autonomous fault detection 
and isolation system 
X X X X X X C 
o Develop built-in test equipment 
(BITE) 
X K X X X C 
0 Develop autonomous 
information system 
systems status 
for all levels 
of system readiness from full-up, 
degraded and emergency modes 
K X B 
o Develop standard connectors 
(electrical, fluid, gas, data 
bus, etc.) 
X X X X X B 
o Develop standard LRU's (switches, 
displays. fans, motors, 
connectors, etc.) 
X K X X B 
o Develop leak-proof gas, liquid, 
and cryogenic subsystem LRU 
changeout systems. 
K X K K K X B 
!d
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Discipline I MAINTENANCE 
Technology Advancement Goal 
Benefits 
I Applicableto 
Manned Unmanned 
Pla1forms Platforms 
Adv Adv Early Int Adv 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 
chc y
T yTechnolo 
Criticalty Specific Tasks 
CrltegorY 
_ 
Options 
Current 
Technoogy 
LReadine 
Context 
o Develop standard portable mainte­
nance diagnostic instruments 
o Develop standard maintenance 
tools 
X X x 
x xI I 
X B 
C 
o Develop standard machine noise 
isolation instrument 
X ? 
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Technology Advancemenot Goal -ryC-­ R-adLne 
Develop Guidance and Control Technology Ground control vs space station contrdlle 
aControl modes 
o Control referencing 
o Control languages 
o Cooperative control 
o Guidance sensors 
o Time delay compensation 
-)Develop Sensing Techniques 
o Visual 
X X 
0DIstributed-cooriate
roScene-enhanced/sree  
enhanced 
" Non-visual 
oStereoscopic 
o Frames for control,
static/mobile 
geometric-type 
forces/torques
contact/tacile
hazard detection/ 
warning 
smart sensors 
o preprocessing/ 
compressing 
o formatting 
"Develop Displays X8 
oobandwidth 
o Multifunction 
o formats 
o integration 
" Task-related operator controile 
o Computer graphics event-driven 
o Smart displays reference frame 
o Context-oriented 
o unburdening, e.g. aural, 
speech synthesis 
.3D holography 
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Dene 3ts Platformsn Specific Tasks OptionsTch Readlne ecnloyCotxPla forms riticalrty to,Technology Advaoneet Goal t~n, Category R~ e 
Early Adv Ad' Early lt Ad, Lava 
LEOLE GE LEO LEOO LEO 
Develop Info Management Technology 
a Task structure 
X X B 
o Strategy/planning 
o Protocol 
o Contingencies 
o Plan modification 
Develop Workload Analysis 
Technology 
o Task analysis 
o Assessment/measures 
o Management/optimization 
x X C 
o Develop teleoperator basing 
options 
X xB 0 Ground based 
0 Space based 
o Develop teleoperator end­
effector options 
X X 8 0 Dextr'ous manipulatiors 
o Grapple fixture 
o Develop teleoperator manning X X B o Manned 
options o Unmanned 
o Develop teleoperator functions X X X B Evaluate reboost options o TMS reboost 
o On-board propulsin 
Evaluate de-orbit options a TIS deorbit 
o On-board propulsijn 
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APpicabie toTehnology FLIGHT OPERATION Current
Diospmine - FORMATION FLYING Manned Unmanned Tahnllo lehrlf Options Technolog Technology Context s Platform, tegReadinesAdvanceme Ptf lBenefits nniicaety Specific Tasks 
Level y Int ATechnology Advancement Ga I­l]EO LE _EO LEO LE 
o Develop formation flying strategi0 X B Evaluate alternative concept o SSand SC in same 
(include consideration of 
the following): 
orbit 
, close formation 
o differential nodal o wide coverage 
regression 
o frequency of rendezvous 
opportunities 
o V for rendezvous 0 
constellation 
o Earth/SS libratior 
point orbiting 
Circular orbits 
o collision avoidance o small alzitude 
o navigation 
o com 
o guidance 
o platform mission reqm'ts 
SC fly-by 
o non­ orbits 
w/ periodic 
rendezvous 
o Eliptical orbits 
o Develop orbit trim techniques x X X X X 
X B o Frequency of trim 
maneuvers 
o perigee rendezvou 
o Apogee rendezvous 
o Compatibility of maneuvers 
a/ propulsion system V 
o Propulsion system 
o perigee andl 
apogee rendezvous 
o line-of-sight 
o On-board 
o TMS 
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Teilnorogy Advancement Goal Benafms Platforms Criticality Specific Tat, 
Tecnoog Avaceen	 Adv jAd) -A 'dF'Y ce~yReadinesG lEarlyj 	 Early Inst 
-LEO LEO G, O LEO LEO LEO _ 
a Develop 	OTV maintenance concept o Cost reduction X X x B 0 Maintenance location 
o Maintenance node when 

space-based 

LAUNCH, DEPARTURE, APPROACH, 

RENDEZVOUS, AND CAPTURE 

o Develop operational concepts 	 X x X B o Allocation of functions 
applicable to all vehicles 

(orbiter OTV TMS, self­
propellent satellites, etc.) 

B o 	Allocation of control 

authority during each 

phase of mission 

B14 B
o Develop avoidance zones 

monitoring and control systems 

(EMI,plume impingement, [ 

collision, etc.) 

o Develop launch and capture 1 1 14 B o Alternative launching 

systems systems 

xX 1X 3 Alternative capture system 
102473 O2G~~~fp 

OF POOR QUALIiY 
Current 
Option, nlTchnooL Conty 
ehoog otx 
Level 
o Ground-based B 

o Space-based 3 

o No maintenance 8 

o EVAondolly . 3 

o IVA inpressurized 3 

hangar 

o Automated 1 

o Space station, 
0o Vehicle ,Ground 

o Combination of above 

o Space station 

o Vehicle 

o Ground 
o Combination of above 

a C n 

o Manipulator 

o RS B

o Mobile cherypicke 3 

o Other (HPA)i 3 

o Fly-away I 
0 Catapult system I 
o Tow-away 2
0 TMS 

o other 

o Manipulators 

SoRMS 8 

oMobile CP 3 

o Other (HPA) 1 3 

o Fly-in hard docking 7 

o Pier 1 1 

o INS retrieved 4 
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Technology Advancement Goal 
Benefits 
Applicable to 
Manned U 
Mand Unmanned 
Platforms Platforms 
Early Ada, Ada Early hns Adv 
LEO LEO CEO LEO LEO LEO 
Techntlogy 
CritiCly
Caeg+d 
SpcfcTssOptions 
_____________________, 
Current 
TechnoogylogyxReadness Technology Context 
ReadnessOe 
Level 
c, Develop space station module X x x C 0 	Evaluate alternative 0 RMIS B 
concepts o HPA 3o PIDA 
 5()

o MMU 

o Hard docking B 

o Combinations of the ­
above 
o Develop space station module x x x C a Evaluate alternative o Remotely controlled 
activation concept concepts o from orbiteri 2 
o from ground 2 

o On-board controlled 2 
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Technology 
D Pline 
- SAT SERVICING 
- CONSTRUCTION [ 
AphtO4leLPo 
oOrt Cp 
- FLIGHT SUPPORT 
Technology Advancement Goal 
BeneCiia 
B 
Manned 
Platioys 
Early Adv lAdv 
UrnannEd 
PplfitTrss 
PlatformsEarly Ins Ads 
Iecbrioloy
COpins 
Category 
pecT.,4 Option Technology
Reedines 
Leent 
Technoloy Co.te.t 
LEO LEO DEC LEO LED LEOLel 
oDevelop Fluids Resupply Systems 
o Delivery 
o Storage 
I x I I x 
D 
o Transfer 
o Connectors 
o Manifolds 
o Gauging 
D 
2 
o Dump 
o Contamination Control 
o Leak detection 
B 
o Leak repair 
o Corrosion control 
o Develop Cryogenics Resupply 
Systems
" Delivery
" Storage 
C Alternative delivery system 0 ET scavagingB0Dedicated tanker modrte
aOn-board storage 
"Transfer C 
o Remote storage 
o Connectors 
o Manifolds 
o Gauging 
B 
Dedicated refuellng'
station i 
Inhangar 
o Dump 
o Contamination control 
o Leak detection 
o Leak repair 
o Corrosion control 
A 
A 
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- --- CurrentLIGKT OPERAJTIONSVOM T Af~pplbleo1noTcgy - SAT SERVICINIG 
DM - CNSTR CTI ON 
- SU IMie 
Technoplogy Advancement G Da 
rpline 
nrn e nutirlt 
BerafPlatforms platios Cri IY 
al AvAvErl m A1 
Spai~firTauka
S cTsaLevel 
options Technology 
Reeadnm 
Teolo n, Context 
CREW AIDS 
o Develop a portable, general 
X X 
purpose EVA workstation system 
o Develop a portable, general 
X X X X 
purpose EVA foot restraint 
o Develop film and IV 
o Develop improved EVA tether X X 
C 
systems 
Develop improved edge and corner protectors 
I K 
" Develop a set of standard, 
universally used EVA handtools 
X X X X K K 
o Develop an improved EVA tool £ 
caddy 
o Develop EVA handholds and hand-
X X 
rails 
o Develop EVA slide wires and 
clotheslines 
o Develop portable and fixed-but 
pointable EVA lighting 
systems. 
X X 
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Technology -SERV I IGG __ _ _ "hO T __________FLGTOPERATION
d l Applicable toDisciplnManned Unmanned Technology 
Benefits I Platforms CiigI SpecificTe yCriticlY'Platforms cfcTasks 
Adacmn~a -Catego~ry 
Early Adv d Early in Adv 
LEO GEO LEO LEO L .O 
X B Payload specific vs multi-
6 Developing holding and positioning o Mission X X 
 function equipment

equipment enabling 
 
o Mission X X X a Manipulator System

enabling 0 Fixed vs. mobile

o Cherrypicker vs.


Dextrous Manipulator


Jettison equipment


rVZAL M~ 
8 - 78 F O R Q J I f 
Ont
Options CurrTehntrg Lcnooy mxReadinea Tecnoog Cont 
Leve


Love


i
 2
o Handling & poas on 

aid (HA) I !


6
o Module exchange 
 
Mechanisms i


o Extract/insert table 2


o Pivot/rotate taile 2


o Attach/removeI j 2

grapple fixtue


o Grapple Assy standof 2


oiTemporary attach 2


device I


a Dolly 2


o Elevator 2


o Erector set fixture 2


o General purpese 2
holding fixture


o RMS and effector 8


o Open cherrypiker 6


o Closed cabin cherry- 2


wI dextrous manip­

ulators


o Dextrous manipulator 6
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- SAT SERVI CING 
Ouri'pine - CONSTRUCTION CurrentT c t o lo 
gy 
SFLIGHTSUPPORTholg Ada--etGa 
Technology Advancement Goal 
Benefitseit -- MannedPlatforms11.rs UnrannedPlatformsPaom 
LEO-TechnologyCriticalitytagor l 
Early Ady Adv Early Int Acdv 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 
Specfic Tasks 
______________ 
Options 
Techolo 
Readiness 
Leel Tech 
o Develop Alignment Inst. 
o Develop Calibration Equipment X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X X 
B 
o Develop Fault Diagnosis Equip. X X X X X X 
o Develop Function Test Equipment 
o Develop Bonding Techniques 
o Develop Coating Application
Techniques 
I I 
X 
I 
XX 
X 
I 
X? 
? 
X 
? C 
B 
B 
o Develop Sun Shield Syst. 
o Develop Wire Splicing Equip. 
o Develop Tape Dispensing Equip. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
? 
x x C 
C 
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Technology SE RI Applicble to 
Discipline - CONSTRUCTION 
Manned Unanned ctcnlogty Sef .k	 pu, TanlTechnology Advancement Goal 	 Adv Platforms ctelay Specific Tasks Options Radinem Technology ContetBenefits 	 arlPlatformsAdv Earl Int Adv tgrLevel~'e 
_ O LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 
Develop gas resupply systems 
o Delivery 
o Storage 
o Transfer *D 
o Connectors 
o Manifolds 
o Gauging 
o Dump 
o Leak detection 
o Contamination control 
o Leak repair 
o Corrosion control 
X x x x X 
C 
D 
(7) 
C 
B 
? 
A 
o Gas delivery nodes 
o Gas storage nodes 
Gas volume gauging 
Gas transfer gauging 
o Gas connectors 
(generic type) 
o Gas leak detectors 
o Gas contamination control 
o Gas line/gas storage 
leak repair system 
0 Gas line/gas storage 
corrosion control 
o Modules i 
o Pumped transfer 
o Metal tanks I 
o Composite matIl 'tanks 
(?) 
(?) 
*Keep generic Connectors 
L 
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Technology - SAT SERVICING Applicabe to C 
Dsiline 
_-(WT~(TnNTcoai 
- FLI SUPPORT 
Technology Advancement 
Beneafts 
Manned 
Platforms 
ary Adv Aav 
ad___ 
Unmanned echnology
PlaIForms Criticality
lIn Adsi 
Catr id 
Specific Tasks Option! TechnoloyLevel 
R&Erylaeadvel 
Technology Contest 
LEO LEO CEO LEO LEO LEO 
STORAGESYSTEMS 
Develop hangar systems for 
storing and working on 
satellites and upper stage 
vehicles 
xB o Pressurized 
hangars 
vs unpressurized o New design 
o ET conversion 
3 
3 
o aeDeVe°psttoragespaeelopstorate pnracksystems forp ent fforms 
construction and servicing 
components, and upper stage 
space parts 
aI o Multipurpose storage plat­
vs. dedicated pallets 
o New designs 
Spacelab pallets 
3 
8 
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Tecnoog SATSERVICINGDicipline - CONSTRUCTIO 
- FLT SUPPORT 
Technology Advancement Goal 
eiManned 
Beeis 
Applicable to Tehnlogy 
UPnanin Criticality 
Platforms 
_ A, Eaategory 
LEO LEO GEG LEO LEO LEO 
Specific Tasks Option 
Current 
Readine 
Techolo. 
Leve 
Technology Context 
Tesolg Contexty 
Develop grounding techniques I X X X I C 
Develop optical surface cleaning 
techniques 
Develop Umbilical System 
o gas/fluid/cryo 
o data 
X X 
XBX 
X 
X XB 
B 
o power 
Develop self-aligning & adjustment 
mechanisms 
X X X IX B 
Develop design system ! B 
Develop propulsion system arming/ 
safing system 
Develop deployment collision 
hazard protection system 
X 
X 
I 
X 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
C 
B 
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Technology GROUND Aplble toOPERATIONS 
Dipline/ 
Manned Unmanned Teinology e g °  CurrentA dh ancc eniGoal -Thnology Platorms Platforms Criticality SpecicTasks Options , TchnoloW tBenefits- Readiness Technology Context 
Early Ad d Early lot Ads aeoyR~im 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 
Ground Operations include the 

following functions: 

o Buildup 

D Test and checkout 

o Interface verification 

o Integration 

o Servicing 

o Troubleshooting 

o Logistics support 

o Quality control 

o Safety assurance 

o Data analysis 

o Problem reporting and tracking 

o Configuration management 

o Manufacturing 

These functions will be studied in 

the forthcoming NASA-KSC Space 

Station Ground Operations Study. 

Technology identification is ore 

of the study's subtasks, therefore, 

recommend that we delete these 

functions from inclusion in this 

study. 
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Technology DATAMANAGEMENT Applicable to


Disipline 
 
Criticality Spefic Tas,
Manned Unmanned Te nlg
Technology Advament Goal - Benefit, Platforms Platform$ 	 -

Technoloyy Aa Eaym Goa
me 
O 	 Develop/evaluate high order o Reduce S/W A Identify candidate HOLs 
 
language (HOL). Consider current development costs o Determine applicability 
 
HOLs, HOL under development, i Reduce S/W of candidate HOLs 
 
and desired capabilities. maintenance costs o Perform comparison 
 
o Reduce schedules o Provide recommendation 
 
for code imple- o Consider applicability to 
 
mentation real-time systems, command 
 
Improve relia- language, training main-

bility of genera- tainability, testability,

structured programing,
ted code 
 
o Simplicity, ease simplicity, flexibility, 
 
in training availability for micro-

o Growth, expand- processors and distributed 
 
ability architecture concepts, etc. 
 
I
nclude ADA. 
 
code 	 o All above benefits 	 B
 o Perform as above except for 
 
generation tools including except applicabl, S/W code generation tools 
 
solmeform of automatically to front and of instead of HOLs

o Develop/evaluate S/1d 

Cosdrrltosi f 
 
oUse
generating code from design and S/W development o Consider relationship of 
 
requirements definition, these tools to HOL 
 o Include support tools to AD 
 
D1SO-27487-3 OF POOR Q.UAVLV 
I Current 
Options Tehnology T chn
Readinee Technology Context 
Level 
o Use available 1Ls 5 New technology on the


o Use computer supplier horizon tied together


assembler langdage with microprocessor


o Develop new HOE j development as well as 
o Participate iniwork- supportive S/W as dis­

ing groups, etal'for cussed below, could


new HOLs underl reduce costs and improv


development the product by leaps

and bounds. Difficult
for non-S/ personnel


to grasp significance.


Probably will happen


due to push by DoD for


ADA. Thus NASA has


choice of ADA or


traditional methods.


o Use manual metiods 5 Would be significant


for requirements 	 if not for DoD push


-

definition, desigp for ADA and supporting

current tools S/Wl.Traditional
U


ifany applicable methods still evolving
o Develop new tools


Utilize new tools/


techniques under


development
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Technolog DATAMANAGEMENT 	 Applicable to 
Diipline I ___ Technology 
 
SManned Unmanned creacnly Specific Tasks
Benefits Platforms Platforms Criaty Spcii Tsk 
 
Tachnology Advancement Goal - I Ctore


EarlyAd Ad Earlyi d 
 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO


o Develop/evaluate S/W support o Similar to above B o Perform as above except for 
 
tools including file editors, for HOL. S/W support tools instead of 
 
file/library/conflguration control! HOLs 
 
documentation aids, flow and code 0 Consider relationship of 
 
analyzers/checkers, simulation these tools to HOL 
 
instruction and environment). o Include support tools to ADA


o Develop/evaluate S/W development o Reduce costs D o Define document S/W develop­
management and technical tech- o Reduce schedules ment methodology (process 
niques including management o Controls for to be followed) 
controls and reporting and modern visibility, o Define/document "moderni 
 
prograning practices. reporting, and programing practices 
 
timely correctiv o Define/document controls, 
 
action reporting techniques 
 
o Structured 
 
programming and


other "modern"


techniques in­

cluding standard!


to follow


o Standardized and


integrated appro ch


D180-27487-3 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Current 
Options Technology Cantextd ehnleyCntx 
Leve 
o Similar to aboel: 
manual, current,, 
5 Would be significant i 
not for DoD push for 
develop new too]s, 
cognizant/utllhze 
ADA and supporting S/W 
Traditional methods 
current developments still evolving. 
0 Leave to indiJidual a Techniques, mechanisms 
S/W contractors/ methods, tools, etc 
subcontractors are basically in place 
a Define coamon ifmanagement and 
approach for all engineers would first, 
S/W development lay down the plan,
regardless of who and second, follow 
or where developed the plan.
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FO __DATAMANAMELI 
Discipline DISTRIBUTED ARCHITEOTRApphcmble 	 to I 
Technology Advancement Goal Manmedriaon Unmanned I[6cnaoCasegey Turrent coptions Technog Technology Contet 
Early Adv Ad, Early int Adv Level 
LEO LEO 020 LEO LEO LEO __________ 
o Develop/evaluate processors for o Lower costs of . o Identify candidate micro­ ) Traditional proc Is s 5 Processors & distribute 
applicability of microprocessors development and processors vs traditional Centralized procassors architecture are inter­
in a distributed architecture 
for space applications. 
operation 
o Less weight, 
processors 
o Perform comparison of 
with direct daq paths 
to subsystems 
related since you can't 
necessarily have 
volume, power applicable candidates or Centralized orocesors distributed architectur 
needs 
o Reliability 
o Redundancy 
select an example for 
typical application 
o Describe technology of 
with some distribution 
of "smarts ) 
0 Subsystem procesors 
without supportive 
processors and includin 
applicable data bus 
. processor 
o Discuss characteristics of 
have autonomous 
capability with some 
capability. Parts if 
not most/all of tech­
processor: speed, "word" 
size, registers, etc. 
central control nology is probably on 
the horizon if not here 
o Applicability of processor Much depends upon time 
to system designs: dis­ frame and the require­
tributed vs centralized, 
expendability, redundancy 
meats demanded from the 
DM system: speed, fault 
o Availability of HOL and 
other S/ support 
o Fault tolerance, BIT 
tolerance. Because of 
the issue of distribute 
vs centralized, this 
would have to remain 
a relatively high item. 
o Develop/evaluate types of data o Lower costs B o Identify candidate data a Fiber optics 5 PC technology is being 
busses applicable to distributed o Less weight bus types: fiber optics, 0 More traditional used for data bussing 
architecture in space environ­ o Improved coax, twisted pair, etc. techniques of wax in various application. 
ment including fiber optics vs perfonance o Perform comparison of and twisted pairs Much of above for 
more traditional techniques. a Radiation characteristics processors is true 
tolerance Identify potential "weak hure also. Use aid 
links" and study in greater performance of fiber 
detail. Include fiber optic optics in space needs 
connectors for connect! to be checked by the 
disconnect to visiting S/C writer, due to the 
o Compare radiator tolerance high interest shown 
o Describe techniques of in its potential use­
expandability/growth and whether it should 
be used - dictates it 
being a high item as 
well as its applica­
bility to distributed 
architecture and poss­
ible high data rates. 
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Manned Unmanned Technology Curret 
Benefits Platforms PlaIiorms Criticality Specifi Tasks Options !o Technology Context 
n GolCategory -eh.lg-d.b Rpadfirse Tcnlg otx 
Early Adt Adv Early lnt Ad e Lel 
a'LEOLEO IGEO LEO LEO LEO 
0 	 Develop/evaluate memory devices o Reduce weight, C o Identify storage types o Tape storage dvices 5 Microprocessors 
for computer storage which may volume, power o Compare perforiance (cassettes cartridg . technology witr atten­
involve large quantities of data needs characteristics (e.g., word/ high densitY). " dant large memories 
and fast store/retrieve of c Reduce costs byte format & size, total o Processor memory may preclude necessity 
selected segments of the data. o Prevent loss of storage, store/retrieval devices of large centralized data 	 speed) o New technology such storage requirements.
 

o Improve flexi-	 Volatility as bubble Distributed arclitectur


sltorae & ra o Expandability/growth with the microprocessor


storage & re- contributes to the


trieval iabove. Requirements for


data volume generation


& storage inan auto­

nomous environment


probably the driving


factor; le, how much


data isrequired to


be saved or how soon


does the data age and


can be overwritten.


Not as critical as


other technology


factors.
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Technology DATAMANAGEMENT Apcable to& DISPLAYSDiscipline - CONTROLS CurrentManned Unmanned Technology 	 -i 
- - Benefit Platformstfor  	 Platforms; Criticality Specific Tatis 	 Ot RTadhneso Technology Context 
Technology Advancement Goal Category Readines-

Early Adv Adv Early Int Act, Level

LEO LEO GED LEO LEO LEO 
o Develop/evaluate multifunction o Reduce weight, 	 C o Identify types of functions o Dedicated dis lays 5 Technology adyancing
controls and displays for volume, power to be performed o Dedicated keys/ in this area for air­
human space environment needs o Layout various crew compart- keyboards I craft cockpits and 
o Reduce training 	 ments of multi-function o Multi funct o dis- C I systems including


Increase safety 	 displays & keyboards vs plays such as|CT's digital computation and


older environments for graphical/ displays. Applicable to


Include high automation via pictoral displays as manned environment only


computer driven functions well as digital data


but with crew override o Multi-functioI keys/


capability 	 keyboards forjre­

configuration/back­
lighting of functions


o Develop/evaluate voice o Reduce training C o Identify types of functions o Keyboard entry 5 Technology in this area


communication techniques for o Increase respons involving voice common. o CRT or other display advancing such as


manned compartment as well as time of crew 	 o Identify alternatives to to crew I voice boxes for home 
other areas such as platfon or system action voice communication o Independent 9lself personal computers.
maintenance via EVA o Ease inperform- o Perform comparison of sufficient potable Real need for the 
ing maintenance voice communication computers foricrew capability not defined. 
or other functio s functions vs other tech- support wherevser he Also limited to manned


away from manned niques goes such as for environment.


compartment o Determine feasibility/ maintenance of


technology of voice 	 other compartients

communication for above o Terminal plugin


functions devices with CRT,


o Voice recognition of eye glass, etc


different crew members readout
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TechnologyDiscipline DATA MANAGEMENT - nTROLS & IMI YS Applicable to Tcnlg 
.rp 
Technology Advancement Goal 
Benefits 
B t 
tManned Unmanned 
Patego 
Early Ada Ad, Early Inc AdI 
LEO LED GEO LEO LEO LEO 
criticly Specific Tasks Options TchnologReadinesC 
Level 
echnoloy Context 
Develop/evaluate applications of o Reduce training C o Identify functions to be 0 Utilize TV cameras 5 Technology advancing 

computer generated imagery for o Better training performed via CIE for visual aids:in in this area can be 

utilization inmanned space o Simulation 0 Evalute CGI functions operational environ­vs traditional/operational ment if direct I used area)(intest/development
for training 
flight crews notenvronment. capability methods visual path not 

o Evaluate feasibility & 
impact of providing CGI 
available 
o Utilize digitaliand
other displays,'
cautions & warning 
messages 
only for flight paths 
but for other opera­
tional aspects where 
direct visual path is 
not possible. Limited 
to manned environment. 
Actual need/requirement 
not known. 
Option Benefits Survey for Data Management (Continued 
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FORM 2 	 OF POOR QUALITY 
 
Technology COMMUNICATION & TRACKING 
 
Dimipline 
 
Benefits 
 
Technolov Adancement Goal 
 
o Develop a lightweight low cost .oReduced cost 
 
voice/voice bandwidth commun- o Reduced weight 
 
cation system for intercom, EVA, o Improved relia-

proximity and space/ground bility 
 
communications a Spectrum con-

servation 
 
o Improved 
 
personnel safety


o Develop a space qualified traffic o Mission 
 
control radar enablement 
 
o Mission safety 
 
,Reduce risk 
 
o Develop a high data rate o Mission 
 
communication link capable of enablement 
 
handling up to 4 digitized color o Reduced cost 
 
TV channels along with other o Reduced risk 
 
high rate data 
 
Applicable to 
a~nned Unmanned Techhlyo 
Ynoom Platforms Critcality SpecificTask 
EariyAdv jAdv iEarly' Adv Category
n 
LEO LEO CEO LEO LEO LEO 
X X X 	 Tech. Adi.o Determine multiple access 
 
desired technique 
 
o Select digitizing method 
 
o Select synchronization 
 
method 
 
o Select hardware implements-

tion technique 
 
X X X 	 Tech adv. o Select frey band 
 
required 
 
0 Select antenna type 
o Develop architecture 
 
X X X Tech adv a Develop a high speed data 
required multiplexing concept 
o Select TV digitizing 
technique 
o Develop data compression/ 
data reduction technique 
ORIGINAL PAGE I

D180-27487-3 OF POOR QUALITY

Cotent


Options 
 Reno 
 Thnoly Context


Readines
I ~ e

4-8
o TDMA 1 
o FDMA I 
o 48 Kbps PCM L 4-8

o 18 Kbps CVSB

o 2.4 Rhp LPC


o Synchronous 4-8

a Asynchronous 3-4

o LSI 
 4-8


0 VLSI


o X-band 	 S

o KU band 4-S

a MM wave I 2-3

o Dish 
	 4-8


o Phased array 
 3-5


a Multimode 4-5


o Digital processing 
	 4-g


o Track while scan 
	 4-5


o Beam shaping 
	 4-5


a Emitter coupled L6g 
	 1-4


o LST


o ULSF


o PCM 
	 3-8


o DPCM, 
	 3-8


o Delta mod 
	 3-8


o Slow scan 
	 6-8
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ORIGINAL 
OF POOR 
PAGE IS 
QUALITY 
Technology 
Discipline 
COMMUNICATION & TRACKING Applicable to 
Ap blt I 
BenefitsT~h.I,, fit 
Manned 
Platformsd..mentGoaltf rs 
Eary vAdVA& 
Unmanned TechnologyI 
PlauformsICaveoryRedireas Criticality
Early Int Adve 
Specific Tasks Options T&hnolog 
Level 
Technology Context 
LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 4 
o Develop reliable command links 
that are jam & spoof resistant 
s Safety 
o Reduced risk 
Improved 
reliability 
X X X Tech idv 
desirsd 
a Select techniques to 
minimize message error 
o Fomard error 
correction 
o ARQ 
o Redundancy 
o Select technique for false o Error detection : 
message rejection o Rbetransmission 
verification 
o Select technique for o Freq. hopping 
jamming protection 0 Direct seq. P/N 
o Directive antenna 
o Null steering 
antennas 
" Select technique for spoofin o Encryption I 
protection o Retransmission and 
validation 
iI 
Option Benefits Survey for Cormnication and Tracking (Contlnued) 
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FORM 2 
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ORONAL PAGE IS 
-OF POOR QU ALITY 
Technology 
Dicipline 
COITUNICATION & TRACKING Applicable toP 
Manned Unmanned Technology Current 
0E OOrQeAIT 
Technology Advancement Goal 
Benefits Platforms Platforms 
_____________LEO LEO GRO LEO LEO LEO 
CrAtictiiy 
Cataery 
___ 
Specific Tasks 
______________ 
Option, Technology 
evdes 
Technology Context 
o Develop low probability of 
intercept data transmission link 
with A/S and message security 
o Reduce risk 
o Improved 
reliability 
X X x Tech idv 
desirsd 
o Select low detectability 
technique 
o Frequency hoppilg 
o Direct sequence P/N 
spreading 
o Adaptive transmit 
power level 
0 MM-cave CO2 
absorption 
3-4 
3-4 
3-4 
2-3 
a Select message security 
technique 
o Synchronous key 
stream generatqr 
o Asynchronous plge 
encrypter 
4-8 
2-4 
o Develop communicatlon antenna 
subsystem that provides 
spherical coverage 
a Mission 
enablement 
x x x Tech idv 
desired 
o Select frequency band MF 
0 HF
o VHF o V e 
o 1N1-wave 
o UHF 
4-8 
4-84-94-9 
2-4 
4-8 
o Select antenna type(s) o Conventional itype 
depends on freguency 
o Phased array 
o Conformal phesed 
array I 
6-8 
2-4 
o Select antenna switching 
technique 
o Hot switch 
0 Cold switch 
o No switch 
1 
I 
i 
2-4 
4-8 
2-4 
o Develop terminal guidance 
system for automatic docking 
o Operational
safetyReduced cost 
X x x Tech adv desired 
o Select ranging technique 
o Select azimuth/attitude 
determination technique 
o Select deceleration 
technique 
o Laser 
o Radar 
o RF interferomer 
o Laser retrodarkctive 
array 
o Pulsed 
o Continuous mod lated 
4-8 
4-8 
4-8 
2-4 
4-8 
2-4 
Option Benefits Survey for Communication and Tracking (Continued) 
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Applicable to 
Manned Unmanned Technology 
Oionplne ELECTRICAL POWER 
Beneri Platforms Platlorms Criticality Specific Tasks Option] Tehnology Context 
TechnologaA edent GoaltinAs category Re dinem TechnologCotextee 
iLeveLE LEO LEO LEO 
o Develop a high power/high voltage 
power transfer rotary joint to 
transfer power with high 
efficiency, low wear, and low 
o Decrease power 
system loss 
o Minimize EMI 
o Minimize part-
X N X N X X B o Design DO power transfer 
device for rotary joint 
o Design AC power transfer 
device for rotary joint 
o Fabricate and test 
models I 
o Determine scaing 
factors 
3 Required to :,snsfer 
the solar ar.ay power 
to the spacecraft. No 
power transfer device 
noise iculate expuislo o Analyze performance for 
power transfer efficiency
noise, and contaminants 
expelled. 
o Prepare analy#ical
models for computer 
programs 
for spacecraft has bee 
made in this size and 
rating
Efficiency (loss) 
Conduct laboratory tests to 
verify analysis results. 
o Analyze interaction withj
plasma environment 
I influences solar arra and battery rating 
Particulates and EII 
impact other systems 
o Improve conversion efficiency o Decrease orbit N X X X X X B o Survey indepth the advanced o Fabricate aipe 1-2-3 Solar array size


of solar array by 251 decay due to solar cells under developmen solar array sections determined by cell


drag o Test/evaluate sample cells I to evaluate design efficiency. Array 
a Decrease orbit predict array performance parameters totfore- size related to drag 
makeup fuel characteristics cast array weight and array cost. Highe
quantity o Characterize cell performanc area, cost efficiency cells will


o Decrease array to develop cell analytical reduce array area and


stowage volume models for computer programs stowage volume


o Lower array o Altitude maintenance


assembly & test fuel will be reduced


cost due to


smaller area


o Develop efficient, long o Decrease weight X N X I X 1 0 Determine charging character 0 Fabricate/assemble 3 o Energy storage weight 
life, low weight energy significantly istics of Ni-H2 cells NI-H2 battery to test is high, significant 
storage o Decrease life o Evaluate performance and parameters at battery reduction can be made


cycle costs B charging characteristics level 2 o Regenerable fuel cell


o Improve elec- A of CPV Ni-H12 cells oaPrepare analytical systems show weighttrical power o Develop advanced recharge- models for cc puter I and lost savings
 

system and spae able lithium batteries programs when integrated With
 

platform relia- o Develop a regenerable fuel 0 Assemble and test 2 other subsystems

bility cell system (H2-0 2; H2-Sr2; lithium cells o Flywheels can save


o Integrate the H2-C12 ) o Setup and test lab- overall system weigh 
fuel cell syste A/B o Analyze flywheel energy oratory model of 1 when inoegrated with 
With other storage. Fabricate and a regenerablecell attitude control 
spacecraft sub- 'test laboratory models to system o Flyiweel performance 
systems to re- verify parameters o Set up and test fly- more predictable 
duce weight end wheel integrated than battery chemist ­
cost A with attitude 
o Reduce solar control flywEhel 
array area 
o Reduce drag


Option Benefits Survey for Electrical Power 
FOLDOUT FRAME c& FRAME113 FOLDOUTF
ORIGINAL PAGE DISORIGINAL PAGE 1 
OF POOR QUALnTYFORM 2 OF POOR QUALMlS0-T7-3 
TechnoyELECTeICAL POWER Applcbl to 
Manned Unmanned Technology Current 
Beneits Platforms Platforms Criticality Specifi Tasks Option'h Technology Context 
Technology Adeancemant Goal .... Category Readine Levelary AdV Adv Early 1nt Adv 
--- - LEO LEO GEO LEO LEO LEO 
Develop high oower/high voltage Improve power X IX X X 5 o Develop power conditioning oPrepare analyttcal 2 t gh power level 
ooer conditioning components system efficiency components with high power/ models for comjter electrical systems 
Reduce losses. 	 high voltage ratings programs j require suitable power 
D Improve power o Fabricate engineering models okork with manuicturer conditioning componen 
system reliabilit o Test/evaluate lab. models to develop hig power/ not now available 
o Provide S/C o Develop test AC system and high voltage parts. Voltages must be 
equipment now DC system components for . increased to lower 
unavailable for high power levelsc currents 
high power loads 	 0 Study/analyze high voltage o Test is o Plasma interaction ca


and plasma interaction 	 simulated plastma be limiting. Not well


environment understood at present


o Electrical power system auto- o Raise reliability X. X X X X B This task will be carried out 	 2 o Automation/autonomy 
matios/autonomy of the electrical inNASA/MSFC contract 	 provides vastly im­

power system 	 "Power Subsystem Automation proved and optimized


a 	 Minimize opera- Study" electrical power 
tional (manned)I system 
hours a Coordinate with company o Affects spacecraft 
o Affect spacecraft awarded contract 	 operation and design 
safety and relia 	 o Lowers life cycle


billity 	 costs significantly.


o Electrical power system cables o Reduce weight X X N X X X C o Review applicability of 4 o Wire and cable weight 
and connectors of cabling for fiber optics for power in large spacecraft


high power system control and signals will be high.


electrical power o Review flat cable applicati Advanced techniques


system 	 to power transmission and components can
reduce weight.

1-2-3 Concentratora offer

I N X B/C o Test models of advanced 
X I X 
 
solar array concentrator concepts hardening to space


Reduce solar 0 Determine weight and environment ­

cell radiation area for the advanced resulting in lower


oReduce cost of
o Concentrator solar array 
 
damage array designs 	 degradation, hence


o Permit operating o Predict performance 	 less array area.


spacecraft in This affects drag.


"difficult" 
 Fewer cells lowers


orbits (with array cost


severe radiation


Option Benefi Sooney for ElectricalPower (Continued) 
FOLOOUT AOLOUT 	 11 V FRAME 
ORIGINL CGE I 
FORM 2 OF POOR QUAL'TY 
Disciplne 
Benfl 
Technology Advancement GoaT 
o Orbit makeup propulsion o Correct for orbi 
 
selection attitude loss du 
 
to aern drag and 
 
solar wind. 
0 Facilitate Orbit 
&inclniation 
change 
o Accomplish de-

orbit 
 
o Attitude control system 	 o Accomplish

selection 	 attitude control 
 
with no linear 
 
acceleration 
 
o De-orblit propulsion kit o Provide the 
 
ability to de-

orbit the plat-

form 
 
Applicable to 
Manned Un.nn d Technc'lgy 
r cay 
r Category 
Early Adv Adv Early lnt Ad,
LEO LEO CEO LEO LEO LEO 
X X X X X C 
X X X X X 
K X X X 
 
K X K K K K C 
 
C 
 
. Specific TasksOpton 
-
o Develop propulsion system 
 
that will accomplish the 
 
goal and minimize impact 
 
on resupply, safety, 
 
reliability, and thermal 
 
and electrical systems. 
 
Must not contaminate sensors 
 
and surfaces. Must provide


growth potential study teed


system dynamics


o Develop a system that will 
 
accomplish the goal with 
 
the features listed above. 
 
o Select a system that can be 
 
delivered to the platform, 
 
attached and fired remotely 
 
to accomplish the de-orbit 
 
function. Contamination and 
 
long-term reliability not 
 
an issue. 
 
i 
o Hydrazine 
 
o L0 LH2
2 ­
o Gaseous 02-H, r


EC/LS


o Electric propu slon 
 
0 Resisto-Jat 
 
0 Hydrazine 
 
o L02-LH
2 0. 
o Gaseous 2-H
 from EC/LS 2 
 
o Resisto-Jet 
 
o Electric Propi!
Sion 
 
o Solid fuel 
 
o Liquid 
 
o Storable 
 
oCryos 
 
ORIINAL PACE 12 
OF POOR QUALIV 
D180-27487-3 
Current 
Technoloy Thnology Contxt 
Readine Techolog Conex 
Level 
a 
4 	 Small motors not avail 
5 
5 	 Consume excessive


power


8 
 
4


Requires waste gas


compression

3 Too much power

3 Pulse mode questionable

Low thrust may negate
 

8 Advantages:


a Isolates the main 
S propulsion system 
4 from this requirement) 
(DV, q's, duration,


etc).


o Independent of damage


necessitate the de­

orbit (self-containe
guidance, fuel, power


etc.)


o Not- an on-board item
herefore, 
 
moni­

toring and periodic

check-out not req'd


Option BeneaftSurvey forPrmouion 
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FORM2 OF POOR QUALITY
Technology 
Discipline _Current 	 Ttchu,__ 
Manned Unmanned Crhnology 
Benefis Platforms Platforms riticely 
Technology Advancement Goal Eay 
LP LE G E E E LEO -
Cryogen Propellant Transfer & o The ability to x x x x X B 
 
Management provide L02/LK2 
 
for on-board use 
 
or STS/OTV 
 
efueling 
 
SpecifcTasks 
o Develop low-g propellant 
 
acquisition & transfer 
 
techniques
Develop gas-only venting 
 
techniques 
 
o Develop techniques for 
 
gauging amount of propellant 
 
in tanks in low-g environmen 
 
o Develop low heat leak 
 
tank supports


o Propellant leak protection 
 
D180-27487-3 	 ORIGINAL PAGE I&

or POOR QUALITY

o OF POOR QUALITYL 
j Current Option Recdinegeds Tanly Context 
Acquisition


o Full tank devic s 4


Venting
T Thermo-vent I 
Gau inI 
orssaccounting 4 
Radiological 3 
RF 3 
c Acoustic 3 
Leak Detection


o Probe fluids


Induced contamination


o Pressure in lelkage


barrier
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FORM 2 ORIG UALP OF POOR QUALITYPAG 
Disciplie TEHNIOLOGy TRADES Applicable ta 
liManed Unmanned TeDhmlgq Curt 
Tehnot ogy Advncement Goal Benefits Platloms PlatlformsCriticalty Speciic Teaks OptiOrs Th Technokgy Context 
Early Ady Any Early lot Adv Leel 
LEO LED GeO LEO LEO LEO 
Existing technology adequate. o Less risk X X X - o Terminal phase rendezvous 
and docking guidance and 
control 
o Manual (requires 
crew interface) 
R Guidance control 
Guidance & control algorithms 
required 
o Manned interface 
not req'd 
X X N X X X o Auto (controlled by 
SOC computers)l 
3 
Sensor Development o L ghtens crew 
workload 
Guidance & control algorithms for o Safety for SOC X X C o Traffice control system 0 Manual (SOC operator) 2 Guidance & control 
multiple close proximity vehicles­
traffice management 
and satellites a Auto (SOC Comp ter 
S/W) 
3 
Lightened 
workload 
X X X x o Active transpohder 
on target vehicle 
3 Nay & tracking 
Traffic control radarspherical 
coverage 
o Req't for 
safety X 
XX 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X B 
Skin-track onl 3 
Advanced sensor for determining Req'd for safe X X K o Docking Sensor o Manual (visual vs 3 Nay & tracking
relative attitudes and displace- docking MMW vs laser, tc)
ments -X XC X X 'B o Auto (sensor t pe-
I trade) laser, MIW, 

Advanced GNU's and landmark Increased X D a Orbit determination of SODC Ku-band
Advanced I a a kI sExternal-SPS, round, 8 Inertial navigation
tracking autonomy X X X (an a) C (4) etc. 
auto decreases o Autonomous (manual 
Icrew workload N N N I I X B (A) vs automatic) 
Attitude control of large space Req't XX X X X 'C o Attitude environment a Gravity gradient 3 Navigation & control 
structures 0 Inertial 

o Solar inertial


Relative navigation at large Accurate X X NX X D o Relative navigation 0 GPS (on free-fiyers) 8 Navigation

distances knowledge of (formation flying) vs


relative states B o Direct comm.


Demonstrate space-based launch Raq't N X X K X X C o Launch operations 0 Direct data-I Pks 3 Guidance, nay, & 
control systemI0 ct st IX IX D indirect (thrt controlground),I


Option 8enefim Suey for Guidznce andNavigaton 
I L O 
F=LOUT FRAMF i FOLDOUT FRAME 
ORIGINAL pAF 0 GORIGINAL PAGE ig 
D180-27497-3 Or POOR QUALIrfFORM 2 	 OF POOR QUAIYE 
TechnologyDisipline ATTITUDE CONTROL 
Technology Advancement Goal 
o Develop control system that is 

robust with respect to changing 

control/structural interaction 

o Develop control techniques for 

precision instrument pointing 

o Develop methods for damping of 

structural vibration resulting 

from disturbance environment 

or transients such as docking 

or berthing 

Appcable to 
Applicable so 	 I 
Current 
Beneflu Plaforms PltIort rsiticality Specific Tasks 
Manned Unmanned Technolomy Option 	 Readn. Technology Context 
LevelCategory 	 eEalIdy AdEallitAds 
LEO LEO CEO LEO LEO LEO 
o Mission enabling 
o Safety 
o Costs thru 
reduced design 
analysis & 
ground testing 
o Improved per­
fonmance 
X X X X X A o Evaluate system identificatin 
schemes 
o Evaluate self adapting 
methods 
o Trade system complexity 
between two alternates 
2 
2 
o Mission enabling X S S S X B o Evaluate distributed control 
o Evaluate disturbance 
isolation concepts 
o Trade distributed, central, 
and disturbance isolation 
2 
5 
methods for precision
instrument pointing. 
o Mission enablin 
o Reduced weight 
X X X X S A o Trade active vs passive 
damping techniques 
o Evaluate problems of 
collocation of sensors & 
actuators with changing 
configuration 
1 
Option Benmtt Survey for Attitude Control 
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FORM 2 
Technology 
pALeT 
POOR QAL 
IATTITUDEDisipline CDNTRL 
Technology Advancement Goal 
o Develop techniques required 
 
to provide micro g environment 
 
o Develop guidance, navigation and 
 
control system which determines 
 
attitude and location auto-

nomiously 
 
o Develop attitude strategy to 
 
minimize control propellant 
 
penalty within constraints of 
 
meeting mission requirements 
 
Develop momentum management 
 
methods to minimize momentum 
 
storage size. 
 
o Develop control techniques 
 
to control docking/berthing 
 
transients 
 
o Develop control techniques for 
 
thruster operation on flexible 
 
structure 
 
Bandes 
Applicable to 
a )aneUnanned 
Iltors Patms____any AdS Ad Eryt d 
hnologyCriticality 
CalegorY 
Specific Tasks o neOptions CurTechnoogholoyReadjnesLevne ContextehnlgyCntx 
L EO EO LEO LEO LEO 
o Scientific 
mission enabling 
c Minimum cost 
X X X X X B o Trade free flying laboratory 
versus disturbance isolation 
versus restricted activities 
2 
o Autonomous 
operation 
X X X C o Evaluate options and hardwar 
for providing autonomous 
attitude & spacial deter­
mination 
o Determine req'ts on system 
sofware to optimally 
combine infonmation from 
sevearl sensor sources. 
Trade costs between 
ground supportet & 
autonomous attiude 
& navigation 
2-7 
o Reduced weight 
o Reduce resupply 
costs 
K X X X X C o Determine best orientation 
strategy and configuration 
impacts to minimize control 
requirements 
n/a 
o linimize weight XX X X X C o Trade alternate methods of 
momentum desaturation. 
2-7 
o Minimize cost 
o Mission 
enabling 
K X X K X C o Trade alternate techniques 
to control transients & 
configuration changes 
resulting from docking 
207 
o Weight reduc­
tion 
o cost reduction 
X X X X X B o Evaluate thruster transient 
control & sensor selection 
and placement to controlflexible structure with 
2 
on/off thruster transients 
o Determine stiffness 
requirements & sensor 
requirements to minimize 
structural excitation 
Opbon Benef, Surey for Attitude Control (Contiued) 
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Appgicable t.o_1 ! 
D180-27487-3 
CT.~ 
Techology Advanement Go.] 
Benefits 
Manned 
PLatforms 
EEarlegory 
Unmanned 
Plaom 
ehnTech 
cality Specific Tasks Opljon echnolony 
Level 
n 
Technoloy Context 
Develop advanced control sensorsand actuators for platform 
control 
o Performanceimprovement 
o ljelght swing. 
Operations 
X X X X C o Trade autonomy & accuracyadvantages vs risk for 
advanced sensor systems 
Select control hardware 
2,7,8 
simplification to meet mission requirements 
& evaluate against existing 
technology. Determine from 
this analysis hardwaretechnology advancement 
requirements 
o Develop control sensors and 
algorithms for rendezvous and 
docking 
Mission enable X X X X C o Define optimum sensors for 
desired accuracy 
Establish processing 
requirements 
o Determine technology/ 
hardware requiring further development 
1
Option Benefit Survey for Attitude Control (Continued) 
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4.0 CANDIDATE SPECIFIC BENEFITS VERSUS CRITERIA (FORM 3) 
After the first screening of the technology trade candidates, the remaining topics were 
considered with respect to the specific criteria list of form 3. In this consideration, the 
evaluators in each remaining discipline applied their background and experience in 
accessing the candidate against the criteria. 
Form 3 sheets were filled out for the following technology disciplines. 
Systems Technology

Thermal Control

Crew Systems

Flight Operations

Data Management

Communications and Tracking

Electrical Power

Propulsion and Fluids

Guidance and Control

Attitude Control

After these forms were completed, the evaluators were ready to meet in committee to 
select the final trade study candidates. 
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DISCIPUNE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
TECHNOLOGY High Probability of Platform Not Colliding with Another Body-
ADVANCEMENT with Sufficient Momentum to Cause -Damage and Without Prior Warning 
GOAL 
Collision Protection and Avoidance
SPECIFIC 
 
TRADE 
CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
-Increased system complexity.
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS --	 Constrains design of data processing, 
propulsion, guidance and , EC/LSS 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS and structures. 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 	 -	 Provide necessary protection to crew andfacilities of the space station. 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
• MASS REDUCTION 	 " 
-Trade between probability of collision


" RISK REDUCTION 	 including risk of loss and the cost and 
complexity of automatic protection system.
•.COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REOULRED" -Automatic system for sensing and pre­
dicting collisions well in advance of any


* 	 SCHEDULE REDUCTION event so that alarms and evasive maneuvers 
could be executed. Technology assessment 
* DESIGNSlMPUFICA TI9N 	 of sensing required - magnitude of data 
0. 	 SYNERGISM processing required - and maneuvering
capability required including structural 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 	 design to withstand maneuvers. 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY

 SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGYDISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Operation of Essential Services on Platform Without 
ADVANCEMENT Significant Attention of Crew


GOAL 
SPECIFIC Integration of Electrical Power, EC/LSS, and Thermal 
TRADE Control Automation 
CRITERIA 
* SiSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS j 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABIUITY IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
0 MASS REDUCTION -" 
* RISK REDUCTION 
** COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMET-REDULRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
* - SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
-- Integration and design of central control­
§ensing and activation of the space station


power EC/LSS and thermal control functions. 
-Data processing, power, EC/LSS and thermal 
control subsystems are constrained. 
Performance of platform is improved and 
operations simplified by the crew not 
having to attend to housekeeping functions. 
This allows crew to work more on mission 
functions. 
-- With variations in services required from 
power, EC/LSS and thermal automatic reg­
ul-ation and distribution functions would


require some advanced sensing and data
 
processing techniques. 
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OF POOR QUALITYDIO-27487-3 
TECHNOLOGYDISCIP NE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY


TECHNOLOGY Assembly and Integration of Add On Components to Space Platforms 
ADVANCEMENT Without Modtficatton of Existing Units. -
GOAL -
SPECIFIC 

TRADE 

CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS ~ 	 Facilitates orderly system growth. 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS -	 Constrains design of structures, power,thermal, fluids, EC/LSS and attitude 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS control subsystems. 
* 	 OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Operations for assembling add on 
components to existing platforms would be 
* 	 SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS standardized and simplified if common 
interfaces were used.UFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
*COST REDUCTION -­	 Cost trade between designing for growth 
from start versus tailoring each add on* MASS REDUCTION item to existing configurations or chang­
* RISK REDUCTION 	 ing existing units for the add on.

0. COMMONAUTY AMONG PLATFORMS -	 Commonal ity from platform to platform
would be a by-product of designing


STECHNOLOGYADVANCEM EEUIRED'--L 
 interface commonality for growth. 

* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 	 -The advancement is more in the area of

* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 	 more detailed systems management than in developing new science technology.


* . SYNERGISM 	 Determining what interface configurations 
are best and making sure that the


* 	 LONG RANGE POTENTIAL universal designs do not excessively 
constrain the subsystems.
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
• PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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ORICINAL PJAGE 1D180-27487-3 OF POOR QUALUy 
TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPUNE


TECHNOLOGY Cost Effective Production of Space Platform Components That Can


ADVANCEMENT be Easily Assembled.


GOAL


Manufacturing Technology, Assembly, Checkout, Test, and


SPECIFIC Interface Verification Technology.


TRADE


CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS


" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS Could impact design of structures, fluids,

elect, power, attitude control, EC/LSS, 
* PERFORMANCEIMPROVEMENTS communicators, propulsion, data mgt., and 
thermal subsystem.


OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS" 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION This technology would be intended to reduce 
cost and to improve the reliability and


* MASS REDUCTION -performance of the manufactured 
components of the space platform.
* RISK REDUCTION 
** COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMENT-REQUIRED'- Most of this technology is in place - some 
enhancement might be possible. 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
• SYNERGISM 
" LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
" MISSION ENABLEMENT 
" SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
" PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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ORIGINAL PAGE 9S 
D180-27487-3 OF POOR QUALITY 
TECHNOLOGY THERMAL CONTROL
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY


ADVANCEMENT Automatic T/C System Control


GOAL __-

SPECIFIC Centralized vs Distributed Control


TRADE


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* 	 SYSTEM IMPACTS Minimum impact of thermal interaction 

between platform modules. 

* 	 SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS


+/-3 F.

" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS Accurate temperature control 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS System status monitor only, minimal crew 
support.


* 	 SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABIUTY. IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 COST REDUCTION " ­
* 	 MASS REDUCTION 
* 	 RISK REDUCTION 
0. 	 COMMONAUTY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* 	 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REOUIRED" 
• 	 SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
DESIGNSIMPUFICATION 50% reduction in payload thermal design
effort. 
•-	 SYNERGISM 
* 	 LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* 	 MISSION ENABLEMENT 	 Necessary to perform multiple simultaneousoperations.


* 	 SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* 	 PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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D180-27487-3 OF POOR QUALITY 
TECHNOLOGY 
DISCIPUNE THERMAL CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY Modular Growth Capability
ADVANCEMENT 
GOAL 
SPECIFIC Contact Heat 
TRADE 
CRITERIA 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
• SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" UFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABILTY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
Exchangers vs Fluio Disconnects 
-ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
Add-on modules serviced by centralized 
T/C system.


10-20% mass reduction. 
*. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS Standard thermal interfaces. 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMET-REQUIRED" 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* OESIGNSIMPUFICATION 	 Standard thermal interfaces between 
* SYNERGISM 	 modules. 
* 	 LONG RANGE POTENTIAL Advanced platform built up out of standard 
modules. 
" MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* 	 SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
No need for deployment radiators on each 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 	 mo dul e. 
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TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPUNE THERMAL CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY Ten Year Life T/C System


ADVANCEMENT


GOAL 
SPECIFIC Mechanically Pumped Transport Loop vs Heat Pipe or Pump 
TRADE Assisted Heat Pipe Loop


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS


" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS -Stable, predictable performance.


" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Reduced repair and refurb. time.


" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS


* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABILITY. IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
SCOSTREDUCTION 	 Reduced logistics cost of materials and labor. 
" MASS REDUCTION Reduced spares. 
* RISK REDUCTION 
6. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REQUIRED' 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* 	 DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
. SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
• SHUTTLE IMPACTS 	 Potential of fewer trips. 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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D180-27487-3 ORIGINAL PAGE 19OF pOOR QUALffy' 
TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPLINE THERMAL CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY Ten Year Life T/C System


ADVANCEMENT


GOAL


SPECIFIC Maintenance/Repairable System vs Redundant System 
TRADE 
CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT 
" REIABIUTY MPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
". COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMET-REQUI RED' 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
" DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
* - SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
*MISSION ENABLEMENT 
*SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
I 9 
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TECHNOLOGY THERMAL CONTROL 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY 
HVNwLiT Ten Year Life T/C System 
GOAL 
Long Life Coatings vs Cleanable/Repairable Coatings 
SPECIFIC 
TRADE 
CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 

" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS


" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS


* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
• MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION


" MASS REDUCTION


" RISK REDUCTION


0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMEUT-REQUIRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
* -SYNERGISM 
• LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUT"LE IMPACTS 
• PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY THERMAL CONTROL


DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Constant Temperature T/C 	 System Flexibility and Growth 
ADVANCEMENT


GOAL


SPECIFIC Constant Temperature Thermal Bus vs Variable Temperature Bus 
TRADE


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFi 
e SYSTEMIMPACTS 	 Improved flexibility in configurationlarger radiator - minimum contamination


* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS standard interfaces, less power.


a PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS Close control of temperatures over 5%
to 100% of rated load.


OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS
* 
a SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS


* MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT 
e RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
a COST REDUCTION 
e MASS REDUCTION Potentially 10-20% lighter 
• RISK REDUCTION 	 Higher tech risk than variable temp. 
6. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 	 Greater commonality. 
* TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMET-REQULRED" 	 High capacity pump assisted heat pipe 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 	 Requires more development time. 
" 	 DESIGN SIMPLIFICATIpN Standard T/C system - payload interface 
Payloads located anywhere in loop.
*. S'YNERGIS'M


" LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
• 	 MISSION ENABLEMENT Exact temperature control over wide range 
of duty cycles.
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS
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TECHNOLOGY CREW SYSTEMS - ECLSS 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY 

ADVANCEMENT
GOAL 
SPECIFIC 
TRADE 
Develop Capabilities to Enable Integration of ECLSS WorkingFluids and Gasses With Other Subsystems 
__ _ _ _ __ _ _ __.,_Integration With Power, 
CRITERIA 
* SYSTEMIMPACTS 
 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 

& LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 

* MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
S. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMET-REQUIRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
*. SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __,_ _ _ _ 
Thermal, ACS, and Propulsion Subsystems 
ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
Fewer number of gasses, fluids, cryo's
 

to build into system


May be degradations in some subsystems inlieu of substantial improvements in


others 
Significant storage mass reduction 
Potentially applicable to unmanned 
platforms


Yes 
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ORIGINAL PAGFE ' 
D180-27487-3 OF POOR QUALITY 
TECHNOLOGYDISCIPLNE CREW SYSTEMS - MISSION PLANNING 
TECHNOLOGY Develop Capabilities for Autonomous Mission Planning for Normal 
ADVANCEMENT and Contingency Operations (SAT Servicing, Construction, FLT


GOAL j.n~tainannpci~pPC 
SPECIFIC 
TRADE 
CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS Psycological Advantage of letting crew set 
own schedules 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 1lows real-time adaption 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILITY.IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION Will reduce costs associated with on-ground 
mission support

* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
* COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REQUIRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
• SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT Req'd capability to make S.S. autonomous 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY CREW SYSTEMS - EVA 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY 
ADVANCEMENT 
GOAL 
Develop Improved EMU 
8 PSI EMU 
SPECIFIC 
TRADE 
Non-Venting Radiator 
C02 Removal Regeneration 
Other Improvements 
CRITERIA 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS


" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS


" MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT


" RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS


" COST REDUCTION 
 
* MASS REDUCTION 
RISK REDUCT'ION 
 
* COMMONAUTY AMONG PLATFORMS 
" TECHNOLOGY ADVANCFMENTREQUIRED 
" SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
• SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
" MISSION ENABLEMENT 
" SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
Easier to don, use, doff, and recondition 
No prebreath, faster reconditioning 
Resupply cost reduced


Water and LIOH Cartridge logistics and


storage burden removed


Improvements req'd to make EVA routine


and efficient
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TECHNOLOGYDISCIPUNE FLIGHT OPERATIONS - GENERAL PURPOSE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
TECHNOLOGY Develop improved performance manipulator system for the
ADVANCEMENT space stationGOAL 
Fixed vs mobile 
SPECIFIC Cherrypicker vs. Dextrous Manipulator vs. RMS end-effectiveTRADE IVA vs EVA Operated 
CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS* >100% improvement over RMS (strength,
speed, dexterity, etc.)

" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS* Must be much more productive in order to
service all mission needs
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS Must be man-rated


* LIFETIMEIMPROVEMENTS 10 year life wlmaintenance


* MAINTAINABIUITY. IMPROVEMENT Must be space-maintainable


* RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS Requires > 95% availability


* COST REDUCTION


* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
•* COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMETSEQUIRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
S SYNERGISM 
• LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
" MISSION ENABLEMENT Must have in order to perform missions 
" SHUTTLE IMPACTS


o PACKAGING IMPACTS 
*Must be capable of launching and retrieving vehidles/satellites as well as 
moving articles around the S.S. 
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SATELLITE SERVICING CONSTRUCTION,
TECHNOLOGY 
 FLIGHT OPERATIONS -

DISCIPUNE 	 FLIGHT SUPPORT, MAINTEANCE 

TECHNOLOGY Develop Capability for In-space Gas, Liquid, and Cryogenic


ADVANCEMENT resupply and Leak-proof Changeout of Subsystems LRU's.


GOAL


Delivery Modes 	 Leak Repair


SPECIFIC Storage Modes 	 Leak-Proof LRU Changeout

TRADE Transfer Modes 	 Guaging


SLeakDetection


ESTIMATED BENEFITCRITERIA 
Reduced on-board storage


* SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 	 Must be simple, fast 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Must be fail-safe 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS Req'd capabilities to attain 10-25 yrlifetime for S.S. 
* MAINTAINAIUTY. IMPROVEMENT 	 Must be maintainable in-space 
* RELIABIUTY IMeROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
" RISK REDUCTION 
6. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS Applicable to unmanned platform as well 
as S.S. 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMELT-REDUIRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* 	 DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
. SYNERGISM Interrelated with ECLS, Thermal, propulsion,mission, OPS 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
" MISSION ENABLEMENT Required to make S.S. autonomous 
" SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
" PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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OPERATIONS AND CREW SYSTEMS


TECHNOLOGY ITEMS SCREENING


ITEMS DELETED AND RATIONALE


ITEM DELETED 
 
Develop umbilical system for connecting space 
 
station fluids, gases, cryos, power, and data 
 
bus to vehicles and spacecraft. 
 
Develop portable, general-purpose EVA workstation. 
 
Develop space-based OTV. 
 
Develop standard connectors. 
 
Develop natural language computer man-machine 
 
interface, 
 
Develop improved crew training capabilities. 
 
Develop zero-g surgical and dental equipment 
 
and techniques. 
 
Develop improved zero-g toilet. 
 
RATIONALE


This is primarily a design problem. The gas,


fluid, and cryo connector technology is addressed


in one of the technology items kept in this sort.


Could use shuttle hardware but will incur a


performance degradation.


Not essential for early space station.


Highly desirable for maintainability and operation
 

but could reluctantly use off-the-shelf hardware.


Long-range goal but could use current technology


for early space station. ,o


Not essential for early space station with small 
crews. Will be very important as crew size and 
operational demands increase.


Not essential for early space station but will be


req'd as station becomes larger.


Shuttle toilet could be used with some human factors 
modifications.


.4 
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TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPUNE DATA MANAGEMENT 
TECHNOLOGY 
ADVANCEMENT Develop/evaluate Multi-function Control-s and Displays for Human 
GOAL Space Environment. 
SPECIFIC Evaluate Multifunction Controls and Displays vs Dedicated


TRADE Orientation.


CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS


" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS x


" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS X


" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS X


• SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS X


* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS X


* MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT X


* RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS X


" COST REDUCTION X


" MASS REDUCTION X


* RISK REDUCTION x


0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS Applicable to manned platforms. 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTREOULRED x


* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPIFICATION 
* - SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY DATA MANAGEMENT


DISCIPLINE


TECHNOLOGY Develop/Evaluate Voice Communication Techniques for Manned 
ADVANCEMENT Compartment as Well as Other Areas Such as Platform Maintenance via EVA 
GOAL 
Evaluate Voice Activation/Response Techniques vs Conventional


SPECIFIC Controls/Displays.

TRADE 
CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
X* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 	 Easier manned interface. 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 	 Easier manned interface 
" 	 SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS Warning Clarity, quicker response. 
X
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABIUTY. IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 	 Reduce risks in operation with manned

interface.


0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 	 Applicable to manned platforms. 
" TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMESTREDUIRED Need further enhancements. 
" SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
* - SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY DATA MANAGEMENTDISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop/evaluate Processors for Appl-icabi-lity of Microprocessors 
Distributed Architecture for Space Applications.
ADVANCEMENT in -a 
GOAL 
Evaluate Advanced Microprocessors (eg, 32 bit) in a Distributed 
SPECIFIC Architecture 
TRADE


ESTIMATED BENEFITCRITERIA 
" 	 SYSTEM IMPACTS 
Processor part of subsystem* 	 SUBSySTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS X


" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Subsystem oriented.


" 	 SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS Due to maintainability, reliability 
X
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT X 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS X 
X
" 	 COST REDUCTION 
* 	 MASS REDUCTION Chip technology. 
X
* 	 RISK REDUCTION 
COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS Use same processors for all. 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REQUIRED 	 Processors under development, multi­processing environment required. 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 	 X 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION Eliminate complex central system. 
• - SYNERGISM 
* 	 LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* 	 MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
e PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY 
DISCIPLINE DATA MANAGEMENT 
TECHNOLOGY Develop/Evaluate Types of Data Busses Applicable to Distributed 
ADVANCEMENT Architecture Including Fiber Optics.

GOAL 
Evaluate Data Busses Applicable to Platform Environment;

SPECIFIC Specifically Include Fiber Optics

TRADE 
CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 	 Platform data communication. 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS x 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS X 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* SAFETYIMPROVEMENTS Due to maintainability, reliability. 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS X 
* MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT x 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS X 
" COST REDUCTION x 
" MASS REDUCTION Fiber optics; less weight, volume 
* RISK REDUCTION 	 X 
.		 COMMONAUTY AMONG PLATFORMS Use same data bus for all, voice comm


for manned platform may be a factor.


* TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMET-REDULRED Application to platform creates 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 	 environment different from ground; eg,
radiation.


* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 	 x 
6. SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY DATA MANAGEMENT


DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop/Evaluate Software Cocegeneration Tools Including Some Form 
ADVANCEMENT of Automatically Generating Code From Design and Requirements 
GOAL Definitions. 
Evaluate Requirements Definition and Design Aid Tools to Determine


SPECIFIC Applicability of Assisting in Generation of Source Code; Include


TRADE Correlation to HOL leg, ADA)


ESTIMATED BENEFIT
CRITERIA 
 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS


* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS


" 	 OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
Reduce Chance of code errors.
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
Easier creation of code from requirements." LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILITY.IMPROVEMENT Easier to chance code from changer in 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS requirements. 
Reduction in code errors. 
" COST REDUCTION Reduce manpower to generate code. 
" MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION Reduce chance of code errors. 
*. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS Same S/W development tool s for al l. 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCM-UT-REOULRED 	 Some tools available, enhancements needed. 
* SCHEDULE REDUCION 	 Easier to produce code directly. 
* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 	 Easier to produce code directly. 
*. SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
• SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY


DATA MANAGEMENT
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop/Evaluate software Support Tools Including File Editors,


ADVANCEMENT File/Library/Configuration Controls, Documentation Aids, etc.


GOAL 
Evaluate HOL (eg, ADA) and other S/W Development Support Tools 
SPECIFIC for Increasing Programmer'productivity and Software Reliability


TRADE


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* 	 SYSTEM IMPACTS 
sUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* 	 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS Via better support tools, less errors. 
Via better support tools, less errors.* 	 MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
* 	 RELIABIUITYIM.ROVEMENTS 	 Via better support tools, less errors. 
* 	 COST REDUCTION 	 Via increased productivity and reliability. 
* 	 MASS REDUCTION 
* 	 RISK REDUCTION 
Via use of same support tools for all.S. 	 COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
" 	 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-RE UIRED Tools available, enhancements required. 
Via better support tools, less errors." SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
" DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
•. SYNERGISM 
* 	 LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* 	 MISSION ENABLEMENT 
o 	 SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* 	 PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY DATA MANAGEMENT 
DISCIPLINE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop/Evaluate High Order Language (HOL)

ADVANCEMENT


GOAL 
SPECIFIC Evaluate ADA* as a HOL for Space Application vs Current 
TRADE Language Usage.


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* 	 SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* 	 SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* 	 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 	 Possible via reliability, maintainability. 
* 	 LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 	 Via use of HOL designed for future. 
* 	 MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT Via use of HOL. 
* 	 RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS Via use of HOL.


COST REDUCTION Via use of HOL.


* 	 MASS REDUMIION 
* 	 RISK REDUCTION 	 Via use of HOL. 
* 	 COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS Via use of same HOL for all. 
* 	 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTREQUIRED Advancement underway for DOD, application 
to 	 space unknown.


* 	 SCHEDULE REDUCTION 	 Via use of HOL. 
* 	 DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 	 Via use of HOL. 
0. SYNERGISM


" LONG RANGE POTENTIAL


" MISSION ENABLEMENT


" SHUTTLE IMPACTS


" PACKAGING IMPACTS


*ADA isnew HOL specifically directed by DOD to be developed for common use b9 all


military branches for-military applications to avoid proliferation of various


languages, utilize best features of all, avoid pitfalls of others, and add


desired/required features.
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TECHNOLOGY
DISCPLNE COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING


TECHNOLOGY Develop a Terminal Guidance System for Automatic


ADVANCEMENT Space Docking

GOAL 
SPECIFIC Radio Frequency vs Optical/Laser 
TRADE 
CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Minimizes Pilot/astronaut work load. 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS Minimizes probability of docking damage. 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS Readily accomodates increased docking 
* MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT traffic/frequency. 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
S. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REQULRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION Reduces amount of docking training/practice required.


DESIGN SIMPUFICATION* 
* SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT Required for Unmanned spacecraft docking. 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPLINE COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING 
TECHNOLOGY Develop a Lightweight-Low Cost Voice/Voice Bandwidth Communication


ADVANCEMENT Sytem for Intercom, EVA, Proximity, and Space/Ground Communications


GOAL


Digital Voice - Time Division Multiplex vs Analog Voice - Frequency


SPECIFIC Division Multiplex


TRADE


ESTIMATED BENEFITCRITERIA 
" SYSTEM IMPACTSC 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 	 Digitized voice and time division multi­
plexing simplifies voice distribution, voicE 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 	 conferencing and voice freq. data distributi n. 
* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
Increased hardware commonality.

* MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABILTYIMPROVEMENTS 	 Digital circuits replace analog circuits. 
• COST REDUCTION 	 Hardware commonality reduces unit cost


"MASS REDUCTION and spares provisioning quantities.


LSE/VLSI implementation reduces mass 75%


* RISK REDUCTION fewer interconnecting cables required. 
6 COMMONAUTY AMONG PLATFORMS Standard modules common to all platforms. 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMET-REQULRED


* SCHEDULE REDUCTION


* 	 DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION


Digitized voice circuits simplify the
SSYNERGISM 	 transmission of data (eg: biomedical) 
over


voice circuits.
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT


* SHUTTLE IMPACTS


o PACKAGING IMPACTS
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TECHNOLOGY COMMUNICATION AND TRACKINS


DISCIPLINE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop a High Data Rate Communication Link Capable of HandlingADVANCEMENT Up to 4 Digitized Color TV Channels Along With Other High Rate GOAL Data. 
Single High Rate Data Link vs Separate Analog TV Links and
SPECIFIC Data Link(s)
TRADE 
CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENiS 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENiS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS Digital vs Analog Circuits. 
* COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION Provides 75% mass reduction compared with 
separate analog TV channels.


* RISK REDUCTION 
0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMENT-REUIRED Requires development of high speed,.modu­
lat6r; multiplexers. and A/D & D/A

S SCHEDULE REDUCTION 	 converters. 
* 	 DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
- SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
a MISSIONENABLEMENT Provides Hi Res. dictorial data fortroubleshooting. Enable transmission or 
6 SHUTTLE IMPACTS Hi Res video mission data. 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY
DISCIPLINE C0OMMUNICATION AND TRACKING 
TECHNOLOGY Develop a Space Qualified Traffic Control Radar 
ADVAuNCEMENTf 
COAL


Multi Mode, Phased Array, Digital Processing vs S~parate


SPECIFIC Search and Tracking Radars With Mechanically Scanned


TRADE Antennas and Analog Processing


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS


" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS


* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMNTS Location & Status of Relevant Space Objects 
Provided.


" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 	 Conflict/collusion warning for spacecraft
& debris provided.


" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINASIUTY IMPROVEMENT Maximum use of digital circuitry increases 
" RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS maintainability & reliability. 
* COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
" RISK REDUCTION 
0, COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENF-RECUIRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
* SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* 	 MISSION ENABLEMENT Require to detect & track incomming & 
outgoing spacecraft. Detect space debtis, 
* SHUTTLEIMPACTS 	 and provide conflict/collusion alarm. 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY ELECTRICAL POWER 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop Automated Electrical Power System to Improve Reliability 
ADVANCEMENT By An Order of Magnitude and Reduce Operating Cost (Manpower) By 
GOAL An flrrlr pf Magnit~vAg. 
Comparison of Degree of Automation vs Weight, Man-Machine Sharing 
SPECIFIC of Automation, Improvement in Reliability and Life vs Degree of 
TRADE Automation. 
CRITERIA 
" SYSTEMIMPACTS 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS* 
* 	 MAINTAINABIUTY.IMPROVEMENT 
* 	 RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
* 	 RISK REDUCTION 
. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* 	 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMEUT-RMURED 
* 	 SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* 	 DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
* 	 SYNERGISM 
* 	 LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* 	 MISSION ENABLEMENT 
e 	 SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
Contribution to platform automation. 
Improvement in life and reliability of EPS. 
Improved Reaction to malfunctions.


Permits planning of difficult operations


without dependence on man.


Promotes system safety-can react instantly
to 	 problems


Improves life by optimizing performance 
under all conditions. 
Minimizes maintenance requirements.


Increases reliability


Reduces risk because of constant monitoring


and control.


Appl icabl e to all platforms. 
Preliminary automation isS-0-A. Requires

advanced sensors and latest microprocessors. 
Will affect thermal control.


Back up to on board computer control


functions.


Required for automation of space platform 
and station.
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TECHNOLOGY ELECTRICAL POWER 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop an Advanced Energy Storage System of Low Mass - High


ADVANCEMENT Energy Density, to Replace NiCd Batteries.


GOAL


Compare NiWCd Batteries With Regenerable Fuel Cells, Ni-H 2 '


SPECIFIC Batteries, and Flywheels at a Space Station Level to Determine


TRADE Integration Effect.


CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
Energy storage will constitute significant
* SYSTEM IMPACTS mass. 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS Minimization of energy storage mass. 
" PERFORMANCEIMPROVEMENTS Improve reliability of E.P.S. 
Support steady state and transient loads 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS ~ith minimim mass. 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABIUTYIMPROVEMENT Increase energy storage life with minimum 
mass.


* RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS


" COST REDUCTION Minimize life cycle cost.


* MASS REDUCTION Minimize system mass by integration with 
other subsystems.


* RISK REDUCTION 
0. OMMONALTYAMONG PLATFORMS Can be used with all platform concepts. 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEME TREULRED Regenerable fuel cell system and flywheel energy storage are developmental. Ni-H2 
S cells are developmental for LEO applic.CHEDULE REDUCTION 
DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION Minimize solar array area (drag) 
• SYNERGISM 
*. LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS Efficient energy storage required for space platforms.


PACKAGING IMPACS Batteries or fuel cells will affect packagi g

vol ume. 
NOTE: Utilize results from studies of:


Regenerable Fuel Cells.


Flywheel Energy Storage.
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TECHNOLOGY ELECTRICAL POWER 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop High-Power/High-Voltage Power Conditioning For Space 
ADVANCEMENT Platforms & Space Stations.
 

GOAL 
Compare Multiple Units of Lower Rating With Large Single


SPECIFIC Units to Be Developed. Compare Cost, Weight, Reliability,


TRADE Efficiency, EMI.


ESTIMATED BENEFITCRITERIA 
Higher efficiency will reduce solar array


e SYSTEMIMPACTS 	 area and overall system weight. 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 	 Simplification of E.P.S. 
e PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 	 -Higher efficiency and Reliability. 
Higher energy density will reduce E.P.S.


* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 	 volume. 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
e RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 	 Higher reliability with fewer components
-	 i n parallIel. 
a COST REDUCTION 
* MASSREDUCTION 	 Lower mass from higher efficiency and 
higher energy density.

* RISK REDUJCTION 
0 COMMONAULTY AMONG PLATFORMS Small platforms can use S-0-A components.
Large platforms will require advanced
 

* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REULRED components. 
Power conditioning equipment for high
* SCHEDULEREDUCTION 
 power in large units are not available.


* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATIPN 	 Advanced solid state devices to be 
developed.


S.SYNERGISM 	 Higher efficiency components will simplify 
thermal control and reduce E.P.S. mass and 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 	 array area (drag) 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
Higher efficiency components will reduce
PACKAGING IMPACTS packaqino volume. 
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TECHNOLOGY 
DISCIPLINE ELECTRICAL POWER 
TECHNOLOGY 
ADVANCEMENT 
GOAL 
Provide/Develop a High-Power Rotary Joint With High Efficiency, 
Low Noise, Low Wear and Debris. 
....... 
PSCI'CIC Brush/Slipring Concept vs Rotary Transformer 
Concept, 
TRADE 
CRITERIA 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* 	 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 MAINTAINABIUT'Y.IMPROVEMENT 
* 	 RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
" RISK REDUCTION 
COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
F-REUIRED• 	 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEM2 
* 	 SCHEDULEREDUCTION 
* 	 DESIGNSIMPLIFICATION 
SYNERGISM 
* 	 LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* 	 MISSION ENABLEMENT 
SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* 	 PACKAGING IMPACTS 
ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
Enable rotation while transferring power


to spacecraft.


Minimize loss and system weight.


Provide low EMI power transfer. Minimize


contamination debris.


Non-restrictive motion of solar array.


Low wear and little contamination debris. 
High efficiency will decrease loss and


system mass.


This size of power transferhas not been


accomplished to date. 
Can be used for any platform concept. 
The size'and power level will be greater 
than any to date. Materials rating will 
be limiting. Scaling factor unknown. 
Rotary transformer is still developmental. 
Interaction with space plasma will be a 
problem. Thermal control will also be 
a problem. 
A power transfer joint is necessary to


operate the spacecraft as planned. (Enablin),


Concept will affect platform packaging
configurations. 
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TECHNOLOGY ELECTRICAL POWER


DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop a Solar Array Concentrator to Lower Array Cost By


ADVANCEMEIT 25-50% and Provide Hardening For Military Applications.


GOAL


Compare Several Concentrator Concepts and Planar Arrays


SPECIFIC for Cost, Weight, and Hardening.


TRADE 
ESTIMATED BENEFITCRITERIA 
Array Concept will affect configuration,
" SYSTEM IMPACTS thermal control, area, mass, cost. 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 	 Array concept will determine power systemcost, array area, array mass, volume­

* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 	 (stowing). 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 	 Concentrator will Have Lower Degradation to Manmade and Natural Environment. 
" MAINTAINABIUITY.IMPROVEMENT Concentrator Can resist degradation and 
improve reliability.
* RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
Cost reduction will result from concentra­
" COST REDUCTION tor array using fewer solar cells.


" MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
cOMMONALTY AMONG PLATFORMS 	 Array concept can be used with any platform 
or station concept. 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMEaT-REOULRED Concentrator array technology is develop-
SCHEDULE 	 REDUCTION mental. Some concepts incorp6rate advanced 
heat pipes. 
* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
Solar array concept will affect attitude
SYNERGISM 	 control system for array pointing. Stiffnes


* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 	 of array will change panel frequency. Concentrator array will provide hardening


* MISSIONENABLEMENT 	 for military missions. (Enabling). 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
Concept selected will determine array pack­

* PACKAGING IMPACTS 	 a ing and stowage. 
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TECHNOLOGY 
DISCIPUNE PROPULSION AND FLUIDS 
TECHNOLOGY 
ADVANCEMENT 
GOAL 
A 
Improved performance and reliability. 
Reduced system impact. Growth potential 
SPECIFIC
TRADE Orbit Makeup Propulsion Selection 
CRITERIA 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
PERFORMANC.E IMPROVEMENTS*O 
 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" UFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABIUITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION -­
" RISK REDUCTION 
*, COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.EUIRED" 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
 
S SYNERGISM


* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTLEIMPACTS . 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
Use of propellants on-board for other


reasons (OTV, EC/LS).


Increased Isp, development of small LH2/
L02 motors.


Commonality of propellants. 
Small, reliable-LH2/L02 motor development.


Small LH2/L0z motor. 
Commonality of propellant tankage and

plumbing. 
Propellant commonality (resupply). 
Propellant commonality (resupply). 
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TECHNOLOGY 
-
DISCIPLINE PROPULSION AND FLUIDS. 
TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCEMENT Develop techniques for low-g acquisition and transfer. Improve


GOAL long-term storage abilities.


SPECJFIC Cryogen Propellant Transfer and Management

TRADE


CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS .Low-g acquisition negates need to 
accelerate to settle propellants.


" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS Cryos offer improved performance. 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Facilitates loading and off-loading ofpropel 1ants. 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY A6VANC-MF.JT-- ULRED' Low-g acquisition with 95% tank emptying 
capabi-l ity. 
SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
Facilitates use of cryos for all propulsior

• DESGN SIMPUFICATION systems. 
* SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL Development of techniques for acquisition 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT and trasnfer of cryogene at low-g levels. 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS Off-load from Orbiter (resupply). 
• PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGYDISCIPLINE PROPULSION AND FLUIDS


TECHNOLOGY Improved performance. Propellant commonality.

ADVANCEMENT


GOAL ...


SPECIFIC Attitude Control System Selection


TRADE


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 	 Use of propellant on-board for makeuppropulsion, 0TV, EC/LS.


" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
system,
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 	 Improved with LH 2/L0 2 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION. 
0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMELT-REULRED" Small LOz/LH2 motor. 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 	 Commonality of propellant tankage and 
plumbing.
- SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 	 Propellant commonality (resupply) 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 	 Propellant commonalitj (resupply) 
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TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPLINE GUIDANCE & CONTROL - APPROACH AND DOCKING-

TECHNOLOGY Develop Automated Approach and Docking Algorithms.


ADVANCEMENT


GOAL


SPECIFIC Entirely Automated vs Manual Interface 
TRADE


CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS Requires dedicated computer time and 
memory. 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS Requires sensor development. 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS Reduces approach fuel usage. 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Lessens crew workload-may be requirement 
during high traffic loads.
" SAFETYIMPROVEMENTS 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
* REUABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION Fuel usage reduction on active vehicles. 
* RISK REDUCTION Decreases chance of "pilot error", reduces 
collision probability. 
• COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS Standard system for all vehicles. 
* TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMENT-REOUIRED Develop guidance al orithms-applicable to 
any sensor-compatible space system.


* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
S. SYNERGISM 
" LONG RANGE POTENTIAL Numerous DOD & commercial applications. 
Enables docking between unmanned systems

" MISIONENABLEMENT required for high traffic loads. 
" SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY TRACKTNG & NAVIGATION - APPROACH/DOCKING SENSOR 
DISCIPLINE 
TECHNOLOGY Sensor for Docking - Must Include Relative Attitude (3 Axis). 
ADVAWCFMENT and Relative Displacements C3 Axis-1 --GOAL 
Sensor Type (Visual, Laser, AMW, etc).
SPECIFIC 
 
TRADE


ESTIMATED BENEFIT
CRITERIA 
 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 	 Requires sensor system for SOC and chaser 
vehicles.


" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS


" OPERATIONSIMPROVEMENTS Requirement for docking w/unmanned vehicles.


" SAFETYIMPROVEMENTS Improved safety for docking manned vehicles.


* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABIUTY IMPROVEMENT


* RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION 
" RISK REDUCTION 
• COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
Relative attitude/displacement sensors


* TECHNOLOGY AOVANCEMEJtREOUIRED of very high accuracy. 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* 	 DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
. SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
Must be able to dock OTV's & other unmanned/
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
manned vehicles.


a SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
o PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION - CLOSE-IN TRAFFIC CONTROL 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Advanced Relative Navigation Techniques & Guidance 
ADVANCEMENT Algorithms (Multiple Vehicles) 
GOAL. 
1. Automative vs Manual Interface.

SECIFIC 2. Sensor Study.TRADE 
CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
SYSTEM IMPACTS Dedicated Computer Time/Memory." 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS Requires spherical sensor coverage. 
" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Enables constant monitoring & control 
without crew interface. 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS Prevents accidental impact or interference 
between vehicles.
* UFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" MAINTAINABIUTYIMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
" MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION Reduces risk of vehicle collisions. 
* COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REQULRED More comprehensive & flexible algorithms 
spherical antenna coverage.
SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
* SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
Allows multiple vehicles to operate in" MISSION ENABLEMENT 
close proximity. 
" SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
e PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPLINE GUIDANCE, TRACKING, NAVIGATION & CONTROL -
TECHNOLOGY Space-based Launch Control System


ADVANCEMENT -

GOAL


1. Degree of Automation. 4. Autonomy vs Ground Support.


SPECIFIC 2. Required Sensors.


TRADE 3. Required Software.


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* SYSTEM IMPACTS Mass Storage and core memory.


" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS Requires comm/tracking sensors. Interface


with TDRSS.


* 	 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
Makes SOC more autonomous." OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS Quicker response, better reliability
than through ground.
* 	 UFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABI UTY. IMPROVEMENT 
 Entire system maintained onboard. 
" RELIABIUTYIMPROVEMENTS Fewer data/comm links with ground.

* COST REDUCTION Reduces ground support requirement. 
" MASS REDUCTION 
" RISK REDUCTION 
S. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY AOVANCFME-T-REQUI_RED 	 Space based sensors, modified algorithms. 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION

* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION

* SYNERGISM

* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL


" MISSION ENABLEMENT Able to launch with minimum ground support/

requirements.


SHUTTLE IMPACTS* 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY
DISCIPLINE ATTITUDE CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY Develop Control System That is Robust With Respect to Changing
ADVANCEMENT Control/Structural Interaction 
GOAL 
SPECIFIC Evaluate Adoptive Control & System Identification SchemesTRADE 	 and Determine Best Alternatives


CRITERIA 	 ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* 	 SYSTEM IMPACTS Subsystem has less impact on restrictions 
to configuration or structural stiffness
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 	 Better control performance and greater 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 	 stability margins. 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* UFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 MAINTAINABILITY- IMPROVEMENT Make subsystem more adaptable to component 
failures and changes.
* RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
COST REDUCTION 
SMASS REDUCTION 	 Reduced mass from lower structural


stiffness requirements.

* RISK REDUCTION 
0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMEUTREOUWRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
0. SYNERGISM 
• LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY ATTITUDE CONTROL 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGY Develop Techniques for-Damping Structural Vibrations Resulting 
ADVANCEMENT


GOALFrom Onoard Disturbances and Docking/Berthing Transients


Trade Active vs Passive Damping Techniques Eviluate Problems


SPECIFIC in Sensor/Effector Locations With Changing Configuration


TRADE 
CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS Reduce Transients throughout system. 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS Improve comfort to crew 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" UFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILITY. IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REOUIRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
* . SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPUNE ATTITUDE CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY Develop Control Techniques for Precision Instrument Pointing.

ADVANCEMENTGOAL


SPECIFIC Trade Distributed and Centralized Control and Disturbance
TRADE Isolation Techniques to Provide Precision InstrumentI Pointing 
CRITERIA 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS


" PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
 
* OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILITY. IMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
* COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTREOULRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
* SYNERGISM 
" LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
" MISSION ENABLEMENT 
" SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
Provide capability to point instruments 
for scientific study
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TECHNOLOGY ATTITUDE CONTROL 
DISCIPUNE 
TECHNOLOGYAvN
T 
 Develop Techniques Required to Provide Micro g Environment 
GOAL 
SPECIFIC Trade Free Flying Lab vs Disturbance Isolation Techniques
TRADE 
CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
" SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS Provide required environment for 
" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS scientific missions. 
" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
* LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINASIlTY IMPROVEMENT 
* RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
* COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION


" RISK REDUCTION


0. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT-REDULRED 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
* SYNERGISM 
" LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGYDISCIPLINE ATTITUDE CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCEMENT Develop Control Techniques for Thruster Operation on a Flexible
Structure


GOAL 
Determine Sensor/Thruster Location. Determine Stiffness
SPECIFIC Requirements. Determine Trade Between Stiffness Thrust Level
TRADE and Control Duty Cycle


CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
* 	 SYSTEM IMPACTS 	 Maximize common control & station keeping 
* 	 SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS 	 propellent commonality 
* 	 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS 
* 	 SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
" 	 LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
" 	 MAINTAINABILITY IMPROVEMENT 
" 	 RELIABIUITY IMPROVEMENTS 
" 	 COST REDUCTION Reduce resupply costs.


SMASS REDUCTION Reduction through lower stiffness and


* 	 RISK REDUCTION reduced control propellant 
*. 	 COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS 
• 	 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEME.NTREQULR ED 
* 	 SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* 	 DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
*. MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* 	 SHUTTLE IMPACTS 
* 	 PACKAGING IMPACTS 
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TECHNOLOGY


DISCIPUNE ATTITUDE CONTROL


TECHNOLOGY Develop Control Techniques to Control Docking/Berthing Transients


ADVANCEMENT


GOAL


SPECIFIC Trade Best Techniques for Controlling Docking/Berthing
TRADE Transients. Evaluate Local vs System Transient Reductions


CRITERIA ESTIMATED BENEFIT 
" SYSTEM IMPACTS 
* SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS Reduce control complexity if done 
* PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS locally.


" OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS


" SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS Anomoly handling during docking/berthing. 
" LIFETIME IMPROVEMENTS 
* MAINTAINABILUTY IMPROVEMENT 
" RELIABIUTY IMPROVEMENTS 
" COST REDUCTION 
* MASS REDUCTION 
* RISK REDUCTION 
S. COMMONALITY AMONG PLATFORMS Docking/berthing port design for all 
* TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMETREQUIRED connections. 
* SCHEDULE REDUCTION 
* DESIGN SIMPUFICATION 
* - SYNERGISM 
* LONG RANGE POTENTIAL 
* MISSION ENABLEMENT 
* SHUTLE IMPACTS 
* PACKAGING IMPACTS 
1Mechanisms/Control Interface
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5.0 TRADE STUDY OPTION SURVEY (FORM 3A) 
The Form 3A sheets summarize the results of the trade studies conducted in four subject 
areas: 
Data Management - Architecture 
Data Management - Data Bus 
Long Lifeline Thermal Management 
Integration of Automated Housekeeping 
In filling out the sheets the evaluators completed comparisons between the options 
considered with respect to performance pointers, safety impacts, lifetime impacts, 
maintainability impacts, cost and other factors. These sheets give an overview of the 
trade study results. 
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UOfSPORt UAGEIT 
OF POOR QUALITY 
TECHNOLOGY DISCIPLINE DATA MANAGEMENT ARCHITFCTUPE 
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTGOAL: HIGH PERFORMANCE,FAULT TOLERANT & MODULAR SYSTFl 
SPECIFIC TRADE± NETIORK TOPOLOGIES FORINTERMODULE SUBSYSTEM INTERCONNECTIONS 
TRADE NUMBER 
OPTIONS ERPTIONDESC IP I  
PER FORMANCE PARAMETERS 
BANDWIDTH 
FAULT TOLERANCE 

MODULARITY 

SAFETY IMPACTS 

LIFETIME IMPACTS 

MAINTAINABILITY IMPACTS 
RELIABILITY IMPACTS 
COST 
MASS 
RISK 
APPLICABILITY TO MULTILIE 
PLATFORM TYPES 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL 
DEVELOPMENT SHEDULE 
DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION 
INTERRELATIONSIPS WITH 
OTHER SUBSYSTEMS 
OPTON
GRAPH (BACKBONE) 

High 
High 
High 

High Fault Tolerance 

Expandable 

Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

High 
Demonstrated 1960s 
Three Years 
Ideal for Fiber Optics 
Provides sufficient bandwidth, 
modularity and fault tolerance 
for any foreseeable application 
OPTION 2MULTIPLE BUSES 

Medium 

Medium 

High 

Good Fault Tolerance 

Expandable 

Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 

High 
Demonstrated 1970s 
Three Years 
Bad for Fiber Optics 
High bandwidth systems impose 
requirement for high perform­
ance multiplexing electronics 
OPTION 3 
CHORDAL RING 

Medium 
Medium 

Low 
Good Fault Tolerance 

Limited Expandability 

System Shutdown (') 
Satisfactory 
N/A 

NIA 

N/A 

Low 
Not Demonstrated 
Not Recommended 
Ideal for Fiber Optics 
Probably unsuited for space 
applications 
I, 
OPTION 4 
Conventional (Bus, Ring, Tree, Star 
Low 
Low 
Vari able 

Unacceptable 

Early Obsolescence 

Variable 

Variable 

N/A 

N/A 

Unacceptable 

Low 
Demonstrated 1960s 
Not Recommended 
Not Recommended 
Limited bandwidth and fault 
tolerance: definately not 
recommended, 
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FORM 3A ORIGINAL PACE DIt IAL P2e747 
OF POOR QUALITY 
TECHNOLOGY DS-IcILt DATA MANAGEM'ENTBUSDATA 
Provide interconnect technology which can handle early manned soace station data communication 
TECHN4OLOGY ADVANCEMENT GOAL: requirements and meet long term growth requirements without 
Compare Costs/Benefits of potential fiber optic data communication networks approaches. (Interconnect level

SECIFICTRADE: only considered, System level comparisons are part of the Data Management Architecture Study) 
TRADE 
OPTIONS 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
EFFICIENCY 
POWERCONSUMPTIOIN 
 
OTHERS Data Rate 
 
* 
SAFETY 1W ACTS 
LIFETIME IMPACTS 
MAINTAINABILITY IMPACTSMAIANILITY 
RELIABILITY IMAT 
MASS 
RIS 
 
APPLICABILITY TO MULTIPLE

PLATFORMTYPES 
 
TE04NOLOGY READINESS LEVEL 
INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH 
OTHER SUBSYSTEMS 
OTHER COMPARISONIPARAMETERS 
OT4ECONUP RA ETERS 
RECONFIGURABILITY 
FOLDOUT FRAME 
NUMBER OPTON I 
 
DESCRIPTION 
GRAPHNETWORK 
10,850 W 
 
200 MBPS/Link

1.6 - GBPS/Network 
 
About an order of magnitude bette 
 
than options 3 & 4 due to use of 
 
LED optical source, 
 
$8,01B,120 
 
2604 lb 
 
Low due to redundancy, fault 
 
tolerance 
 
Universally Applicable 
 
Good, mature at link level. 
 
Data Management Architecture 
 
Excellent, changes can be made 
 
while network continues to 
 
operate 
 
OPTIO 2 
 
CHORDAL RING NETWORK 
 
2,500 W 
 
200 MBPS/Litk 
 
200 MBPS/Network 
 
Sam as option 2. 
 
$2,157,080 
 
698 lb 
 
Moderate (due to potential limit 
 
on growth) 
 
Universally Applicable


Good, mature at link level. 
 
Data Management Architecture 
 
Poor, addition/deletion of nodes 
requires careful sequencing to 
prevent interruption of networt 
- Ioperation. 
OPTINS(OTION 
HYBRID DISCO/WDM NETWORK 
 
3,200 W 
 
2 to 4 BPPS combined bandwidth 
of 4 wavelength optical

multiplex 
 
Reduced reliability compared 
 
to options I & 2 due to ILD 
optical source use I 
S2,304,000 
997 lb 
Moderate - requires active 
 
repeaters on station module/

module interfaces.


- -
OF POOR X, 
4 
HYBRID DISCO/FMDM NETWORK 
8060 W


1500 MapS - 1 GBPS combined data 
Ibandwidth of FIM & baseband por­tions on network.


(Same as option 3)


$2,956,000


1926 lb


(Same as option 3)


Young Technology (WDM, MDA/DEMX) Relatively mature technology, PONComponents relatively costly. use well proven in local areanetwork, CATV applications. 
ata Management Arcfitecture 
I


(Same as option 3)


EOLDOUT FRAME 
Data Management Architecture 
 
Excellent, nodes are effectisely 
paralleled. Addition or dale­
tion has no effect on network 
operation unless


C 
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TECHNOLOGV DISCIPLIfl. LONGLIFE THERMAL MANAGEMENT 
TECHNOLOGY AOV CEMENT GOAL: To reduce cost of long life thermal management system by iimllzing the effect of thermqal 
coating degradation.


SPECIFICTRADE: Compare costs and benefits for three radiator configurations, with and without thermal storage and coatingrenewal, for 100 KW heat rejection at 500 F in low-earth orbit.
 

TRADE MJMBER N 
OPTIONS DESCRIPTION O I OTION 2 OPTION 3 OPTION 4 
Fixed Radiator Selectable Radiators Steerable Radiator Coating Renewal (2-1/2 year cycle)


I1 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS No Storage Storage No Storage Storage No Storage Storage' No Storage Storage 
OTHERS 
 1 2 3 1 2 3OTHRSOption 	 option 
2

* Radiator Area (ft ) 95280 11960 17990 7000 9760 5090 114770 8630 5040 8670 5930 4410' 
* Thermal Storage (KWUR) - 75,1 34.6 	 18.2 - 17.8 22.9 4.8 
* deight (Ibs) 114300 22610 21580 12210 11710 8120 17720 10360 6060 9970 9640 5820


LIFETIME IMPACTS 5 year limit Designed for 51 
totally de-
MAINTAINABILITY IMPACTS grated coating 
RELIABILITY IMPACTS Requires radi- Minimal impact Added values & controls for Steering mechanism & control Inherent high level of maintenanca 
ator replacement selectable radiator. Greater plus flexible (or rotating) for coating renewal 
COST (life cycle 25 years) S16impact than ontion 1. fluid couplings resulting great 
impact than Option 2 ! 	 I


457 22.6 21.6 12.2 11.7 8.1 17.7 10.4 6.1 10.0 9.6 S.8 
RISX High I LOW Low Low Higher risk than 2 Cost & mass does not include 
I renewal techn~ique. Cost and mass 
APPLICABILITY TO MULTIE All require radiator placement t provide relatively unobstructed v w to space. risk higher than 3C 
PLATFORM TYPES I 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL Requires replace Requires ther- Available Requires stor- Requires flexible Requires in Requires development of coating 
able radiator 	 mal storage age developien fluid coupling addition ther- renewal techniques


development development nal storag

devel opment


INTERRELATIONS4IPS WITH Radiator size and weight affect a tituda control system Coating renewal may be 
OTHER SUBSYSTEMS Radiator panel size affects radia ion exchange with solar panels, contamination source for other 
subsystems or experiments
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OF POOR 
_______D180-2_OF POOR QUALITY 
TECHNOLOGY DISCIPLI4Ec Integratior of Automated 9ousegaeping Functons 
TECHNOLOGY ADVA'IIENT GOAL: To reduce cost of maintai-n, the housekeeping
while enhancing crew safety and comfort. 
functions on an early manned space station 
ECIFIC TRADE Compare costs and benefits of four options. (1) resupuly life support A regulated power A thermal , (2) change to regeneratm e 
life support, (3) change to automated regenerat:ve life support and 
- & electrical & thermal. 
(4)inregrate automated regenerative life support I 
TRADE NUMBER OPTION 4 
OPTIONS DESCRIPTION OPTION i OPTION 2 OPTIONT 
ovi .oor ene i "e L oort Automated Regenerative In a of Automated H/K 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
POWER CONSUMPTION At 4000 watts 	 At 17,300 watts At 19,000 watts At 20.000 watts 
OTHERS


* Shuttle Payload 150,000 lb/year 10,000 lb/yIa 	 1000 lb/year 8,000 lb/year


* Monitor/Conrrol Effort 27,000 man hrs/year 220,000 man hrs/year 27,000 man hrs/year 9,000 man hrs/year


* 
SAFETY IPACTS Depends on shuttle flights-low Complex syst, human monitor Complex syst with complex con- Controller problems worked 
(some better than 1) troller (not as good as 2) (about the same as 2) 
LIFETIME IMPACTS Simple syst should last-meed. More complex syst (not as good Still more complex (not as good Maintainabllity predictions 
as !) as 2) (some better than 3) 
MAINTAINABILITY IMPACTS Simple syst fairly maintainable More complex may be a bear Still worse - not as good as Predictors might help 
(much worse than 1) 1 (some better than 3) 
RELIABILITY IMPACTS Simple syst fairly reliable if More complex - much worse than 1 Still more complex - worse than About the samw as 3 
shuttle is assumed reliable 2 
COST (Life Cycle Est.)--$ million/year resupply S 7-1 million/year resupply $7.1 million/year resupply S 5 7 million/year resupply


2.4 million/year monitor manpwr 18.8 million/year monitor man- 12 million/year monitor naan 8 million/year monitor manpwr

MA.-	 2 million/year maintenance power pp million/year maintenance I 21 million/year maintenance 
total est. 20 eillion/,ear maintenance $41.1 million/year total est. 27.5mllion/year total eat.
RISK- RISI- $115,4 ,llon/year $45g million/year total sa.bea 
____ Storage of 90 day supply air & I 50D lb reduction from 2 becaus Same as 3 = 13,500 lb 
APPLICAShiLTY TO MULTILE__-. water 30,000 lb. On-board redemerative EC/LSS human interfaces heavier than 
PLATFORM TYPES j hardware & supplies - 14.100 lbs automatic controls = 13,500 lbs 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL I 	 Shuttle launch dependent High level of tech. developement Higher level of tech. devel. Still higher level of tech- devel-

Good Somewhat unique About same as 2 A little more unique than 2.

It's available Lab simulator exists extensive Some thinking has been done Concept only Extensive integretio
flight equip. devel, needed extensive controller devel neced end management controlTer level,


INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH Pretty much separate Some interrelationship in About the same as 2 More than 2 
OTHER SUBSYSTEMS function & design 
- 17! 
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